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The VOC Journal

Well this year has definitely not been stagnant. Our modest club of the past has
become one of the largest on campus with this year's membership exceeding 400
members! @ven more than the famed Ski Club). This has been a year of many firsts:
the largest membership in history; an equal number of female and male members
(although the same guys still hang out in the club room - time to kick them out and get
some new resident VOCers); and the VOC's hrst, absolutely huge, epic proportioned,
anazing turnout, great get together of a few hundred members BEER GARDEN!
Although the year got off to a slow start, once Long Hike a¡rived, things took
off with a bang. Long Hike was, as usual, completely sold out after only two days! The
first weekend of October came and hordes of VOCers invaded the Smoke Bluffs and
Murrin Park, climbing under flawless weather with the aid of countless volunteer
instructors. The ensuing dinner (thanks to those who fought with the spaghetti!), party,
and hot tubs at Whistler and fabulous weather on Sunday combined to make a terrific
weekend. Trips started heading out left, right, and center with the good weather
continuing: Leavenworth, Smith Rock, and an infinitum of hiking and climbing trips
(including one exceptional trip up Yak peak, eh Andy?). Lorne organized the popular
kayak pool sessions with the help of Blazing Paddles, and Glacier School was a success.
Next came Christmas break with the standa¡d ski and climbing trþs heading out. Mild
temperatures kept the activity close to home with the skiers, climbers, and kayakers all
sharing the West Coast in December.
The second term showed no hesitation and continued the trend with several
trips every weekend, including tele school, Winter Long Hike (thanks Fern), and the
Federation's avalanche safety course. Unfortunately, January saw the closing of the
climbing wall. Asbestos that was supposed to have been removed many years ago was
discovered right at the top of the wall ! But all of a sudden, th¡ee meters of snow fell and
peoples' interests turned to skiing. The remainder of the term proposes to be just as
exciting, with a first aid course, multipitch climbing instruction day, and, of course, the
76th anniversary banquet.
Don't forget that the summer is most often the VOC' s most active time. BBQ's

at Spanish Banks, and Tuesday night climbing at Light House Park are regular
occurrences, along with many weekend and mid week trips.
Seventy-six years proves that we a¡e still the best and oldest club on campus
and nobody can deny it! A hundred thank yous to this year's execs and ûip organizers.
Many more years are sure to come and I'm sure that the VOC will adapt to the new and
changing ways that constantly define the outdoor experience.
Get up, get off the couch, and get INIVOLVED! You'll never look back!

Editor's Message
By Mike Surface
Well, it's finally finished. Nearly two months later, and several hours staring
into my monitor, and I can finally add the very last bit of writing - my message. I am
not going to say too much because the file (some 67 MB!) has to be into the printers
TODAY if I'm going to meet the banquet deadline. Well, I can truly say it has been
both an honor and a pleasure to put together this years journal. It's funny how massive
projects like this really force you to learn how to use the programs you are working with.
I cetainly have, and at the cost of time. I have had my share of epics as well. For
instance, I had nearly 173 pages laid out, but when I tried to save it, the computer told
me the file was to large, and consequently I lost everything. But not to fret, that one was
more like a practice run, and learning from my mistakes, I believe I have put together
an even better Journal than the one that was lost. Enough technical gibberish.
When I volunteered to take on the responsibility of the Journal Editor, even
though I was already the FMCBC Rep, I didn't really believe it would be all that work.
I figured I knew my way around computers enough that I would be able to whip one off
in no time at all. Well, well, was I in for a surprise. This was not to be the case because
this year's Journal has many more pictures than previous years, and they take quite a bit
of work to go from print to publication. Well it's all done now (if only I could frgure out
how to create a proper postscript file), but it would have been impossible for me to
accomplish this task alone, so I wish to give the largest thanks possible to Fern
Heitkamp, who also was volunteering her time with out me ever asking. She took care
of acquiring all the advertising found in this publication. She also (with the help of a
few friends) was responsible for this years Grad News. You did well Fern.
In closing, I would just like to recertifu the fact that I really enjoyed this
opportunity. I have been thoroughly entefained by the many articles and pictures in
this publication, and I hope next years editor will find the job the same. This has been
an incredible year for me. I graduate in a couple of months, and I eagerly await the
freedom it will grant me. I have also met many new people, and I hope to meet many
more over the years as the club will never be far from my heart. I hope everyone reading
this years Journal has an enjoyable sunìmer filled with many backcountry/ocean
adventures, and I look forward to a surnmer with the VOC.
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L994 Social Scene
Pat Hajek

Annual Banquet:

It was a

massive success. The food was

mega. And I won the

door

prize....STARBUCKS coffee and accessories to boot. Ken Legg presented an amazing
slide show of his latest Himalayan Trek. It was mother of all events!
Then immediately after, to separate the men from the boys, a few VOC members
climbed guano covered Siwash Rock (the sea stack) in Stanley Park. I am sure it makes
good read.

[Ed's note:

see

a¡ticle on Siwash Rock, page 55, for full report.]

Summer Barbecues:
Yea, so it rained a lot this summer... and the few memories I have was from spending
time at The Edge, BUT we did have a few Barbecues. For the added bonus we had a
Paragliding Clinic, and Eric demonstrated his latest golfing techniques.

Longhike:
A huge success. So I am sounding repetitive but I do have over a hundred people willing
to vouch for that. The food and the climbing instruction was very well received. I
would especially like to thank the organizer for his efforts.
Glacier School and Winter Longhike:
Newcomers to the sport of mountaineering were treated to crevasse rescue, general
glacier safety, paragliding demo and solo glacier travel on the Cerise Creek glacier.
Both events were well attended.
For those of you who haven't shown up to these annual events, keep your eyes open for
next years. It's a great way to get an intro on many new activities and see if its for you.
There is only one way of finding out.
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V.O.C. GRAD NEWS
Betsy Fletcher and Brian Waddington got married this fall. Betsy has started her
Master's in Geography (history of glaciation in the Cascade Mountains). Brian has
recently returned from three months in Antarctica, graduated from his Master's in
Geology, and is currently seeking a post as a practicing geologist.

Erica Kellerhals is living in St. John's, Newfoundland, doing a family practice
residency, and planning to return to B. C. this summer.
Peter Stone is living and working in Melbourne, Australia, and planning to return to
B.C. soon for more trips.
Steve Sheffield is working for a

drilling company in Vancouver.

He can often be sighted
some point in a

in the Coast Mountains, and is thinking of returning to school at
Resource Management related field.

Pierre Friele is living in Squamish and doing geomorphology contract work.

John Boulanger has been getting even better at telemark skiing, if that's possible (has
taken only one fall this season, on the treacherous slopes of Cypres Bowl). He has a neat
girlfriend, and is teaching as a sessional lecturer at U.B.C.

Dick Repasþ is doing a post-doc at the University of Illinois in "Hooserville" (that
would be Bloomington), studying lizards in the California deserts (from sparrows to
liza¡ds, what next Dick?). He was here over Christmas to do a trip with ol'VOC friends
in the good ol'B. C. mountains.

Nick Folka¡d is at Oxford writing technical papers for a medical company, but that's
only his day job. On weekends, and at every available moment, Nick heads for the hills
and dales of England and Scotland.

Graham Underhill and Laura Koch are living on Bowen Island, where Graham is
working as a real estate agent, and Laura does consulting work in agrology.
John Baldwin is working at U.B.C. in engineering , and is revising his ski guide for the
Coast Mountains.
Peter Celliers is currently working at U.B.C., but will be moving to California shortly to
a new job near San Francisco. Denise Ha¡t is in the Master's Program in Planning

begin
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at U.B.C. and will join Peter after frnishing her course work this spring. They are
already talking about how much they will miss the Coast Mountains.
Tony Webb is working as an oceanographer for a company in Vancouver, and has been
seeing a lot of a charming black-haired Irish lass lately.

TanyaBehrisch and Dave \Villiams are ma:ried, in case anyone out there doesn't know
yet, and have bought an apartment in town. Tanya is planning her thesis research for
her Master's degree in Geography (at SFU). Meanwhile Dave continues to work in the
lab at U.B.C., and to plan more trips into the wilderness of B. C.

Mike Sample has finished his Masters in Computer Science and is telecommuting from
Vancouver with a New Jersey company, taking full advantage of being able to work in
high-tech while continuing

to do his

favourite thing--getting out

in the Coast

Mountains.

Emily Butler has reduced her hours at Mountain Equipment Co-op to begin

a

psychology degree at SFU, and Kobus Berna¡d continues to pursue his next degree in
Computer Science (also at SFU).

Jeff and Lisa Greenwood are living in Seattle: Jeffs busy with research work
(chemistry) for a company there, while Lisa hlls in the hours between playing the viola
by working at R.E.I.
Chris Gill is planning to finish his Ph.D. (Chemistry) this spring, and then leave the
continent to travel through Asia.
David Way is living and teaching in Williams Lake; all VOCers have an open invitation
to visit him there at any time.

Denie Robichaud is building saunas, refinishing houses, and doing triathlons in
Vancouver.

Andy and Muriel Pechaco are living in Tuscon, Arrzona, where Andy has a post-doc,
and Muriel continues to do her art. They report that the weather is great for climbing
and hiking all year round, but that they miss the Coast Mountains a lot, and want to
come back to do trips.

Marilyn Noott is working as a speech pathologist at Children's Hospital, and continues
to hone her mountaineering and rock climbing skills. Marilyn has made a welcome
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reappearance on the V.O.C. scene this year by helping out
glacier school, etc.

in teaching at rock school,

Fiona Manning, after travelling with Scott Phillips through South America for about
eight months last year, has enrolled in the medical program at the University of Calgary,
and is planning to spend the summer in Central America on a practicum. Meanwhile,
the last we heard of Mr. Scott Phillips, he was headed down the coast of South America
on a sailboat for goodness-knows-where, but it seems that he will be back on this
continent at the end of the summer.

Craig Hollinger is working in Vancouver as an engineer, teaching occassionally with
the Federation, and is planning more long trips into the Coast Mountains for the nea¡
future.
Dean Watts (who has taught at rock school and telema¡k school for the VOC in the past)
graduated last fall and is now living in Kamloops with his sweetie Anne-Ma¡ie, where
he is doing research forFisheries, and greatly enjoying the back-country ofthe interior.

Bob Sagar finished his Ph.D. in Soil Science and has headed off into the great unkown
with his wife Leet (they got married this fall)--they may be found in the wilds of Prince
George.

Rich Lechleitner has taken off for Nepal to travel and do some research work; look for
him in about three months'time doing awesome telly turns down some Coast Mountain
slope.

Jeff Battigelli has taken off for Victoria with his Master's in Soil Science and his wife
(recently married) to work for the Ministry of Forests to examine how bugs work in soil.

Rob Judge is still living the good life in Salmon Arm, working at logging and
mechanical engineering jobs, and is thinking of returning to school eventually to do a
degree in engineering. And yes, Rob is still up to his ingenious inventions--just
remember, you knew him when he was in the VOC.
Caroline Anglin graduated with her Master's in Engineering, and is now working in a
lab on campus, waiting for her husband Eric Nodwell to finish his degree so they can go
off fr avelling together.
Barb Bell finished her nursing degree and is working in a hospital in Vancouver, and
wants to make the transition to community nursing at some point.

t3

Ken Legge is studying for his C.4., and at present doing a stint at Price-Waterhouse to
prepare himself for that wild, wily world of accounting.
Derek Wilmott is working full-time at the Co-op and flying offmountain-tops whenever
he can. When he's not flying, he's teliing.

Darlene Anderson finished her Master's degree in Planning this year
(Congradulations!), and is currentþ exploring all the areas she has not yet been in
a¡ound here (not many left!), and is also exploring job opportunities.

Normand Fortier, Denise Francoeur, and son Dominique, are living in Chetwynd where
Normand is teaching physics.
Ross Bates is teaching physics in Kelowna.

Bev Mcleod married a physicist from Germany, Frank Deisensen, and has been living
in Munich for the past year. They are retuming to Vancouver this spring.
John Croockewit was on a transfer to Toronto for a year, and returned to Vancouver this
February.

Leisbet - Pierre Beaudry are expecting baby #2, and have recently moved from Smithers
to Prince George where Pierre is a forest hydrologist, and Leisbet works part-time as a

silviculturist.

Cathy Wong mar¡ied BCMC-er Dave Robertson last fall, and they are living in
Kitsilano. Cathy is working at GF Strong, and Dave is a professional photographer.
Susan Hollenburg married Mark Hayden and has given up the freedom

of

xxx for

a

practise in Vancouver.

Anita Miestenun, Steve Dods, and daughter Sonja have returned from Japan to Toronto.
Anita is attending Ryerson.
George Fulton, lately of Africa, Vancouver Island and Israel,
returning to U.B.C. for graduate work in geography.
Peter Jordon is working for the Ministry

of

Forests in Nelson.

is rumoured to

be
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Henry Mardsen is working as a geologist based in Vancouver.
Pat Ma¡tin is aphysician just outside Calgary, and skiing lots!

Audrey Pea¡son continues her Ph.D. work to save the old growth forests. She's at the
University of Washington.
Judy Needham married her diving instructor, Mike Tyndall, and thery have gone to
a post-doc, and Mike and M.B.A.

Halifax. Judy is doing

Spring Photo By Drew Brayshaw
At the base of Theltard Target.
See "HardTarget", page 185.
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May L5-June 5r 1993
By Chrystøl Pølnty

At what point does a trip actually start? rWith the first whispers of potential
destinations? At the first trip meeting? In Famous Foods, deliberating over buying 10
kilograms of medium cheddar or splurging on 5 kilograms of Jalapeno Monterey Jack?
Or when experiencing the first pangs of pre-trip anxiety? For me, the Lillooet trip
began several weeks before the departure date, after the route planning had been done,
after the helicopter had been booked, and the participants confirmed. I only started to
imagine and anticipate what the trip would be like after I knew, with certainty, that I
would be going. I had been on one overnight ski trip in my life (not including Glacier
School 1990, which had been both hilarious and hellish), the "Official Pre-Lillooet
Training Trþ" to Sphinx hut in early February of this year. If nothing else, the training
trip taught me that I was going to have to upgrade most of my --I mean--Jan's old gear,
and that the people who were to go on this trip would be 'foodies': this was not a Raman
noodles and potato bits crowd. I had received lots of pre-trip counsel from Jan, who
assured me that the entire three week trip would be an easy cruise downhill (a statement
that defies all logic, but I believed it anyway) and that no one really needs to know how
to telema¡k in the backcountry.
My Grade 11 English teacher told me that each great story describes the
resolution of conflict: "man vs man", "man vs nature" or "man vs himself'. The story
that is to follow is about "woman vs skins" or, more accurately, "woman vs l7th-hand
stretched-out glueless things that don't stick to skis". The following are selected
excerpts from my trip journal. None of it was exaggerated and all of it is true.

May

11,1993

PRE-TP.IP RAMBUNGS

Most of the work is done - so far all has gone efficientþ and easier than anticipated. Just
the last few items to purchase - 72 bagels and a few personal items to cram into the
cache cans {Maybe I should have thought
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about a new pair of skins). Lots of stuff in the lab to finish...

I am looking forward to this trip for all the usual reasons. I feel just a little
apprehension about the BIG things, avalanches, crevasses, bad whether, and A LOT of
apprehension about the little things: being slow, bad food, personal hygiene crisis. I
expect this trip to be not only fun and challenging, but hard and frustrating as well.
So far no clea¡ leader has emerged: each person seems to excel at particular
areas. Cynthia and I to a large extent have been the main "Menu Coordinators". Dave
and Mike have done a lot of the route planning, Mike's house has been the Trip
Coordination Headquarters, Jan has exploited his extensive helicopter and previous trip
experience to calculate food cache drop off points and to do logistical planning, and
Rich and Marilyn have been on holidays.

May 14, L993 WEEEERE OFF!
Experienced our first alpine start at2:0O p.m., with everyone waiting for us for
Mike's. We quickly loaded up our gear into the trucks, then Mike read
down a list of 'trip essentials' from "Freedom of the Hills" like a benediction. Mike
managed to supply both Marilyn and myself with whistles. {Note: at this point, Mike
offered me his set of used skins. I turned them down. Big mistake ). In the finest alpine
tradition, we loitered at the Bread Garden for awhile, had snacks, coffee, and a few
people indulged in take out dinners (which in retrospect ,was a great idea). Finally, we
were off! Vy'e arrived in Pemberton for a fabulous dinner at "Phil's", where most ate
fries and their Yuppie Bread Garden take out dinners while Mike and I indulged in the
$9.25 Chinese Buffet featuring crusty egg-rolls, dried up wantons and a wide selection
of mystery sweet and sours. This dinner came back to haunt us both later.
lVe spent a relaxed evening at the Meager Creek Hot Springs and discussed
our Crevasse Anxieties. Some guys tried to pick up Cynthia and Marilyn in the hot tub.
Finally, we got to our campsite at the Devastator road washout at midnight and fell
asleep to the sounds of armies of frogs. I was reminded of all my little frog buddies that
I left at home in the lab.
some time at

M:aiy

16 Day 2
rWoke up at 6:00 a.m,

just in time for the much anticipated arrival of the
Jan is really neryous about his responsibilities of food drop off
person, and is pacing around and being irritable. The food cans and boxes that are piled
up in the gravel look insubstantial, prompting Cynthia to remark "Dieting in a group is
much easier" ! We dispatched Jan and all the cans and boxes into John's 1 week old
helicopter. \Ve waited and waited for the big bird to return, and tried not to eat all the
helicopter at

sandwiches.

9:I0.

Adventures of the Lilloet Seven
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Finally, the helicopter picked us up and deposited us after a short, impressive

ride up into the middle of the Manatee Glacier. This was my first feeling of size
disorientation; I felt as if the helicopter was flying two meters above the snow until Jan
appeared as just a tiny, frantically waving spot below. Vy'e skied down into a little
valley, crossing some bear tracks, heading 90 degrees from us, and I experimented with
novel ways of descending a relatively steep slope with a heavy pack. We traversed up
over mellow open slopes, then down into another valley to the glacier below. When
descending, Cynthia hit her knee HARD on a hidden rock. I found the ski down the
slopes extremely frustrating because of the loss of hard-earned altitude and the diff,rcuþ
of descending with such a large pack. Why was I carrying about 10 pounds of fresh

fruit?

We skied up the glacier to a rocky outpost that we thought would make a good
campsite, until examination proved it otherwise (it looked fine to me). So, we pressed
on. And on. And on. And up. 2000 feet to the cache. We experienced that 'false
summit'feeling, the skyline kept moving further away as we approached. After about
an hour of this, we came to the never-ending flat ice field and once again were treated
to a mirage of sorts--the pile of tarped boxes and wands kept disappearing in the swirl
of evening clouds. We had a most excellent dinner of macaroni and garlicy sauce for
dinner, but the cannister of salt had somehow been misplaced into another food cache;
luckily Jan carries his own survival salt ration which had to tide us through. (Trip hint:
After the caches are packed, don't rea¡range their contents while waiting a¡ound for the
chopper). We compared sunbums. Incredible stars at night.
lÑ/Iay

17 Day 3

We slept in until 10:00 am. Alarming discovery about tent mate: Mike snores.
Cynthia prepared some tasty and wholesome muesli for breakfast and I brought fonh my
papaya. Another sunny day. You can see the shadows of clouds moving across the sea
of snow. I am still impressed by the gigantic proportions of this place. "A shadeless
desert of snow" - The desert image is reinforced by the water rivulets that lend a dunelike texture to the terrain.
After a slow start , soon to be a hallmark of the trip, we travelled across the flat
ice field to where the horizon began to drop off into the Toba river. We skied up and
down some friendly slopes, taking photos while Cynthia tried to devise a plan to obtain
water by digging below exposed rocks. Suddenly we noticed ravens flying around the
camp. ARGGG! Cynthia skied rapidly towards the cache and when we got there
discovered that the birds had only consumed only a few cookies. The location that they
blessed with raven turd was designated as the future kitchen area. Cynthia and I ("Team
Banzai" in matching purple polypropylene suits) had a relaxed lunch, then started to
construct the ultimate kitchenniving space with benches, a table, shelves, built-in boxes
to protect the cache from ravens, and stairs. It was designed to ha¡monize with the
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latrine and food cooler combo that magically appeared overnight. The rest of the party
were repelled by the jagged skyward-clawing monolith of Sardine Peak, but had a
thoroughly excellent ski down on wonderful spring snow overlooking the upper Toba
valley.

A source of entertainment to some but an irritation to others is the continuous
synchronization of altimeter watches. Marilyn and I have the same utility model while
Mike is equipped with the latest hyper-exotic multicolor item that coordinates with
every outf,rt AND has three chips to ensure altitude accuracy. The three watches rarely
agree with the altitude, weather or each other.
\ùy'hen we sta¡ted to pack the food into the Ultimate Alpine Lifestyle Space we
realized that we actually have too much food. Jan started reading "Iron John" while
Mike and I disagreed about what a "Thunderstick" refers to. I think it is a musical
instrument with phallic overtones utilized by Australian aboriginals (a definition
supplied to me by a publication of the same name that has frequently appeared in the
club room), while he claims that it is a T.V. remote control.
Dinner was curried lentils. It tastes quite assertive but at the same time
legitimately curryish. The instant rice tastes fibrous, and resembles nothing as much as
boiled comrgated cardboard. Dave and I (with
help from Jan) actually ate some lumpy, vivid yellow banana pudding. The package
tantalizingly labelled "BUTT PUD" remained unviolated and intact.
IMry 17 DUGONG

A 6:30 wake-up to the sound of ravens and Jan's "Goooooood daaaaaay, I
heeeaaaa¡ the Robin'ssssss singinggggg, goooood daaaaaay!" We started the day off
with hot cereal, which would have been great had the egg powder not been added: this
transformed the cereal from a vibrant orchestra of taste and fibre into a teenage gar:arge
band. We dug a huge pit to store food during the day, as Chrystal and Cynthia's Alpine
Lifestyle Kitchen did not hide the food sufficiently. This slowed our start down
considerably. We started across to climb Dugong, traversing between the mega
crevasses up the east slope. During a water break, I dropped my full water bottle which
slid down a rivulet , over the edge, maybe even into a crevasse. I was actually quite
relived that it disappeared completely; had it remained poised on the edge of the dropoff, I would have felt obliged to retrieve it. We stopped on a rocky ridge, had a snack
and admired the view. We continued up the slopes still roped up, as there were still
sorne impressive slots and an icefall below, on quite high angle stuff (ha, just wait).
Near the top, there were lots of gendarmes, we removed our skis at a pile of rubble and
climbed onto one of three 9100 foot peaks which actually left me feeling just a little
gripped, as I wasn't sure if the person in front was heading to the summit or on the
cornice that we observed on our ascent. Cynthia and I (I was feeling a bit of grþpage)
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decided to rest on the rock and watch the others climb the second peak which, from my
vantage point, resembled "Devil's tower", except was made out of snow (instead of rock
). They did it quite easily, kicking steps into the mashed poraroes to the top, so Cynthia
and I felt actually rather disappointed that we hadn't attempted the peak. The trip down
was mostly uneventful, but we wore both skins and ropes which is a terrible combination

for descent. Jan is a boob for reading over my shoulder. We turfed the rope, and
everyone else eventually removed their skins except me, which didn't matter anyway, as
they both came off while traversing down. Dave went back to retrieve them.. To avenge

I cut 3 inches off the end or each skin, and shortened them considerably to
tighten. Note: Jan managed to find my water bottle which somehow managed to jump

myself,

over the big slot, and was resting at the foot of the slope.
Rich and Mike have both recently experienced a movie called "The Party" and
frequentþ feel the need to speak in a strange foreign accent and spew forth quotes like
"Birdy-num-nums". Rich went a¡ound offering soup in this accent before dinner, and
now everyone is starting to pick up the accent. Dinner was beef soup (salty) with
cheesecake (made by instinct and group consensus as the instructions were lost in the
raven attack) and spaghetti. The noodles were the correct quantity, and and the sauce
was very TASTY except the mushrooms offered less texture than expected and the leeks

tasted, lmked and felt like lawn clippings. There was a small but entertaining
avalanche on Wahoo during dinner. After dinner, we amused ourselves by passing
around the pre-divided cheesecake and then consuming each other's portions, spoonful
It was incredibly entertaining, with cutlery
being raised as weapons.
We have started to realize that we have a VAST abundance of food. Probably
twice as much as necessary. Consumption is being actively encouraged.

by spoonful (I guess you had to be there).

Mike is starting to complain that his unwashed hair is

becoming

uncomfortable because it is straining his hair follicles.

TUES MAY 18
Today was designated as "Early Start Alpine Day". Alarms were set for 6:30,
and as they went off one by one, were quickly silenced and tent dwellers waited quietly

for the sound of zippers from neighboring tents. No zippers were heard, no

one
emerged, and people fell asleep. The mood of the trip is quickly being established. At
around 8:30 we had Cynthia's incredible granola, Jan's nut bread and instant coffee from

Marilyn.

YUM!!! Rich

acquired bonus points

for consuming about one cup of

margarine on his nut loaf. Food is now being pushed on all members. Cynthia decided
to stay in for an R and R day to glue her binding: at this point she realized that her
binding problems were due to a spacer plate erroneously insefed into her binding by the
mechanically challenged individual at the COOP. Once the plate was removed, her
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binding attached to her ski most admirably.
Jan, Rich, Dave, Mike and Marilyn (Team Gonesh) approached Remora and I
accompanied them as team photographer, until the slope became riddled with big huge,
gaping crevasses. I returned to carnp to find Cynthia washing her hair, so I did mine as
well. After choking down some bagels for lunch, Team Banzai spent the afternoon
skiing all around the ice field, down some mellow slopes and bum planing on most,
assessing the neighboring slopes for crevasse hazards. Cynthia has a lot ofknowledge
about crevasses, so she tried to impart some of it on me. Team Banzai cruised back into
the camp after a successful ascent for a snooze time. It stafed to cloud in by late
afternoon. A nice break from the 4ll2 days ofunrelenting sun.
Cynthia made polenta with refried beans for supper. Both were FABULOUS,
and the sundried tomatoes are a visual and textural asset to the meal. Finished with tea
and chocolate and discussions of gaseous bodily emissions, which seem to be in great
abundance. A few people are getting tired of the artificial 'foreign' accent, and a¡e
offering penalties of I cup of margarine to be consumed by all who use a bad accent .
Jan is continuing his inner search for "kon John" and his lost golden ball. A
source of amusement to most.

May 19
Today was a rest day, I almost slept 12 hours. The sun tires one out more than
the activity. You can literally feel the sola¡ radiation coming down, just like rain. Last
night it became really warm, and everyone woke up at the exact same time to pee in the
middle of the night (that's synchronization for you!). The sta¡s were out, beautiful, and
the milky way was spread over the whole sky.
Cynthia served hot cocoa for breakfast along with hot cereal and scrambled
powdered eggs containing lots of mild powder, oregano, basil, chili powder, lemon
pepper, and cayenne. Chunks of cheddar were melted on top and it was served on
bagels: Manatee McMuffin. It remained warm for the whole day, with heavy winds and
rain, low cloud at dinner. In the afternoon, rile skied to a nearby slope, a deceptive 10
minutes away, where we skied up quite high and did runs down. It was a bit soft, but
the thrill of doing turn after turn on a vast open slope in the middle of these remote
alpine surroundings more than makes up for it. I am noticing a slope-dependent aspect
to my skiing; as soon as it hits about 30 degrees, I bail.
Mike "Mr. Clean" had a bath today, as did Dave and Cynthia. Mike wore his
longjohns on his head to dry them, but I did not observe this phenomena, and thus was
unable to secure photo-documentation.
Dave and Rich sorted the food, and it seems that we are not blessed with the
abundance one believed. We have only 30 bagels left, lots of jam, enough dinner and
desserts and waaay too many breakfasts.
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Dinner was yellow pea soup, Jambalaya and rice. A bit too much olive oil was
oil would ¡ise to the surface and actually form
a little reservoir around the top of the cup. It is also very important to drain the rice
well. Despite these slight flaws, all the stuff got eaten; the sundried tomatoes and
sausage really made the meal. We also had cheesecake for dessert, made the proper way
using instructions rather than instinct. This improves the taste significantly; it almost
tastes like real cheesecake.
We heard two big avalanches today probably from the other sides of the ridge,
as well as lots of rock fall. It started to storm at dinner, (the altitude went up to 7900
feet from 7400 feet) so we prepared for the certain storm day ahead by moving the tents
closer together, storing and stashing everything, taking lots of food into the tents and
retiring early. I spent the evening performing restorative maneuvers, putting vaseline
on my cracked chin and cheeks. The rain is REALLY coming down. I'm glad that
we're not in transit. One plan (if it isn't raining tomorrow) is for some some of the
stronger trip members to drop some of the food off at Obelia tomorrow, to make Friday's
added to the Jambalaya, so that the olive

trip easier for everyone.

May 20 STORM DAY!!
Lots of wind and snow happened overnight, enough to coat the entire camp and
to clean everything up. We all woke up late, and I felt terrible. I think it was from the
over-oiled Jambalaya. I choked down bagels and cheese for breakfast then hot
chocolate, tea, and scrambled egg. All followed by some colon-cleansing instant coffee

from Marilyn.
The day continued to be miserable, and all seven people fit inside the tent to
play poker and hea¡ts (Dave won both) for about four hours until the weather got really
truly miserable, when it was time to make
dinner. V/e skipped on soup, but enjoyed macaroni & cheese sauce (which was the
heaviest dinner to carry). I tried to make the sauce without much oil or margarine and
was rewarded for my efforts with what Rich diplomatically described as a "mesquitegrilled flavour". Jan made popcorn with more margarine than kernels, and someone
wiped their greasy paws on my BRAND NEW TIIERMAREST (7o$=436n**, tt
nothing sacred? All this trying to work extra oil into the food is making us all quite ill.
Tomorrow looks like it will be another storm day, because despite sunny sucker
holes, my altimeter is up to 8160 ft from7440. By evening it is clouded in, no wind, but
lots of cornstarch snow.

lMay

2l

ANOTHER STORM DAY!!

Another storm day. Yuck. The only highlight was skiing a¡ound on the ice and
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snow drifts in a big circle a¡ound the camp for pan of the afternoon, pursued by Jan's
ironic comments from the tent.

lll.ty 22 AND

YET ANOTHER STORM DAY!!

Another storm day, and even

I, who relished the security and safety of our

present camp, am looking very much forward to leaving. There was lots and lots of new

snow last night... almost a foot, which drifted into and filled up the Ultimate Alpine
Lifestyle Kitchen, the food pit and the cho. The snow has also concealed a lot of the
icefall and crevasses on the familiar neighboring slopes. I find this kind of scary as
tomorrow we'll be heading into unfamiliar terrain. The snow however, is dry and
powdery, perfect to ski on. At around noon it started to clea¡, and we saw flitting
patches of blue sky. The clouds at this spot come and go, and we vacillate between
visibility and complete white out conditions. For two hours we skied in a
huge track around the camp, which was extremely fun. It is actually quite exciting not
being able to see anything at all except the tracks in front of you.
I have developed an aversion to this tent. As much as I deeply love each and
every person on this trip, I find it just a little bit trying when all two billion of them a¡e
cramming in here at once, as they often
aÍe.
The food, which only a few days ago was thought to be vastly abundant, now
only seems sufficient. In the last two days I have hardly been able to eat anything, as I
have lost my appetite for: jam, peanut butter, granola, hot cereal, dried fruit, gorp,
chocolate....gee, is there anything else on the menu? I was actually thinking about
"Griffins" in the Hotel Vancouver, a restaurant that has an incredible appetizer buffet.
Smoked salmon, salad nicoise, chicken breast and caesar salad, olive bread and
tomatoes with fresh basil and balsamic vinegar dressing. I think that would be a good
location for an after trip dinner. It is probably really warm there too......
Back to reality..for dinner, we had french onion soup (the best soup so far) and
pesto and noodles which didn't cook at the same rate. There was too much oil in the
sauce (the last 314 cup) but no margarine. Dave and Cynthia made chocolate pudding
pie for dessert.
Early night to prepare for tomorrow's big trip.
l:ûllay
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Awoke at 6:00 am to the sound of the Palaty Wake-Up Call ("Goooooood
Daaaaay...!"). By 11:30 we finally departed camp after filling in all the holes and
burning all the garbage. We went down about 1000 feet with barely covered slots on
one side, until Jan finally found a deep, open crevasse into which he threw the can. We
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went up and traversed high across some avalanche slopes. Marilyn did some excellent
navigation, but I still felt very uncomfortable. Gripped, actually. A few times my ski
slipped, sending wet snow sloughing down; I am just glad that we didn't cross any later
in the day. We then traversed for several hours across a benign (from an avalanche
point of view) snow/ice field, that was sort of mind-numbing (I have absolutely no
recollection of the event, except that my skins kept coming off).
Although it had been very cold in the morning, by 2:00 the snow was again,
wet and heavy. We went up one paficularly steep slope, and found a nice dry rock
overlooking Wahoo Tower. rWe ate lots of gorp, took some photos and rested for almost
an hour. We went up again for 700 feet to a nice camp just below the North ridge of
Obelia. We set up camp at the base of a seemingly solid rock wall; it looks loose, but
there are no rocks on the snow. We climbed up to a small rock summit near the camp
and again

tookbillions ofpeople, scenery and sunset shots.
I had major problems with my skins today, whenever I traversed up anything
steep, they would just slide off. I find it very frustrating to always be stopping, taking
off my skis and re-attaching the skins. Next time I go on a trip, I also need to bring
some zinc oxide (the only thing that works) bandanas and SAFETY PINS. I will also
never go on a trip again without Second Skin. Fabulous stuff! (Product Endorsement).
I am writing this with my feet outside the tent to dry them off. Dave just yelled
out that we have gone 6.5 K today, but that includes dropping from7440 to less than
6440, thenback up to 8360 feet. I am
starting to miss trees, moss, grass and weeds, and I am really looking forward to the
descent in two weeks through the meadows {MEADOV/S?!?!? V/ho told me that?
V/HAT meadows? ) . Hopefully the packs won't be so heavy then.
lr[.ay
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"The Mound From

'Woke

HeIl"

up at 7:00 - a beautiful, beautiful morning. The sun didn't hit directly

until 9:00, so we stood away from the camp in the sun, eating granola. By 10:30 we
skied above the wind cirque and then down and down a wide gentle ridge...some
people even cut decent turns. I taped my skins which is phenomenally good - not only
do my skins not come off, but they slow my descent by forming little duct tape balls
under the skis, preventing me from zipping down the hill at an uncontrollable speeds
with a big huge pack on. After one hour, we passed the place in the col where we
intended to camp the previous night, and encountered VERY FRESH bear tracks
travelling from one valley to the next (smart bear).
We eventually reached a very steep, very exposed slope that was difficult to ski
up. It was so steep that it was difficult to do switchbacks without slipping. The slope
descended so sharply below us that it would seem you would fall forever ifyou slipped.
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We strapped the skis on our packs and kick stepped, making slow progress through the
deep, wet snow. I got really gripped from the exposure, and experienced my maximal
stress point of the trip.
Anyway, the rest of the day was uneventful and we found a great bivy on a high
ridge
top. On one side we overlook Wahoo and the range, and on the other side
rocky
we look into a deep, green valley. My first view of trees in 9 days. From this point we
can see Athelstan and White Cross, the place where we will eventually come out. It was
warm enough to walk a¡ound barefoot on the rock, and I even dipped my feet in a pool
of water. Tomorrow is expected to be the crux of the trip, traversing high around the
side of a steep glacier and over the top of the col. There is some disagreement about
where we should go over the col. It is a long way off, and it is hard to judge how steep
the slope is at the top, how stable
and how big the rocks a¡e.
Tonight we had potato flakes with mushroom sauce. The sauce didn't quite
thicken, but the cooks added the synthetic bacon bits to the meal, turning it an

appetizing pink

color. A

note on last night's meal: a truly delicious culinary

extravaganza of light, fluffu potato flakes accompanied by delicately seasoned bean
flakes. It was agreed that last night's dinner was one of the most satisrying ...
unfortunately, it yielded profound and devastating consequences on the colons of all trip
members.

iMay25 OVERTHECOL
Woke up at 5:00. Or more correctly, the alarm went off at 5:00; I had been
awake for hours. I spent the night ("sleeping" would have been an incorrect
description) in Cynthia and Dave's tent while Jan and Mike bivy'd under the stars.
Outside the tent, Mike was able to snore unintemrpted into Cynthia s ea¡ without her
being able to get him to roll over or wake up. We managed to break camp and hit the
road by an amazing 6:45. Beautiful clea¡ morning, hard ice under crampons, the sun
hasn't yet stretched over the facing ridge. The usual rope: first Jan, Marilyn, me and
then Rich. I was able to follow Marlyn's crampon tracks around the places where Jan
had broke through the crust. We traversed across the top of a glacier that steeply
dropped several thousand feet. Apparently, a pafiy that had made a simila¡ traverse
several years before was able to get onto the Lillooet ice cap by climbing up the facing
ridge. The glacier had obviously receded, their easy route was now a hideously loose
morraine and an unappealing 3000 foot icefall. During one brief rest break, I looked
down the glacier and felt suddenly duzy,the facing slope sta¡ted to slowly spin. My
first and only experience with vertigo. Rich recommended that I fix my attention at my
feet, which I did and was quite helpful. By 9:45 we had reached the col with no
incidents. We had two choices: to go over a low point where the snow \ryas very steep or
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to climb the snow and rock at the point of a rock wall below Mu that was shaped like a
giant Jalepeno. We selected the Jalepeno route which wasn't too bad. It wasn't at all
technical, but there was a lot of deep soft snow, which became diffrcult to negotiate as
the day became warmer. We went over the sharp ridge one by one, to land PLUNK on
the Lillooet ice cap. IMPRESSIVE! A huge plain of snow, deceptive with respect to
direction and dimension. The sun had yet to hit the slope on this side, and the crust was
still hard. Diffrculties were encountered by one team member who had prematurely
tossed her crampons with joy and celebration, on to the ice below.
A celebratory breakfast of hot cereal was enjoyed by all, and we basked in the
sun too long- I sta¡ted to feel veeeery drowsy. We departed, and I tried the "Buritto
Method" of wrapping everything in a
foamy and a tarp and towing it behind me. YUK! My "Buritto wouldn't slide
obediently along beside the tracks as Cynthia and Dave's did, but followed in the ski
tracks in a high friction manner. We dropped down several hundred feet to the plain,
with my stupid bunito pulling me off balance. I finally released it and let it slide by
itself to the flat. I ended up waay behind everyone else, and what would have been a
fabulous ski with incredible scenery, turned into a Jan Palaty Death Ma¡ch, where food,
rest and water are recognized only as weaknesses. As a sign of protest (if I'm so slow,
why am I towing the Bunito?) I opened my pack and dumped two big bags of hot cereal
(1.5 kg each) onto the snow. I felt a bit guilty polluting the environment, but it had an
overall catha¡tic effect, and I was able to continue in a happier frame of mind. Finally,
I saw Mike perched up on top of a rock ridge just above where everyone had stopped for
lunch. A beautiful spot overlooking the Pemberton Ice Cap. Dave told us a fascinating
secret about his feet (which I am not at liberty to reveal here). While some slept, other
personal hygiene zealots bathed in water running off the rocks, and Jan, Dave and Rich
descended to Cache 2 and found it intact. They returned with a few items from the
cache including FRESH UNDERWEAR! YEAH!
}i[.ay
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Lillooet

Woke up, another alpine start of 6:00 am. Managed to make it to the base of
Lillooet by 8:50. Slogged up steep snow, avoiding the big crevasses and tip-toeing over
snow bridges. It was a slow hike up and despite our early intentions, the snow was
already mush. The highlight for me was crossing a snow bridge, the fooçrints glowed
pale blue, illuminated from below. There were some incredible snow a¡ches that were
laced with reflections from the water below. We a¡rived at the summit (9660 feet) by
11:00. As
far as summits go, the summit of Lillooet is was actually very climactic, and rises to a
sharp point. Only one person could stand on top at a time, to take in the amazing
drop-off view, and to survey the route ahead. We slogged down rapidly to avoid the risk
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of wet snow avalanches and melting snow bridges.
After lunch (at camp) Rich and Jan were off to shred some slopes, the rest of
us read, napped and Marilyn and I washed our hair. I helped Cynthia wash the dishes
with SOAP. A few of us are experiencing acute digestive disorders, and we think it's
from never washing the dishes.
Jan and Rich returned from their ski to tell us that they had summited
Dalgleish, the adventure destination of tomorrow. This announcement seems to curb
the adventure appetite of tomorrow's Peak Bagging team.
We skied roped down to the second cache, departing at 5:30 instead of the
planned 3:00. We had to pass through ¿m area of large slots. I insisted on skinning all

the way down, which was marginally fun for me (kind of like water-skiing in slow
motion), but made life incredibly difficult for the individual who was on the front of the
rope. The cache is located in the middle of a huge bowl, with mountains all around.
Dinner was almost incredible: (1) Appetizers of cheese, salami and Wasa
served on trays made from the lids of the cans. (2) Soup was 2X chicken noodle, (3)
Spaghetti that didn't meet my standards of culinary integrity (I can say this, because I
made it). The noodles were added before the water boiled, and sauce was too dilute.
Bad hair contests were held after dinner:Dave and Mike tied for first place.
Just to keep tabs: we have enough dinners, a few extra breakfasts and far too
much snack food:jam peanut butter, raisins, almonds, desserts, chocolate, gorp.
l:Ù4.ay
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A rest day for some. Cynthia's knee has been giving her a difficult time, Jan is
tired out, and I am just plain lazy.I slept in late, finished reading "Agatha Christie"
while more energetic people sorted food and burned gatbage in preparation for
tomorrow's early departure. We all feel really guilty about disposing of so much food.
After lunch, Jan and I skied to the edge ofthe glacier where the snow plateau
drops into the Toba river valley. \Ve took advantage of our solitude to frolic naked on
the glacier and to have all sofs of fun. Lots of slides and rockfall on Lillooet, Dalgleish
and the other peak (no name) all afternoon, especially between 4-4:30.
There is a slight modification in trip plans. rWe think that it will take four days
instead of just two to get from cache 3 to the truck. This leaves only four days at cache
3, and completely eliminates the hopes
of climbing Monmouth.
The Dalgleish baggers returned from an excellent ski at 7:00 and we had pesto
for dinner (made correctly this time). For dessert, we had vanilla cheesecake to which
some hot chocolate powder was added for a great pseudo-chocolate taste and for visual
appeal. No one seems to want to eat any of the BU'[T PUDD.
At dusk we saw bright flashes on the "horizon" at the point at which the glacier
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Storm day on the Ring Glacier.
Photo credit: Jan Palaty
drops off to the Toba River. As if hypnotized, we walked towards the lightning and
watched the flashes between the clouds for quite some time. The wind blowing up from
the valley smelled like TREES ! Walking back to camp, there was some loose talk of Jan
erecting his avalanche probe as a lightning rod.

May 28
We planned to wake up at 7:00, but at that time it was lightly raining, so we
slept in for one more hour. We burnt the rest of the garbage and disposed of the excess
sugar, spices, peanut butter. For the first time on the entire trip, all three altimeters
corresponded:7420 feetl It must be some kind of omen. By the time we left camp, the
weather looked dubious - heavy clouds all around, hanging grey and ugly over the Toba.

Luckily, the clouds kept us cool and

it

didn't rain at

all.

We skied down the glacier

roped but without skins, and crossed lots of small deep cracks, even in places where the
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glacier seemed completely flat. Some cracks were shallow and greenish, others deep and
dark, becoming wider and blacker as we continued further on. From here we could see
the North face of Lillooet, which from this angle looked evil and foreboding, lending a
sombre mood to the morning.
We dropped to where the Lillooet, Bishop and Ring glaciers converged. Dave
navigated through a malevolent-looking convoluted field make up of a broken system of
large crevasses. Dave led us through most admirably...I found it moderately nervewracking and I fell quite a few times on the exposed blue ice. (This was most people's
sca¡iest point of the trip).
\ùy'e ate lunch at 5800 feet sitting on piles of gravel and sand that had been
deposited to the side of the glacier. We then zipped up the Ring glacier to the high point
(7300) before the icefall. This was a nice ski up, gentþ rolling slopes, with lots of peaks
on either side of the glacier. We saw our first set of ski tracks, maybe a week old, and
a cho pit.
Vy'e set up camp and had potatoes and mushroom sauce and bacon bits for
dinner. Rich and Marilyn did some flawless runs on the base of Alecto to entertain us
while we prepared dinner. Dave calculated that we managed to cover 14 K today.

Sat 29 Day 14
The weather changed drastically overnight. With hardly any clouds in the sky
at dusk, the weather descended, and by midnight, came the wind, the rain and the
thunder. I've never been so close to thunder in my life; it sounded like it was right on
top of us, echoing between this c¡rridor of peaks. W'e awoke at 7:00 to hear the
snodsoft rain (hard to tell the difference in a tent) outside and fell asleep. At 9:00 Jan
knocked alayer of snow from the tent and I heard a slide on one of the surrounding
slopes. We ate cocoa and hot cereal for breakfast, Vy'asa, almond butter, sausage and
cheese. The weather cleared to allow a window of sun and warmth at 4:30, and Marilyn
and Cynthia made an incredibly appetizing dinner: scrambled eggs with lots of spices
and bacon bits on Vy'asa with sausage and cheese! McWasa! The potato patties (using
last night's leftovers) weren't a success, and were abandoned in the snow. It is a hard
lea¡ned lesson that leftovers should never be left in a pot overnight, in case the more
creative trip members decide to do something with it {refer to Jan's Ha:rison Hut a¡ticle,
this journal). I got extremely cranky at two non-dishwashing individuals because I
didn't feel like scraping the carbon out of the burnt pot.
I am finding the storm days are okay for getting a good rest, except at this stage
of the trip I am feeling impatient and just want to move. With the cans at the next food
cache, we will have 1.27 cans per day of food. We are hardly going hungry, and indeed,
I think that I am somewhat more corpulent than when we started the trip. We have
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sta¡ted to make exciting alternative menu plans with some of the food; cheese fondue
with wasa, chocolate fondue with dried fruit (skewered on ski poles). Despite the
abundance offood, I still crave what I can't have, and all today I thought about ketchup.

Sunday, May

30

Happy Anniversa.ryt

Today is our first anniversary... any hopes that we had of making the third food
cache were destroyed by the rain hitting the tent at 7:00 am. A light breakfast of tea,
granola and meusli; then people read or became very bored. The idea was put forth to
get packed up (2:00) and to start up the ice fall when it cleared (if it cleared as it did
yesterday) at 4:00. The only time I have experienced "predictable" weather: we were on
our way by 4:15. First we had to snow plow wet sloppy slopes 500 feet into the basin

(roped). We kept wiping out, which pulls everyone else on the rope down as well. We
passed a few very bright blue lakes in the snow, then

Marilyn led

a safe route up through

all the slots and cracks, less strenuous that was easier than expected. By 6:30 we were
half way through the ice fall, and I had to stop for'Wasa and cheese. We continued with
Mike in the lead, to the right side of the second icefall. Finally, we cleared the crevasses
and the spectacular icefall, to reach an area with gentle, desert-like dunes. At the top of
the col we set up camp where it was very cold and WINDY; several lighter members
were almost almost blown away when setting up the tents. This spot (8600) is in partial
cloud with beautiful views of surrounding peaks.
Dinner was soup and curried
lentils; Dave cooked the lentils the way they were intended to be cooked, and dinner was
not only edible, but digestible as well. Mike kindly offered to sleep in Dave and
Cynthia's tent to allow Jan and myself some intimate time alone for our Anniversary.
However, cold temperatures were somewhat inhibitory, and the highlight of intimacy
consisted of Jan poking his head out of his bag to offer to trade it to me if I got too cold.

May 31 Døy 16 (ARRRRRRG/)
We all slept in except Cynthia (well, I assume it was
am) who assured us that it was a white out since dusk.
actual altitude (a rarc event in itself) and despite the
so I'm hoping that we can soon hit the road to cache 3,
where we are now 3 days overdue. All these storm days are stafing to run together. In

Another storm day!!!!
Cynthia walking around at 6:30
The altimeter is measuring the
"white out" it is very bright out,
the last two weeks I have read:

1.
2.

Agatha Christie's - H. Poirot "Hercules"

*t<{<

great to read aloud.

Gabrielle Garcia Marquez - 'Collected Short Stories" xx entertaining but too
morose for a trip
3. Jeffrey A¡cher - "A Twist in the Tale" * entertaining but very predictable
4. Niko Kazantzakis - "Last Temptation of Christ" t<*{< VERY good, thought and
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discussion provoking, ut it long. Dave's copy is now divided in 5 duct-taped volumes

5.
sad,

6.

Amy Tan -"The Kitchen God's

well-

8.

{<*{'4c

the winner! Entertaining, funny,

written. A happy ending (a trip essential).
Robert Bly - "Iron John" - hoarded by few, quoted by many. (What exactly is

golden ball?)
7. George

didn't

wife"

Elliot -"The Mill on the Floss" - the cover diagram was too boring so
pick it up.
The Fourth Day. - I don't think anyone got around to reading it.

even

a

I

By 5:45 the altimeters (all three of them! another omen) were up, the white out

still hadn't cleared, and it was still snowing. We spent the afternoon in the Yellow
Submarine (Dave and Cynthia's tent which is even smaller than the Party Dome) all 7
of us playing hearts, telling stories and singing lots of songs (boy, we were bored).
Unfortunately there is not much overlap with songs we know. Patsy Kline was a big hit
though - 5/7 know at least a few words. I am so bored that I resorted to personal hygiene
for entertainment. I did my nails, plucked my eyebrows, brushed and flossed my teeth,
washed my face and moisturized. Luckily Dave and Cynthia invited us back to their tent
for more fun before I could get around to 'waxing' my legs with duct tape.

June 1 Day

17

PARTY TIME!

It precipitated all night, and I found myself awake and cold for several hours.
When the alarms went off at 6:00 pm in anticipation of a clear day, it was still
precipitating. It finally stopped raining at about 10:00, so we had some hot cereal and
started to slowly prep for a potential departure. A MUCH HOPED FOR DEPARTURE!
Rich foretold good weather, and by2:00 we were off. Lots of insidious crevasses below
the edge ofwhat appearedtobe apleasantbowl. Avalanche slopes, very steep and wet.
I walked down a rock slope, which was marginally less terrifying. Finally, did a mellow
5K to the food cache, on the Stanley Smith Glacier. A really beautiful area, with lots of
skiable peaks and great views.
The party: we ate all the goodies that were intended for our Anniversary party:
cheese, rùy'asa, red pepper jelly, sausage, polenta and juice powder with vodka.
Cheesecake and REAL COFFEE! We used a new nylon sock as a filter, which was
actually very effective. Dave calculated that in 17 days we have achieved 58 km.....only
42 leftt Jan and Marilyn kept everyone either entertained or occupied throughout the
evening. Jan rendered the vestibule uninhabitable, and some emergency modifications
were quickly made.

June 2
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Today, after a leisurely (and for some - hung over) start, we burnt garbage, and
broke our third cache camp. Before leaving we did some rudimentary food sorting:
only took I07o of the 3.6 kg tub of margarine, only 1 brick of cream cheese, left all the
old picked-over gorp for the birds, and sacrificed the jam, peanut butter and marmalade
in the snow as a raven offering. Mike towed 8 pails behind him and Rich ca¡ried the
burnt can to the crevasse, Dave threw them all in.
We skied unroped for about 8 km, down mellow pleasant slopes with lots of
great views, towards the end of the Bridge Glacier. Nice. Lots of peaks. I would have
really liked to stay here longer. In the distance there were lots of grey clouds, but it
didn't worry me.
V/hen the glacier finally started to break up, we roped up, and followed some
tracks across the glacier. From the distance, the bottom seemed very benign, just a big
open snowfield, but up close, it was very crevasse-ridden. I fell on a snow bridge (I
think) because my pole and my arm went all the way down into the snow, throwing me
off balance. We frnally put on our skins to where we could get up off the bridge glacier
onto the moraine. We crossed one flat area of ice which was particularly hellish. Dave
crossed one crevasse which fell away after he passed (okay, so it was only 16 inches
wide) and at one point Marilyn and I could both hear rushing water, very loud and very
close. It must have been just below us, so I tried to ski as fast as I humanly could.
At the slope where we ascended 1000 feet to the moraine, the Burrito people
took the direct route and then ascended up the slope from the bottom. Mike, Marilyn,
Rich and I went up the exposed rock and hit the slope half way up, avoiding the steepest
section. It was quite tricky, because there were a lot of huge rocks sticking out of the
snow, and sometimes when you stepped off of them, you sunk really, really deep. As
soon as we put our skis back on, it started to pour very hard, the wind blew and it whited
out. Miserable. rùy'e trudged and trudged and finally a¡rived at the tent, soaking wet and
ice cold.
Chicken noodle soup and Macaroni for dinner, cooked in the vestibule.
June 3

We experienced another alpine start at 2:00 am...Whoops! I meant 2:00 PM.
"The Guys" hung out on the rocks for the better part of the morning, participating in the
the ritual food sacrifice by saturating excess Wasas and oatmeal with fuel and them
throwing them onto the fire. There was some really nice skiing below White Cross, a
bright blue lake, then a bit of scattered moraine where we stopped for lunch. We naively
rejoiced at seeing our first little tiny tree poking out of some rocks (completely unaware
of what lay ahead of us) and when Mike reached out to touch it, Jan said "I touched it
first! ".
One thing that really sticks out in my memory from that afternoon, was hearing
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rushing water of melting snow all around us, wherever \üe went. This evidence of melting
increased the anxiety levels about the BIG SALAL CREEK CROSSING that we would have úo
do the next day.

We finally camped on rocks beside a freezing-cold stream. It was a really nice place,
and featured a chorus of squealing ma.rmots. I have absolutely no recollection of what we served
for dinner. I seem to remember something having to do with chedda¡ cheese.
June 4

After an early start, we skied a bit, and crossed some mini+reeks. I was sort of
mentally calculating the volume/minute flow rate of each stream and adding them together to try
to figure out exactly how deep a¡d wide the BIG SALAL CREEK CROSSING was going to be.
(In retrospect, it was completely irrelevant, because we never crossed this water again, but it was
a useful exercise for increasing anxiety levels to panic proportions).
Then we hit the bush. Did I mention earlier that I missed trees and moss and greenery?
Well, this was like one of those stories that the person gets everything that they wished for and it

turns out horrible. Dense gnarly dense alpine trees and bush, mud, slippery white
rhodondendron, and my personal favorite, slide alder. Especially slide alder. I was wishing that
I had a huge flame tlrower, or maybe a chainsaw.
I was praying for logging roads.
Finally, as promised...meadows! Five minutes of meadow with lots of yellow alpine
lilies. This was in an abandoned prospecting site. The a¡ea itself might have been idyllic...
meadows just above the river, views of peaks, a few trees, lots of blueberry bushes, rusted drums,
stray planks, boxes of cores. We sat on a collapsing heli-pad and ate lunch, Rich and Jan
participating in classic male competition to see who could apply the most cream cheese to Wasa
(Rich won). As we are descending through the bush, the season seems to be moving into spring.
Plants that only had buds higher up, now have leaves, artd things seem to be getting greener and
greener by the minute.
After hou¡s and hours of more hellish bush th¡ash, we came to the BIG SALAL CREEK
CROSSING, and were surprised to find the creek unexpectedly shallow, braided and full of big
huge rocks. What was anticipated as a huge obstacle, was actually really fun to cross. We peeled
off the socks and crossed the creek in just our boots, and when we got to the other side, we
decided to eat dinner and dry off our feet. The sun came out, we had with full stomachs, dry feet,
and for about one hour, all was right with
the world.

Finally, it was time to move on and to find a suitable place to camp. We followed the
river for a ways, and then had to hit the bush again. Lots more slide alder and unexpected
accumulations of water. Some of the slide alder seemed to provide a viable way to span some of
the wide stagnant pools, but as soon as you "committed" yourself and stepped way out on a
branch, it would sink deep into the thick brown water. I had orùy just put on my dry socks at
dinner, and by the time we found our camp, my feet were soaked and oozing. My boots were the
closest thing to a flush toilet I had experienced for aLnost three weeks.
After thrashing through more slide alder (morale was at an all time low) we found a
camp. Rich, Marilyn and I slept in the tent on a 15 degree slope while the rest of the hard people
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bivy'd. when it started to rain in the middle of the night,
though I kept sliding into the corner.

I
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was happy to be in the tent, even

June 5
As if all the bushwhacking wasn't enough. For some of the day we could follow the
river bank, but eventually we had to head back into the bushes for more slide alder, bugs, and
RAVINES. srEEP RAVINES wrrH BIG PAcKs. Th¡ash, th¡ash, roll down rhe slope, srart a
dirt slide, grasp at roots and alder to get up the slope, thrash, thrash. OH NO...NOT ANOTIIER

RAVINE! Late in the afternoon we staled to hit the big rain forest, which (apart form the bugs)
was very beautiful. Unfortunately, there were a lot of ma¡kers visible, condemning the area to be
logged in the future.
We finally reached the slash, which we thought would be salvation, except that the logs
had been cut but not cleared. We had to pick our way up over trunks, stumps, branches, needles,
and to balance across fallen trees. Finally the logging road.....going up and around, through one
clearing after another. We finally all arrived at the vehicle long after dark, (Mike and Jan had to
fix a flat tire) and drove to Meager Creek. It was packed full of people, and we were too tired to
soak in the tub anyway, so we camped right in the middle of the parking lot. Mike feasted on a
can of beans that had been in his truck.

June6

FOODFEST

We awoke early and hit the hot springs to wash off three weeks of dirt and sweat and
to compare blisters and bruises. Fabulous! Change into clean clothes we had left in the car, and
drove into Pemberton Jan ran out of gas on the way). Ultimate joy and happiness....Eggs
Benedict at the Pemberton Hotel. Coffee out of a MUG! Orange juice...Wow! For the fi¡st time
in three weeks, a fork! NAPKINS! And that was just for starters...in the bathroom there was
mi¡rors! Flush toilets! WARM running water! Joy and ecstasy!
Stopped at Quinn's in Squamish for a Latte. An atmosphere of sadness has taken over,
as we realize that the trip is almost at an end. Finally to Mike's, to sort our our gear and split up
the 40-odd pounds of food caried out. Everyone lingering, loitering around Mike's driveway,
hanging out, not wanting it to come to an end. After spending three weeks in sight or tied on a
rope with six other people, it seems strange to be parting. Mike suggests Ytzza and a Movie.
'With
renewed vigor, everyone heads home for a shower, to reappear clean and unrecognizable an
hou¡ later. All seven of us sit comfortably squished on two couches combatting Trip Withdrawal.
It took me about a week to adjust to not having everyone around, and I have concluded
that it was the people who made the trip so memorable. Thanks Marilyn, Rich, Mike, Cynthia,
Dave, and especially Jan!

Participants:
Marilyn Noort

Mike Sample
Dave Holloway

Chrystal Palaty

Rich Lechleitner
Cynthia Monroe
Jan Palaty
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The following are excerpts from the journal I kept during a 3 week trip across the
Lillooet Ice Field. Please excuse the choppy style - short pencils and cold fingers do not
lead to eloquent writing.
Day

L:

Fri May 14

Left Vancouver for Meager Creek at 2:30PM (only a couple hours late). Everyone was
worried about what they might have forgotten.
The drive to Pemberton was uneventful and we had our last restaurant meal for 3 weeks.
Jan chose "Phil's Diner" - a big mistake. The trough Chinese food was disgusting (Jan
knew better and had a burger).
'We

paused briefly in Pemberton to mail last minute postcards and to notify the RCMP
of our trip. Next stop: Pemberton Helicopters.

We met pilot John Goats and looked at his I week helicopter. Vy'e set up the meeting
place as the end of the road near Devastator Creek at 9AM the next morning. Onwards
to Meager Creek.

We had a short soak in the hot springs and then drove to the end of the logging road
(only one wrong fork was taken). We set up the tents at the end of the road and were
soon asleep.
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2:

Søt May
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15 - Sunny

Up at 6AM to prepare for the helicopter. Final food cache preparations were made and
Jan and I dropped his truck off over by Salal Creek. We told everyone that Jan's truck
was a long way from where we would come out (due to a washout) - even though it was
only 2km from where we would hopefully pop out of the bush.
The 'copter arrived at 9:15 and Jan left with the pilot to place the 3 food caches. Jan
looked quite worried as they left - lots ofresponsibility I guess.

An hour later the pilot came back for Dave, Cynthia and Chrystal. Cynthia sat in the
pilot's seat accidentally. Ten minutes later Rich, Marilyn and I were on our way. Big
transition from the end of a logging road surrounded by slash to the snow covered
Manatee Glacier. 12 noon and we were on our way!

we cut some nice furns with our heavy packs. Then came a 2000' foot slog to get to the
first food cache. Cynthia's knee had an unfortunate collision with a rock on one of the
steeper traverses - bummer. We roped up for a crevassed section of Manatee Glacier just
below the food cache. Cynthia's binding fell off a bit farther up @loody CO-OP).
7:30PM and we were at the fust food cache and our base camp (7400') for the next few

days. Everyone was quite tired.
People set up tents and I melted some snow for water. Jan looked feverishly through
each food bin for the salt - no luck. Dave had trimmed some extra breakfasts etc. from
the first cache before the copter picked us up - unfortunately he forgot to put the salt
back

in.

Oops.

After a tasty dinner of macaroni we sacked out. I got hit a few times that night for
snonng.

Day
Slept

3:

Sun May

in 'till

16 - Sunny

10:30 and tackled

a huge cup of museli. Rich had the same problem.

Our plan for the day was to ski up one of the near peaks, "Sardine". Chrystal and
Cynthia turned a¡ound before we stafed up the peak due to bruised knees etc. The rest
of us skied up a hill that was reminiscent of the yellow sack slide at the PNE. We skied
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to the rocks on the ridge and scrambled the rest of the way to the "summit" (actually a
sub peak of Sardine). Awesome views of the Elaho Peaks and the Toba river valley.

Off with the skins for the way down (Jan didn't even use them on the way up!). Really
fun skiing. Quite steep in places. Bit of a slog along the flat back to camp - home þ
4PM.
Due to the excellent weather so far, most of us a¡e burnt in at least one place.
The clash of the alti-watches continues. I have the vastly superior Avocet Vertech with
3 chips (yes, 3!) that is temperature compensated. The others are bearing the constant

alti-comparisons - barely!
The tent is flapping in the wind and the late afternoon sun is shining through. My bare
feet are reveling in their ventilation. Only a teeny blister from my new double boots so

far - lucky!
Chrystal just let the dictionary secret out to Jan. I had asked her if "reveling" had two
Jan looked on in disbelief as she looked it up in her dictionary. Her dictionary is her
friend.

I's.

Day

4:

Mon, May 17 - Sunny

My bare feet are enjoying the evening sun again as I lie in Jan and Chrystal's tent
writing this. My face feels tight and burnt despite massive amounts of sun screen and a
hat.

Today we were up at 6:30 to attempt Manatee but settling snow conditions (we heard
strange whumps in the snow around the camp) convinced us to try the less extreme
slopes of Dugong. rWe roped up from camp as we had to ski though some slots on the
way up Dugong. Very pleasant skiing up the ridge.

Ditched the skis and walked (and wallowed) near the summit. Ate lunch on a bump
(9100) that had great views of virtually everything.
Dave, Marilyn, Rich, Jan and I continued to the lesser summit after lunch.
looked steep from our lunch spot but it turned out to be very mellow. Very
good views. Skiing down while roped up was interesting. Others cut some
unroped (at the risk of popping into slot). Everyone unroped for the last slope

The route

fun, more
nice turns
before the
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camp.

Dinner is cooking now. They must have tumed off the XGK because

I

can hear what

they are saying now. spaghetti tonight - num num. we are eating the heavier food now,
saving the lighter food for when we move on to the next food cache.

Day

5:

Tue, May

18 - Sunny (Again!)

Jan, Dave, Rich, Marilyn and I skied up Remora today. This involved a roped up ski up
a steep, crevassed chute to a col. Lots of slots to be avoided. Then a short scra¡nble on
crusty rock to the summit (8900). Excellent views again.
Roped up side-stepping most of the way down - interesting.
The weather appears to be taking a turn for the worse. The view of Mermaid out the tent
door is fine but the sky is about the same color as the snow.

I

have been napping between paragraphs. Marilyn just brought me a big chunk of
(Yum!). This is the life. I think I'll take a longer nap now.

cheese

Ahh, corn-nuts.

Day

6:

Wed, May

19

Storm day

Storm day. Intermittent rain. The snow is soggy.
4:20Pl;s{ -

it

has been sunnier for the last 2 hours. I just finished a sponge bath. Cynthia

set up two 'sinks' out of ca¡dboard and plastic to keep the water

warmer. They worked

great. I even washed my hair, liner socks, and my vapor ba:rier socks

as

well. Ahh, to

be clean.

The rest of the crew is off doing runs on the slope under Sirenia. Looks like they are
having fun. My skis had to be repaired with epoxy today because someone used white
glue on my binding screws. bummer!
Hopefully the epoxy will do the job.

It is still cloudy and the pressure
be worse.

'We

has dropped (7420'->7620'). So maybe tomorrow will
are supposed to leave camp the day after tomorrow - ack! big packs again.
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There was a humorous quote last night during dinner. One of the herbal tea pouches
had the quote:

"We grow to resemble the things we love"
Cynthia quipped: "I love chocolate"
Dave said: "We'll all be brown and greasy in a few days."

I

am wearing my long johns on my head as I write this in an effort to dry them after
washing them. I probably look like a jester. It was kind of fun running around the camp
in my gaunch and booties after washing - I hope I didn't burn anything.

Thing to bring next time: safety pins for a sun blocking bandanna. I had to bum one off

Rich. Also skin moisturizer (Chrystal's vaseline worked great) - the skin around my
eyes is getting really dry and flakey from sweating all

9PM: the Jambalaya

was very

day. Blech!

good. Everyone had their fill. Topped off with

cheesecake. Num Num.

The wind is really gusting and it's raining steadily. The tent is well guyed with skis and
ice axes. The clouds are at about 8500'. According to my watch the pressure is rising
now - hopefully this storm will be gone by morning.

Day

7:

Thur, May 20 Storm day

Socked in - a real storm day. \ile played poker and hearts most of the day. Maca¡oni
for dinner - no leftovers. Tomorrow is our scheduled departure day (for the next cache).
We a¡e going to wake up at 6AM to check the weather.

Day

8:

Fri, Møy 21 Storm day

Storm day again. White out
4:44PM - still white out. Playing hearts. Chrystal lost again. Fart game.
7:23PM - Really blowin'and snowin'now.
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Just finished digging out the food and stuff from kitchen and distributing

it

4I

among the

tents. The kitchen was filled with drifted snow - the stoves, pots and fuel bottles were
well buried.

Day

9:

Søt, Møy

22

Stortn day

Still white out and snowing hard, however, the pressure has gone up (7470').
Rich, Chrystal, Dave & Cynthia are melting snow. Dave and Cynthia moved their tent
because the edges were melting into the snow.
We skied around the camp. Never got too far from the tents although occasionally we
lost sight of them due to clouds.
The clouds seem to have blown over. Everyone is happy now.
Jan and Chrystal are wrestling now - Jan just got the armpit on the nose hold - ack! that
armpit has not been washed for 9 days.

It is colder tonight: -2 or -3 C? We get up at 6 tomorrow to break

camp and move

onward towa¡ds Obelia. Should be an interesting day.
Pesto tonight. Not quite enough?

To buy: waist pouches like Dave's, for corn-nuts.

Day 10: Sun, Møy 23 Sunny
Up at 6 - nice weather finally. Broke camp and spent 2 hours burning garbage. Finally
moving at 11.
Skied (roped - ack!) across some avalanche slopes on tlle way towa¡ds Obelia. Stopped
for lunch on the flat SV/ of Obelia. Continued up and up to a camp just under Obelia.
Awesome view of rùy'ahoo Tower and Manatee from the North. Great views from the
bump by the camp of the route to come - looks interesting around Mu peak.

At Mu it looks like we can either traverse left (west) on steep avalanche slope to the col
or perhaps skirt a gendarme on SE ridge to the right and continue over the summit.
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I was really exhausted today - my left quad kept cramping for the last few hundred feet.
Resting hea¡t rate of 102 - others are92,84 and 90.
Getting up a 7 tomorrow to continue on the ridge we gained today. Our camp is 8270'.
Hopefully I'll feel better tomorrow. I miss Fern more now, I wonder how she's doing in
Bandung.

Day 11: Mon, May 24 Sunny
Skied from Obelia to the SE ridge of Mu. Fairly hard day - even though we got moving
at 10:45 and stopped at 5:30. Lots of up and down - had to kick steps up the bump from
hell (skis on packs - yuck!) to avoid a big avalanche slope.

It's 6:30 now and the pot is boiling to make soup. We have a nice site tonight, perched
on some rocks overlooking the Dalgleish Glacier. It's very nice to be able to sit down
and put things down on a ha¡d surface (i.e. rock). Things don't get so wet.

Chrystal was not happy on the bump from hell. Heavy packs and steep slopes can be
I ca:ried Jan's pack about 100' from our skis to the camp - holy cow - it
weighs a ton.

annoying.

Going to sleep under the stars tonight. Should help us get up early for are assault on
Mu. Some sketchy bits where we want the snow to be ha¡d. 5AM alarm. We are going
to take the avalanche slope route as it looks much better than the alternatives. The snow
should be hard enough in the morning for crampons & axes.

Quite nice sitting in the sun right now - dry & warm. I wonder what my folks are up to.
Hope they aren't too worried. I'll call them when we get to Pembefon. What about
Fern? Enjoying Indonesia I hope.

Ouch!just getting up to pump the stove cause my chest muscles to cramp. Time to dose
up on salty soup.

Looking back down the ridge at our ski tracks I can see a spot where we skied quite close
to the edge of a big cornice. Great! easy to be a bonehead late in the afternoon when
you're tired.
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Day 12: Tue, May 25 Sunny
Sleeping outside was great. Amazing stars. Up with the sun, packed, cramponed and
roped up by 7AM. Cramponning up the slope was fine. At the col where the rocks were
loose, Jan wallowed up a steep snow slope, waist deep in places. The rest of us followed
up the col of Mu (9100') and had lunch. Some tension just before gaining the col.
From the col we dropped down on to the huge flat glacier South of Lillooet peak. Skied
across it to the pass under Lillooet (SW). vy'e made camp while Jan, Dave and Rich
skied down to check on the next food cache (1 hour away).

Took a sponge bath sitting in the sun on the rocks. Even washed my hair.
Now I'm sitting on

a

rock in the sun, the lentils are bubbling....

The rice is done now. Num Num.

Ack! just had the killer runs. Exploded all over the privy. Cook your lentils well!

Day 13: Wed, May

26

Sunny

Up at 6AM to climb Lillooet. Left camp at 8:30 (crampons & roped up). Dave led the
whole way, crossing many unavoidable slots. Summitted a¡ound 10:30 (9636'). Likely
the high point for the trip. Great views of everything from the top.
Back to camp before the snow got too soft. Ditched the crampons. Slept on the stove
rock for the rest of the afternoon. Rich and Jan were keen and did Dalgleish while the
rest of up relaxed.
Broke camp at 4pm and headed W down the hill to the second food cache. 2kms?

Will probably

go back and climb Dalgleish tomorrow. No set wake-up time tomorrow

- Yay!

Time to put the headlamp out and sack out.

Day 14: Thur, May 27 Sunny
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Up at 9:30, had brekky and fa¡ted around until lPM. Then Dave, Rich, Marilyn and I
skied up Dalgleish (9582). Very fun. Light packs and an excellent view from the top.
Great tele turns on the way down. Even skiing roped up was fun - sort of like water
skiing.
We tried to 'switch leaders' while skiìng roped up. It would have worked if the rope had
gone around my other side. I tried a 360 but was wiped out. First and only fall of the
dayPesto for dinner - actually quite good. Chocolate cheese cake for dessert. Watched
lightning away to the S/SW. Very impressive - even walked in booties towa¡ds it to get
a

better view.

Very nice sitting outside on a food bin - bright half moon to the west and lightning still
raging far to the south. Very clea¡ above us, lots of stars. A great day.

Day 15: Fri, May 28
Up at1 - Raining. Up at 8 - clearing. Broke camp and burnt trash. I dragged 4 empty
bins for a couple of kms to a big enough slot to drop them in. Sahib (Rich) had the
pleasure of carrying the burnt garbage bin.

Skied down (north) on the east side of Tsiphone to where the Bishop and Lillooet
glaciers split. This was the sketchiest part of the trip so far. Lots of questionable snow
bridges, bumpy ground, patches of blue ice. Even skied on some bare ice - at least you
know it's solid. It was so broken up because it was low (6000') and 2 glaciers were
splitting apart.

ice). Then skied up the Ring
(our
yet).
lowest
camp
Chrystal
saw
the
shit pit of another group.
Glacier to 7000'

Had lunch on a small moraine (5" of gravel on hard

I dug the privy. Dave and I just looked at the
maps. Looks like a 3 day 'wack out from the end of the Bridge Glacier. We may go over
the north ridge of Whitecross to avoid
the low (andbroken up) snout ofthe Bridge Glacier.

Rich and Marilyn are making dinner.

Day L6: Sat, May

29

Stonn day
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Up at1 - white out. Played cards and read aloud with Dave and Cynthia.
Had a dinner of wasa, cream cheese and salami. Dave and I washed dishes at the
demands of others. Dave is now seeing how big a piece of dandruff he can scratch off
his scalp.
One dinner

left. I hope we can move on to the next food

cache tomorrow.

Day 17: Sun, May 30
Jan and Crystal's Anniversary today.

2:45: Storm day so far.
3:00 Decide to go up icefall

if it clears

enough by 4.

4:30: off up the ice fall. Mild tension in camp because Dave, Cynthia and
at getting motivated.

I

are slower

'We

skied up the ice fall to the col (8700') with no mishaps. The weather held. Very
windy and cold at the col. I felt really slow and stupid (hypothermic?). Help put up
Dave Cynthia's tent in the high wind after I had put all of my clothes on.

Hopped into my sleeping bag (gortex and all) as soon as the tent was up the gear stowed.
Jan and Chrystal made soup in their vestibule. I had some but skipped the lentils Dave
made.

Day L8: Mon, May

3l

Stormday

Slept well, slept in. White out - doesn't look like we'll move today. All 7 of us played
heafs in Dave's tent. Cynthia just yelled "I am so sick of the weather and the farts!" Chrystal howled.

Day 19: Tue, June

I

1lAM: white out but it looks like it might clear. Rich says
altimeters say the pressure is going up.

it will clear by noon. The
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12AM: Hot and sunny now. Breaking camp. Skied down seemingly gentle slope into
a crevassed area. Cut right along the steep side of a ridge. Snow was really heavy and
Cynthia's ski sta¡ted small but growing sluff avalanche. Some tension in the group everyone wanted off the slope, not to mention the damn rope.
We continued a¡ound to the east and ditched the rope. Made

it to the 3rd food

White out when ge got to the cache - good timing. Cleared up

a

cache.

bit later. Quite cold.

Had polenta and beans for dinner. Had cheesecake for dessert. Had vodka and juice
crystals. Managed to finish 1.3 litres of the stuff (at 8500'). Jan and Marilyn both got
really gooned. Jan kept falling down and eventually spewed for a few hours. Marilyn
was quite funny too. She managed to fall flat while getting into her tent - then just lay
there. Surprisingly small signs of hangovers the next day.

Day 20: Wed, June 2
Fine day. Woke up late. Rich had already burnt the garbage. Left alarye offering of
gorp, dried fruit and cream cheese for the ravens.
Skied a few km with 8 cans dragging. Dave chucked them into a big slot and we were
on our way. Skied 6 or 7 more km down the gentle Bridge Glacier. Very pleasant, lots
of slots starting about 6000' though. Started to rain as we neared the ridge to Whitecross.
Skiied over one particularly wide (1.5'?) slot - fun.
rùy'e,

the burrito-less, (a burrito is the term we used for gear wrapped

in a tarp

and

dragged behind you) traversed the rocks/moraine to slope and skied about 900'up to the
col. Started to rain really hard and white
out during the last slog.

10:45PM - dinner is still cooking - boy am
Camped out at 6750' - lowest camp so far.

I hungry. 13km today - one of our longest.

Day 2l:. Thur, June 3

Up at 9AM. broke camp and burnt exta food (ack!). What a shame seeing dried fruit
burn. Some pleasure in burning the breakfast stuff though.
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Skied up and contoured north along the north ridge of Whitecross. Traversed east then
south at the end of the ridge. Had lunch on a rocky patch. Consulted maps and looked
at the terrain to figure out our way down into the valley.

V/hile picking our route \Me saw

a small pine tree. First tree after 3 weeks. \Vhen it was
mentioned, Jan said "I touched it first" - humour.

Our route down off Whitecross had some fun skiing over heather. Finally ditched the
skis and went ahead with Dave to pick the route. Had some fun skiing without packs.
Others caught up and we made camp on the rocks. (5840).
Very nice to

see and

smell trees again. Nice to camp and cook on rock too. No melting

snow either.
rùy'e'll get a couple turns before
of the creek we'll be following.

hitting the trees tomorrow. We can

see

the headwaters

Jambalaya and schnapps for dinner.

Dzy 22; Fri, June 4
Moving by 9AM. The 'wack begins. Some good spots some bad spots. Raining at times.
Chrystal was not happy.
Made it to Salal Creek around 4PM. Sunny. Crossed (set up a rope) with no problems.
Had dinner on the other side. 7PM started moving again. Back to the bush! Continued
through some lovely slide alder. Found a spotbig enough & dry enough for 1 tent (by a
small creek too).

Rich and Marilyn (bivysack-less) and Chrystal stayed in the tent and the rest of us
bivied. Rain caused Dave to get wet so their tent carne out in the da¡k - fun. Jan and I
closed up the biv bags a bit tighter and weathered it out. Slept ok. Apparently snored
at some point. approx. 8km to go to the road - I hope we get out tomorrow.
Day 23: Sat, June 5

Moving by 10:30. YUK! putting on wet boots (from the river crossing). Traversed
down toward the river. The rocky beach and gravel bars are great for walking. Burned
some extra fuel and continued onward. Several km of rock bank -

lucky! V/e managed
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to avoid some grim slide alder sections.
Jan is carrying Ch¡ystal's skis today - ack! Double set of antlers. Back into the woods after the
gravel beach. Rich managed to do a face plant with his pack on - fun! Lunch at 2:30. Moving

fairly well. Rained ha¡d for a bit. Got into a steep section that looked like it was heading the
wrong way. Careful map reading and altimeter consultation lead us onto easier ground with a
mature forest - quite nice.
Found some marker tapes. Lost tìem. Went through a couple steep ravines. Everyone was keen
to get to the road. Jan saw some slash atread and hopes rose. A couple more ravines and some

awful slash find
us at the end of the logging

road. Out at last. (7PM?)

The un-yarded slash was surprisingly slow going - worse than any part of the bushwack. Jan
recognized the road after a bit of scouting. We even checked out the huge yarder.
Pause for group and individual pics before we continue. Slogged down the road for about 3km.
My feet are toast. Jan's hips are really hurting. Finally we see the fuck! Yay! Good thing Jan
decided to park where he did - the creek he was worried about is much larger now. (Probably still

drivable though - but why soak your hubs?)

We changed now flat left rear tire and put the coil wire back on. The truck started on the first
crank. Only Rich and Marilyn a¡rive before \¡/e go to get my üuck. Apparently Dave's back was
spasming a lot on the way down the road. Ouch!

Luckily the gate to the road where my truck was parked was open. I re-connected the starter and
took plastic bag off of the air cleaner (no coil wire on a diesel). It started fi¡st time too.
Jan drove to the hot springs (lack of gas) and I headed back to get the others. Others are happy
see the tuck and we drive back to the hot springs for dinner and sleep. I er¡joyed a cold can of
beans that I left in my truck.

to

Day24;

Sun,

June6

Up at 7 to soak in the hot springs. The hrst tub has some burnt out looking dude floating in a pool
chai¡, smoking - lovely. The next (not so hot) pool was empty - great! We all washed 3 wks of
slime off and basked in the wa¡m waters.
Headed back to break camp and on to Pemberton Helicopters. Total helicopter cost $1490, $440
more than estimated but still not so bad. John and his wife mentioned something about loggers
wanting to tow away
Jan's truck and the RCMP running the plates. Stupid considering we 'registered' our trip (and
plate numbers) at the hotel (for the RCMP).
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Onward to the Pemberton hotel for brunch. Jan's truck runs out of gas less than lkm ftom town.
Great breaKast - "county style". Flush toilets - how sûange. Everyone enjoys the breakfast
despite the slow and strange service. Most people call their folks from the hotel.
Jan and I head back to get his truck while the others go to the RCMP to gripe about the useless
'registration'. Eventually on the road again. Brief stop a Quinn's for coffee in Squamish.

We a¡rived at my folks about 4:30PM. Massive gear sort. Then we ordered 3 large Brick Oven
pizzas and get a video (The Player). Everyone seems reluctant to say goodbye. After a big group
hug in the driveway everyone went home.
An awesome 24 daysl

Party Members:
Cynthia Mornoe Dave Holloway Marilyn
Chrystal Palaty Jan Palaty Mike Sample

Noof

Rich Lechleitner

Skiing up Dugong Peak.
Photo credit: Mike Søm.ple
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A Quick Spring Trip on lhe Neve or
A Lesson in Avqlqnche Awqreness
April 1993
By Mike Buda

The weather was guaranteed to be completely crappy but it was a mid-exam break to
relieve stress, so Marcus, Jill and I figured we would at least pop up to the base of the
Neve for the exercise if nothing else. Our intentions of stress release were severely
tested sitting in Marcus's truck at the bottom of the Barrier trail in pissing rain and
without atrace of snow to be seen (although admittedly we could only see as high up as
just underneath the cloud ceiling, which was only about 62 feet overhead). Somehow
we dragged ourselves out of the warm, if gradually decomposing cab, and trudged up the
trail carrying our skis for about the first two hours. Fortunately for the stress-release
intention qualities of the trip, the lake was reached in bright sunshine, above the valley
clouds. The crossing of Garibaldi Lake was completed in an orgasm of photo

opportunities and just general exuberance over outsmarting the Weather Office and all
the doubters back down in town (where we hoped it was still pissing rain and all around
miserable). The glaciology hut at Sentinel Bay was reached in good enough time for a

brief session of power-tanning in the deck chair (no, really) by Marcus MovieStar/Hardman Kellerhals before dinner.
A quick and reasonably early brekkie saw us offon the route in some wonderful
morning light and in dazzling light snow. Many more frames of film were exposed
through the day, along with many more cruel jokes about those still stuck down in the
valley clouds. The trail breaking was quite easy, and Glacier Pikes, the Sharkfin and
the top of the Neve were all quickly and enjoyably reached and passed. \ùy'e stopped for
lunch just below the Tent and Mt. Garibaldi and Pringle Ridge when we realized we had
traversed a bit too high on the route, and had a choice of dropping down 400 feet for
skirt below the ridge by the normal route, or save altitude and continue straight on and
over the steep, but shof ridge, to start the major downgrade on the other side.
We chose the direct route, and Marcus, followed by Jill, started breaking trail
up this steep little slope that led to the top of Pringle Ridge. I was 40-50 feet behind the
others as Ma¡cus switched back out into the middle of the slope away from a rather deep
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slot below us which would have been a major terrain trap. Just as he was switchbacking again about two-thirds of the way up this 100 meter long slope, we all heard
that characteristic "whhoommmppph" of the slab collapsing. Now, I've heard this
several times before, and while it is scary and is a defrnite warning of poor stability, all
that's ever come out of it is a hurried retreat. In this instance though, as we all called
out for a quick evacuation of the slope, the whommphing sound did not stop with just
silence afterwa¡ds - before I had time to even look up from my ski tips, and before any
words of warning were even out of our mouths, the slope started moving not just with
the collapsing slab, but kept moving downhill.
One thought instantly flashed through my mind - Avalanche! It may seem to
be a rather silly and obvious thought, but the impossibility of this event happening to
oneself surprises you. Even with all the training and experience I had, I still could not
believe it was happening to me Anyway, fortunately I quickly assured myself that it was
indeed happening to me, and I reacted: my first thought was to try to stay on top of it,
so the proper course of action was to ditch the pack and ski poles and try to stay standing
up. Jill and Marcus had the same idea in front of me. Well, this is where the comedy
of errors really started: try taking your poles off really quickly with gloves on - it doesn't

Markus ønd Jill below the Tent on the Garibaldi Neve, April '93.
Photo Credit: Mike Budø
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work; try swinging a heavy pack off your back while sliding downhill, and keep your
balance - no way; try to flip around to face downhill to ski out of it with skins on - good

luck. All of the methods of avalanche survival that are recommended are virtually
impossible in the real event - not one of the three of us succeeded. Marcus fell onto his
back, with his head downhill trying to turn a¡ound to ski out of the slide; Jill's pack got
all tangled up in her poles as she was taking it off because the pole straps were still on
her wrists; I was in the process of being pushed over by the sliding snow, even though I
had managed to remove my pack. If this had been a large avalanche, running a long
distance into a bad run-out, it is doubtful any of us would have survived, as we were all
hopelessly caught in it (even though we had been fairly well spread out).
Fortunately for us, the slope was short enough, and the runout füendly enough
that no one was hurt, although our adrenaline glands got a workout. Marcus was buried
up to his waist, while Jill and I were slightly less covered. We dug ourselves out, took
lots of pictures, and skied down to the normal route, down the rest of the Neve in great,
but safe, snow, and wearily trudged back along the Diamond Head trail and our car.
At the risk of distorting the perceptions and attitudes of Jill and Marcus, I'll
briefly reflect on this avalanche involvement (which was the first for even Markus, and
all of his experience) which by the way was probably at least a Class 2 slide and a
50-70cm wind slab that propagated along 100 meters of slope. Several conditions preexisted our setting foot on the slope which had an influence on our haza¡d evaluation:
it was beautiful sunny weather which can lull you into complacency: and more
importantly, the snow conditions that day had been predominantly of 10-20cm of new

Photo Credit: Mike Buda
Markus and JíII digging themselves out of an avalanche!
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snow on a firm and strong base. With these background conditions, when the lunch
time decision was made as to our route - either high or low - we allowed ourselves to
choose lazily, and opted for the route which didn't involve a lot of extra distance and
elevation loss. In many cases, taking the steeper but shofer route to save time and
elevation is a mistake, as it turned out to be here.
Our initial route-finding error was compounded by a lack of observation of
changing snow pack conditions as we got into the lee of the ridge and the new snow
accumulation increased considerably. Although it was obvious, our (or maybe just my)
minds tired and anticipating the skiing on the other side of the ridge ignored the
implications of wind deposited pillows of soft slab, and we continued on without voicing
any concern at all (ie. to spread out more, etc.). It was a fairly short slope, and this
further reinforced our sense of safety.
In hindsight, although we easily walked away from the event with nearly an
epic, we were probably a little lucky - slopes don't have to be large to bury victims.
Having seen the consequences ofeven a small slope failing, and having experienced the
helplessness of being caught in moving snow, I will undoubtedly (I hope) pay closer
attention to the accumulation of small factors and decisions which can lead up to gross
mistakes in hazard awareness and behavior. In this case, as probably in many, it was a
succession of small and innocuous errors and conditions which led to us venturing onto
a slope which was so obviously hazardous without ever once questioning our risk level.
I think the greatest realization that has come out of this for me is that avalanches DO
happen, they can be skier triggered, and most importantly, that they can happen to
YOU. Anyways, it was a lesson learned for me without really having to pay for it, and
for that I am grateful.
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Siwash Sanction
By Drew Brayshaw

Some know it as a Sea Stack, others as a dung heap. Its Siwash Rock (el. 50
ft), located in Stanley Park, and has a reputation as an epic undertaking supported by
the objective hazards: seagulls, guano, bad rock, aquatic access during high tide, no
protection, and those who climb it are usually pissed drunk. But most importantly, due

to the large numbers of bumblies who have had to be rescued once they realized they
couldn't get off the top, ascent of this famous peak is now technically ILLEGAL.
Throughout the history of the VOC, parties have set out to conquer this
distinctive landmark; the ascent is often regarded as a prerequisite to qualify for
bragging rights as a "true Coastal Mountaineer." Past epics are described in back issues
of the VOC Journal with the best one occurring to Mike trf.iles, et al., who were arrested,
charged, and then released by the judge with the admonition, "Don't you boys know you
should be smoking dope and hanging around in pool halls?" (VOC Journal 1960's
sometime). However, in recent years the ascent of Siwash has fallen out of vogue. In
fact, the last climb by a group of VOC members was Andy Pacheco's stag party (of
which only two members were able to make it to the top due to the untimely intervention
of the Seawall SS).
With all this in mind, Drew decided to arrange an ascent to tie in with the VOC
75th anniversary banquet as Siwash has at times been an important VOC ritual. His
promotional notices in the VOCENE got the attention of Pat and John, who are always
willing to do something that's illegal. At the banquet, the trio was joined by one of Pat's
many friends-named-Dan. While many of the old members in attendance gave vocal
support, curiously none of them were willing to add themselves to our party for the
actual ascent.

Iæaving the banquet at about the same time that the bar dried up and the
squares began dancing, Pat, Dan, John, and Drew agreed to meet at the parking lot at
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3rd beach. John and Drew a¡rived there first, and proceeded to wait about 45 minutes
for Pat and Dan. With nothing to do, they killed the time by circling the parking lot
with high beams on, and pretending they were a police cruiser, causing some
consternation amongst the couples in the other cars. Eventually Pat and Dan showed up
with the reason they were late: they had to drive to Dan's to acquire a rubber raft, and
they had to stop for an urgent Starbuck's fuel up.
After changing from their high-society banquet clothes to more appropriate
clothes for the occasion (ie. Black shorts and shirts), the "Siwash 4" set out along the
seawall by the light of their two headlamps, hereafter named "Paul" and "Karla" after
Canada's favorite loving couple.
Upon arriving at Siwash viewpoint, and verifying that the tide was, as had been
promised, high, the 4 set to work diligently blowing up the raft, also known as HMS
Dan or the Oueen of Stoner (Stoner B.C. is about 70 kms south of Prince George).
While blowing up the raft, a scientific experiment was performed: ethanol (C2H6O)
and methane (CH4) fumes were added to try and make the raft lighter than air (mainly
N2), but without success.
At just about the time the HMS Dan reached max. inflation, Drew, who was
taking a turn as lookout, saw headlights coming along the seawall from the direction of
the parking lot. "OH NO DUDE - the dreaded Beach Police," Drew yelled. The Siwash
4 grabbed their gear, Dan hoisted the 8' long, 4' wide Queen of Stoner up onto his head,
and they sprinted in the other direction along the seawall until, after about 1 km, the
cliffs dipped down enough that they could scramble up into some totally useless bushes
for concealment. Some twenty minutes went by with no sign of anything. Eventually
John decided to casually walk back and see if there was some sort of trap set for
them...nothing. False alarm!
Returning to the viewpoint, our 4 heroes began to ferry themselves across the
"moat" to Siwash Rock. Dan and John went across first with "Paul", and the Oueen of
Stoner was pushed back across for Pat and Drew. As the latter two approached the Rock
by the light of "Karla", they were wa¡ned away from a certain landing spot by Dan, who
informed them that John had just felt the need to "get rid of some weight" in that a¡ea
(ie gronk). Stanley Park not having supplied toilet paper nearby, the resourceful and
environmentally aware John utilized his under wear (biodegradable) for the dirly deed.

Once all the Siwashers had assembled, a search began for the right route.
Drew, "Mr. rWalking Guidebook", claimed that the easiest route \ryas to be found on the
seaside face, but a quick look indicated that this route seemed to overhang extremely, or
perhaps the climbers were just on their way to being extremely hung-over? John pulled
on his climbing gear and attempted to head directly up from the landing site only to find
himself stymied by some blank rock which he felt would require more 5.10 moves than
he was willing to try unprotected and 2O feet up. At about this point, Eric Clemson and
Tracy Fraser showed up on shore and a shouting match ensued, as they tried to pass
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themselves off as Seawall Police, and the Siwash 4 screamed back instructions to self -

fornicate. When this had calmed down, Eric offered his opinion that the correct route
on Siwash lay directly opposite where he stood, ie., where he and Tracy would have the

view. Lacking any other options, the 4 decided to give this a try, and began a
hilarious traverse along the guano-smea.red barnacles of the lower part of the Rock,
eventually arriving at a semi-decent ledge where all could don their rock gear and
prepare for the final assault on the summit.
Once again the fearless Ford, John, led off (a few pounds lighter) into the
blackness of a cloudy, moonless night lit only by the glow from the sulfur yard on the
North Shore, and by the light from "Paul", while down below, Drew belayed in the
feeble hope that John would find some pro placements. Pat and Dan sat a¡ound and
traded insults back and forth across the water with Eric, who eventually left with Tracy
in sea¡ch of some recreation of thei¡ own.
After inhaling a Marly or two for confidence, John muscled his way up a series
of large, blocky holds for about twenty feet, beginning with a high step off of the "No
Climbing" sign - a good foothold. At a grassy, dirt covered ledge, as he prepared to
traverse left to a slab, he came across an incredibly ancient and horrid piton jammed
behind a block, its protruding head rusted and twisted into a corkscrew shape...the only
pro available. Continuing up the slab, a blocþ corner led him on to the summit with
its single pseudo-bonsai tree and soil derived from the residue of thousands of
generations of seagulls. Fortunately, the two feet of fresh guano, which had been
mentioned in older accounts of the climb, was absent. John set up a hasty belay.
Now it was time for the rest of the party to attain the mighty Siwash summit.
Second was the V/alking Guidebook, aka. DB. He chose not to slime up his nicely
re-soled rock shoes and instead struggled up to the summit in Hi-Tecs with the bonus
confidence of a TR from John. After reaching the summit, Drew lowered off, traded his
best

headlamp ("Karla") over to hard core Pat Hajek and the process was repeated, and then
again with Dan until all had regrouped on the summit.
John then prepared to leave the summit, setting up a rap station with Drew's
oldest and mankiest sling which had been brought along for just this purpose. He
lowered down to the piton, removed his draw, and then decided to conduct some route
improvement by cleaning away some of the loosest blocks. "Look out," he yelled, "I'm
cleaning this junk!" Drew and Dan moved safely out of the way, and Pat moved a few
feet out of the direct fall line while still holding on to the HMS Dan. John then, while
standing on a large ledge, gave the little loose rock a kick. He then pendulumed back
in astonishment as a huge block six feet wide and three feet high peeled out from the
face and plunged directly towards Pat!!!

(Cliffhanger suspense shot.)
If this was a TV show, now is when we would break for commercials. @uy

ROID-NO-MORTM... used

on Everest by Reinhold Messner...guaranteed
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1007o...Shrinks swellage!) However, since it isn't the a¡ticle will continue.
Pat leaped out of the tumbling, 500 lb mass' way, but in doing so, he let go of
the raft, which was smacked dead on by the block, and knocked out to the middle of the
channel between Siwash and the mainland where it was grabbed by the current and
dragged out to sea.
The Siwash 4 reacted in a variety of ways to this important development... Pat
yelled curses at John for nearly killing him, John told Pat he was stupid and should have
got out of the way, Dan said, "Hey, that was my fucking RAFT!" Drew said, "Oh fuck!
Now we have to SV/IM!" The argument proceeded back and forth, and evenfually,
depending on whom you listen to, Pat either decided to magnanimously dive in and
rescue the raft so his comrades could stay dry, or he was forced in by the rest of the
group so the rest of his comrades could stay dry. In any event, he did a semi-strip tease
to the delight of some drunk staggering by on the seawall and dove in, wheezing and
puffing as he swam out in his very own Polar Bear Swim, grabbed the raft and brought

it

back in, then leaped out of the water suffering from acute SBD (Shrunken Ball

Disease) due to the freezing temperatures.
Eventually, all misadventures having ended, the 4 returned to the Seawall, but
not without Drew and Dan managing to capsize the raft while disembarking (they were
the only two who had stayed dry until then). Once ashore the raft was deflated, John lit
up, and the 4 staggered back to the cars and off into the night.
Later on, Noel B., Sue P., et aI., clumed they had tried to drop by and witness
the ascent, but due to their honed orienteering skills, they apparently managed to get lost
on the Seawall (!) and never made it to see the spectacle.

Participants:
John "Marlbolo Man" Ford
Drew "'Walking Guidebook' Brayshaw
Pat "I'11Fly OFF!" Hajek
Dan "Not Curylo" Atkins
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Steep and Deep at
Haruison Hut
Easter

1993

By Mìke Buda

Andy and I intended to go skiing on the Easter Long Weekend come hell or
high water, and according to the weather guy, the latter seemed to be a definite
possibilty. Somehow we persevered in our intentions, and along the way even picked up
Mike and Ma¡tina, and Sophie. We all made our way to the Meager Creek Hotsprings
(although our intact a¡rival was in doubt with Andy's "aggressive" logging road driving

style) and the start of the slog up to the destination of ou¡ choice: Harrison Hut
(otherwise known as Overseer Hut, or perhaps just as "Meager Creek") Anyway, I had
always wanted to get to this a¡ea: when I first joined the club, one of the first features I
spotted on the map at the clubroom was the Pemberton Icecap with "Overseer Hut" at
the far end of it. As it turned out, this little VOC Hut featured great skiing, beautiful
views and even a cute little wood stove. I was happy to finally visit that little point on
the map.

Although there is no doubt that Ha¡rison is a great place for a ski trip, there is
also no doubt that the access is not exactly a bucket of laughs. There is no trail up
through the 4000 feet of dense forest along Madhorse Creek, and all I will say now is
that in hindsight and with experience, if you take the spur along the west side of the
creek, you will save yourself much - but not all (not even close to all) - pain and
suffering. Anyway, enough of the ugly side of this hut - we will leave it with the thought
that the difficult access keeps out the hordes of yuppies and ACCers, and is really not
that bad considering it only takes 6-8 hours to reach the hut.
The hut is located at the base of one galcier - Roller Coaster Gl. - and across
for another - Magic Carpet Ride Gl. Both glacial basins within I hour of the hut feature
suberb sküng terrain, and over the three days we were there we skied both glacial areas
in thigh deep Rockies-light powder. From the summits above Magic Carpet Ride Gl.
the Pemberton Icecap can be seen towering overhead and down all the ways towards
Whistler. Overseer Mt can be easily reached over Roller Coaster Gl. and is a walkup,
but in our case we were lured away by unbelievable skiing. At this point I should note
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Mike Spagnut looking øt some fine sküng near Harrison Hut at
Meager Creelç April 1993
Photo credít: Mike Buila

that in addition to suberb snow, we had perfect weather - it seems that the area is far
enough in the interior that both the snow and the weather were drier than in the
Squamish-Pemberton corridor.

As I've akeady said, the skiing was suberb under perfect skies, and we really
enjoyed our yo-yoing, and in fact managed to cut the area up so much that it looked like
heli-skiers had visited the area (as they apparently often do). We fervently hoped that a
bunch of these lazy people would come looking for good skiing in the area and be
absolutely pissed at our tracks wrecking it for them! In addition to tracks, we also
managed to leave the remains of a Class 3.5 avalanche where Mike the Spag had gone
looking for good skiing along the top of a knife-edge ridge. Fortunately he managed to
avoid getting caught although he cefainly gave himself a fright, triggering a slab that
was big enough to damage a small monster-house all by himself!
At the end ofthree great days, we relucta¡tly packed up and headed out down
through the dreaded trees, and along the way discovering that the west side ofthe creek
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Perfect snow ønd perfect traclrs down Three Stooges
near Harrison Hut, April 1993.

Photo credit: Mike Buda
was really the best access approach (although unfortunately we had taken the east side

on the way up!). One of the best parts of climbing or skiing in this area is the
opportunity to have a soak in the Hotspring at the bottom, and revel at the great times
that had just been experienced in the surrounding mountains !

Participants:

Andy Brule, Mike Spagnut, Martina Metzler, Sophie Luxton, and
Me
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A reconnøissattce of I/eeocee fo[ountøin
lune, L993
By Denie Robìchaud

Half an hour. That's how long I've been sitting here trying to remember exactly
what transpired that June weekend. After all it was eight months ago. I do remember
that Tony, Julie and myself were present, that a canoe was used, that the weather was
warm and sunny but that for some reason we became soaked to the bone . Oh yeah, it's
coming back to me now...
It could have been a Friday or Saturday morning, it was probably a late start
and we more then likely stopped for coffee. It was Tony's idea (not the coffee part -- that
was probably Julie's) to embark on this trip. The purpose was to see if Veeocee
Mountain could be attained via Cheakamus River in less time and effort then the
traditional Forger Glacier route.
It all began with this year,1993, being the V.O.C.'s 75th anniversary. Former
member Rob Brusse had organised a committee to handle preparations for the July long
weekend reunion party. On this committee was Tony Webb. As I understand it,
suggestions were made about organising trips for reunion attendees wishing to

A commemorative trip up Veeocee
by Tony. The idea was to lead a trip to its summit with perhaps
enough time left in the long weekend to attend some part of the reunion celebrations.
How Tony was going to handle his part in organising the event along with organising
and leading this trip remained to be seen.
Our reconnaissance trip began at the Cheakamus Lake parking lot. Tony had
rented a sizeable canoe for the trip which meant that while someone carried the sizeable
canoe someone else had to carry a sizeable pack. Tony and I alternated with the sizeable
parts while Julie, bailing pail and paddle in hand , remained alert to any potential bear
attack.
rejuvenate past experiences and memories.
Mountain

\Mas suggested

With zero elevation gain from the parking lot to the lake, the three km hike
went by very quickly (one hour). We dropped the canoe into the lake amidst
fishermen/women and campers, and paddled the six km's to the south-eastern end of the
lake in the same amount of time it took us to hike the trail. We had hoped to paddle up
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the Cheakamus River, but with its shallow estuary and strong current, we were forced
to leave the canoe at the lake. With a lighter load or, better still, a kayak I believe the
¡iver would be manageable though not necessa¡ily easy. After a brief lunch on the sun
soaked bank ofthe river we donned our packs, bowed our heads and ploughed ourselves
into the wall of bush which separated us from our preferred destination.
Less then a km and over an hour later we emerged once again by the banks of
the river. Without delay I un-donned my pack, laid down and sprawled myself into the
water. Bush whacking is sweaty work. We tried a different approach by staying close
to the river bank but found ourselves constantly forced into the water. Following this
easterly direction we eventually came across a clearing. The clearing proved to be a
bog, a relatively bush-less bog which ran in a south-easterly to north-westerly direction.
This, we decided, was going to prove useful on our way back, (pity we didn't know about
it on our way in).
With a fair bit of stream hopping and submerged log walking, we crossed the
bog and joined onto a maze of deer trails which eventually led us into the forest on the
opposite side. It's worth mentioning here about the beauty of the bog and the
surrounding area. The bog itself was open and very peaceful somewhat akin to a

mountain meadow -- a very wet mountain meadow. To the south west was an
impressive view of the Cheakamus Glacier and Mount Davidson. We allowed our
senses to soak in the beauty and proceeded on when our feet decided that they had had
enough soaking for the day.

We followed the animal trail westward through the forest along the base of the
Fitsimmons Range. Our route kept us above the bottom of the valley were the
Cheakamus seemed to have a difficult time of finding a set path. I had never seen a river
meander through a forest before. In a short while I was to see it do more then just
meander.

After a rather pleasant hike through this old growth, we left the trees and
walked along the former bed of the river. Somewhere upstream it had for some reason
decided to change its course. The going was very easy although all a¡ound us we could
see evidence of the rivers destructive force: huge trees ripped out by their roots, adjacent
banks gouged by the fast current and massive boulders strewn here and there as though
they were playing ma¡bles.
A little further on we were fortunate enough to witness the river at work.
Through a deep channel the river tumbled its way down the valley carrying along with
it its' collection of debris. Sometime earlier in the season these debris must have
accumulated on its path thereby blocking its course and forcing it into yet another
direction. The river had now taken a sharp left and was scouring its way through the
middle of an old growth forest. It all looked rather surreal: a deep and dark forest
holding massive trees with a raging torrent at its base, ripping off bark and eating away
at the forest's foundation. It was easy to see the end result; it was lying down all around
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walked on a little further until we came across a fairly level and sandy area
not far from the river bank. We pitched the tent and gathered firewood then sat back
and enjoyed a relaxing evening. The day ended with massages and some yoga
instructions from Julie.
The morning brought a short lived drizzle. Up the valley sides and on the
mountain tops we could see that something was brewing. The lightning and loud claps
of thunder confirmed what we saw. Surprisingly though the storm proved to be all bark
and no bite, at least for us, since it moved away beyond the peaks and left us with warm
sunshine. With light packs we walked another hour or so up the river to get a better
understanding of what stood between us and the westward ridge of Veeocee. Within an
hour we came to a point where the valley sides merged with the river. \Vith time
running out we stopped here and headed back for camp.
Our route kept us on the nofh side of the river which meant that at some point
the river would have to be crossed to reach the peak. Tony and I managed to cross it by
balancing across a succession oflogs ( a formidabletask considering the speed and force
of the river below us) but there's no guarantee that these logs will be there for future trips
-- actually, I guarantee that they won't be there. From the map we could see that beyond
where we stood the valley bottom flattened out once again. Somewhere along there the

river probably slows down enough to make it fordable.
From what we could tell the short distance between our end point and the ridge
probably holds a bit of bushwacking on some moderately steep terrain. Once on the
treed ridge though the hike to the peak should be easy and direct.

At camp we repacked and made our way back down. We followed the same
route until we a¡rived at the bog. Here, instead of crossing over and into the bush on the
opposite side we decided to head northwest, along the long axis and straight for the lake.
I believe it was somewhere a¡ound this point where the 'wet to the bone' part begins.
The going was much easier and faster compared to the bush, albeit a lot soggier. It
started off being ankle deep, then somewhere up our shins and knees and before we
knew it Julie and I were almost lying in it for laughs and photos. Yes it was wet but for
future trips I recommend this route over the one we took to get in. I also recommend
bringing extra socks.
After a short bushwhack we emerged on the shores of the lake. We were
relieved to see the lake but not so relieved to realise that we were two km's away from
the canoe, that a strong wind followed by rain was blowing down the lake, and that the
only way back to the canoe was by walking in the rough waters of the lake. It was either
that or more bushwacking. Our first obstacle proved to be the most daunting -- a small
fjord of unknown depth.
With much hesitation we decided to give it a go and, being the tallest, I went
first. With my pack over my head I dropped deeper and deeper into the water wondering
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how long I would have to hold my breath before reaching the other side. Thighs, waist,
I had past mid point and was still dropping. Finally at arm pit level I felt the
bottom rise sharply. I stood on the bank regretting having run out of film as I watched
the water reach Julie and Tony's neck.
At the canoe we quickly changed into what dry clothes we had left and pushed
off into the wind and waves. The rest of the trip went well, ie. no capsizing, and we
a¡rived at the ca¡ with daylight to spare.
At the rate we were going it would be safe to say that the peak could be reached
in three days but with an earlier start, a route cut through the bog and more efficient use
of time and daylight I believe Veeocee could be reached in two days. If you decide to go
via the bog I suggest you paddle to the left hand corner ofthe lake away from the river
and maybe even up that fjord I mentioned. The alternative is to paddle up the river as
far as you can then head to the north, then east and along the base of Fitzsimmons
Ridge. Whether you plan to climb a peak or not I would still recommend this trip just
for the beauty and ruggedness of the valley alone.
One last thing -- although several trips did go out on that anniversary weekend,
this particular one did not. Oh well, there's always the year 2018.
chest...

Webb Denie Robichaud
Julie McCauley

Participants: Tony
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Summer Photo By Drew Brayshaw
Vulcan's Thumb from the Squamish River
Valley
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ÐAKTK Þ1il 55
September ll-L2,L993
By Scott Martens

Well, this was to be my first ascent of a "bigger" mountain. Although I've been
an avid hiker and backpacker for a number of years, and took up rock climbing several
years ago, the highest peak I had ascended to date was still only 7900 feet (which I felt
wasn't that impressive). Andrew kept talking about this
Rainier trip, but I felt totally unprepared for something like that; I hadn't even climbed
Mt. Baker yet, and had no idea how I would handle altitude.
"So we should climb something this weekend? What do you want to do? Sþ

Pilot? Baker?"
grew up under the shadow of Baker, with an excellent view of it
from my room at home in Abbotsford, now that I was now confronted with the prospect
of climbing it, I was a little apprehensive. Just two of us on a rope? I had zero glacier
experience! After class on Friday, Andrew gave me an impromptu lesson on crevasse
rescue on the lawn beside Faiwiew, and by Saturday morning we were on the road to
Baker. The weather looked miserable (it was dnzzling), and the forecast was for high
winds. Although Andrew didn't feel that it was necessary, we checked in at the Ranger
station near the town of Glacier; it certainly made me feel more comfortable.
After I managed to get the Golf up to the parking lot without removing too
many parts from the underside along the rather rough but paved road, we set off down
the trail and into the fog. Two hours later, we reached the glacier, and the site of our
camp. It had sta¡ted to hail, and the wind was quite cold. \ile decided to camp in the
rocks at the foot of the glacier rather than continue on, since the weather was poor. As
we hurriedly set up the tent, a thunderstorm broke on top of us. Hoxever, we just went
to sleep for a few hours and woke up when it had passed. A couple centimetres of snow
had fallen, and we stuck our heads out of the tent just in time to see the clouds begin to
blow away, and a brilliant red sunset cast its glow over Baker and the surrounding
ridges. It was really beautiful; one of those eternal moments when you are just
speechless (in awe at the beauty of your surroundings). I rushed to get my camera out

Although

I
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before the image passed. Unfortunately, the camera battery was reading almost zero
from the cold, so I just took two pictures, hoping it would have enough juice to get a
couple more on the summit.
'We
were up around five the next morning, and Baker was looking cold and
white against the dark clear sky. Already we could see two headlamps bobbing their
way up the glacier in front of us. We ate, packed, and got all our gear on. Of course, I
took far too long to get all my gear in order, my crampons properly tightened, and
everything else that had to be done. Finally I was ready, and Andrew led off across the
glacier.
The going was easy along the hard-packed snow, but as we gained elevation, I
really had to push myself to keep up with Andrew. By the time we were most of the way
up the Coleman glacier, I was very hungry and feeling hypoglycaemic as well as being
rather dehydrated. For the past while the wind had been howling down the glacier and
peppering us with ice crystals, so I was eager to find a bit of shelter. We stopped in the
shelter of a large block of ice, and I grabbed a bit of gorp to eat. I found that although
I had been sweating like a pig up the steep slope minutes before, my clothing (and I)
froze almost instantly when we stopped. My water bottle, which I had unwisely left on
the outside of my pack, was also frozen, so Andrew lent me some of his water. I stuffed
my bottle into my shirt, and we got going quickly. By now my hands were completely
numb, which meant that I had the agony of thawing hands to look forward to as we
climbed the next steep slope.
Most of the crevasses so far had been narrow enough to step over, or we had
been able to walk around them. Near the end of the Coleman glacier, however, we
found a large one which seemed to run the entire width of the glacier. The crevasse was
about 15 feet across, and there was a narrow wall of ice which crossed it. When we
a¡rived there, one team was attempting to cross this crevasse along the wall. At least,
one member of the team was trying to convince his friend that yes, he really did want to
walk this tightrope across the bottomless chasm. It looked like Israel and the PLO
would be reconciled before these two would be, and they finally said that we should go
ahead of them. Andrew went first, while I waited at the end of the rope, a good ways
downslope from the crevasse. He crossed without difficuþ, and then set up a boot-axe
belay for me in a trough on the other side. The first step was the worst, as I had to take
a latge step across empty space to meet the beginning of the wall. From there it wasn't
much better, as I had to balance along the top of the wall for the remaining ten feet. The
top was barely wide enough to get my entire boot on. I resolutely stepped forward,
determined not to embarrass myself. Fortunately I kept my balance, and I was soon
across. This was a major accomplishment, and boosted my confidence as we progressed
onwards.

At the Roman \ilall came the real test of my endurance. Andrew seemed to
have little difficulty progressing up the slope, but the combination of having ascended
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almost 5000 feet in under ftve hours, together with the thinner air, was really taking a
me
completely exhausted. We slowed to a plod, and I had to stop to rest a number of times.
The wind, which was howling down the slope and driving ice particles into our faces
like a continuous shotgun blast didn't help matters. Eventually we got to the top of the
wall, and it was all I could do to stagger across the flat rim of the crater to the actual
summit which we reached a few mi¡utes before noon. We sat down on the leeward side
for some lunch, where it was actually calm, sunny and warm. In contrast, the peak a
few metres away from us was exposed to the wi¡rd blast. After a few necessary summit
pictures, we made our way back down. Now the wind was abating, and I had to shed
clothing periodically the whole way down. Andrew as usual, was moving along at a fast
clip and I was trying to keep up with him. The soft snow clogged up my crampons,
forcing me to bash them with my ice axe every other step, which was annoying. The
large crevasse had to be recrossed, and this time I got to go fust, while Andrew belayed
me. I balanced my way along the wall, and then saw that I would have to jump for the
far side. Gathering up some slack in the rope and trying not to think about how far I
would fall before the rope caught me if I missed the far side, I jumped. Fortunately, my
crampons and ice axe caught securely in the snow on the far side.
We stopped at our tent, had some supper, and then had to scurry down to get
back to the Ranger station by 6pm, which was the time of return that we had noted on
our trip sheet. I was not much for scurrying, however, being sore and exhausted, but we
did make it back by 6:30. 5000 feet up and 7000 feet down isn't a bad walk for one day,
I figure.
As my first climb of a "high" mountain (that is, high by my standards), the trip
was very enjoyable. I could really get into this, but before anyone sees me on the summit
of Rainier, they are likely to see me walking up and down the 17 floors of Gage Towers
with 60 pounds of engineering texts in my pack.

toll on me. I had thought that I was in quite good shape, but this climb left

Participants:
Scott Martens
Andrew Port
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Døff Isfønl So[o lPøll[e
By Lillian Alessa

My first soujourn into the world of sea kayaking involved a very cold and wet
paddle around Point Grey. I had never hoisted two blades before in my life and initially,
something did not jive. I felt like a poorly tuned robot tying desperately to imitate the
motions of the humans in the group who seemed to have things flowing pretty smoothly.
Eventually, my arms began to ache, then my shoulders and then the sides of my torso
where my lats should have been. The situation was less than ideal. Then I started to
focus on things other than my pathetic lack of muscles....the baritone sky in benediction
over the moody hills of the Nonh Shore, the seagulls in their incessant yet graceful
barrage of dips and climbs and the very swell and undulation of the sea itself until
everything around me became a complex yet complete ballet choreographed to the very
meter of the wind and eafh. At that moment something in my own motion found the
tune of the world around me and joined in as harmony to the massive pulse of the
natural symphony....I was paddling! When we finally dragged our boats back up the
beach in the dark I decided that this was something I wanted to become good at. There
was something very sublime to the groove I had found when the strokes of my paddle
blades kept in time with the Song and I wanted to feel that again.
Eventually I lucked into a summer job working at a kayak store in Tofmo and
ended up guiding day trips into Clayoquot Sound by kayak. It was a magical summer
filled with people and laughter and a wonderful woman I shared an apartment with.
Out there I learned about currents, wind, surf and boat traffic and ultimately met the
West Coast. I would go paddling every day for hours, before work, as work, after
work...when the moon was out or the sta¡s hung like a veil of water droplets startled by
light. Tasha and I would paddle out to a tiny, little exposed island after work and listen
to the Pacific tremble and roar and fall asleep to the thud of surfon rock and then paddle
back to the store the next morning.
I also tea¡ned about silence and solitude and fear. Some nights I would paddle
out alone when the bioluminescence was intense and the sky was dizzying and those
times were like nothing I have ever since experienced in my life). Then was the thrill
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and the joy and the terror of being out there alone and it was addictive. Summer 1993:
I was working as a kayak guide in the Queen Charlotte Islands I had guided before
enough to know that it could be a tiresome and grueling job with the ultimate stress of

being responsible for the lives of those on our trips but it also had its rewards. My
co-guide and I were up there alone working out of a wilderness camp with no time olf
between trips. The terrain we were travelling \ryas some of the wildest and most
awesome I have seen. This was some of the most challenging guiding either of us had
ever done and we were truly pushed. I had been around clients non-stop for a month and
sacred time for me was those last few minutes of light before I passed out in my bivy sac.
In those minutes I would meditate and thank the ocean for another day of safety and
placate the weather gods with a twig of ceda¡ in the dying embers and marvel at the
fantastic world that was my off,rce, but I would also begin to feel the crowding of too
many humans....l craved solitude. Finally, we had ten days off and I flew out with the
group from Rose Ha¡bour to Sandspit. I had ten days of freedom....what to do....what to
do.....

I decided that since I was so close to the West Coast of Alaska I would fly up
there and hang out. Then I decided that better yet, I would borrow a kayak from friends
in Sandspit and fly up there with it....who knows, maybe I could do a bit of paddling.
Soon, myself, a kayak and lots of food and. gear were on a single otter headed for the
Barriere Islands just off the south west coast of Prince of Wales Island. The pilot thought
I was a raging feminist eco-chick who had smoked one too many salmon and had not a
clue what I was getting into. 1, in the meantime, was experiencing the familiar sinking
feeling that accompanies me when I'm about to do something reeeeally stupid. Before I
could retract my thoughts and even though the pilot asked me if I wanted to change my
mind. I was untying my boat from the struts of the aircraft. (In my opinion, once you
staf untying your boat from whatever vehicle got you there you're committed). I can
honestly say that one of the lonliest sounds is that of an airplane's hum fading into
silence when you're not on it and you reallv want to be. The pilot agreed to come back
for me (in addition to his logbook I made him
mark it on his little personal calendar) in one week at a small settlement called
Hydaburg, 81 nautical miles from where I was now. He also agreed that if I wasn't in
Hydaburg seven days later he would fly along my proposed route and look for the big,
bright orange tarp I was carrying. His uneasy farewell consisted of, "Don't get into a
mess, I charge extra for picking up pieces...and stay away from the bears"" Yeah,
thanks.
One woman, probably daft from too much sun, one loaded, trusty Seafarer and
the Alakan majesty in the middle of summer- It s funny how when humans are truly
overwhelmed by something they either lapse into numb silence or unleash wicked
amounts of energy. I, however. pulled out my bearspray and whimpered loudly.
V/hat I thought I would do for the rest of this account is simply refer directly
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back to my logbook, so it won't be a masterpiece of literature..... Anyhow, here goes:

Day 1: I felt terribly alone when the otter first left this morning, and then I felt better
during the day, but now it's evening and I've got the fire going and the food hung and
I'm writing this on top of a rock looking over the water. Paddling today was great. I
always feel so free and powerful when the sun's shining and there are so many things to
distract me but then when I'm on shore the seriousness of my endeavour hits me and all
of a sudden I feel really alone again. I have roughly 68 nautical miles to cover in the
next six days, hopefully the weather will hold like the report says but even if I don't

make it to Hydaburg the pilot said he would look for the tarp. No stress. I think
tommorrow I'll get up at 5:30 and put in as many miles as I can before things start to
heat up. I'd like to try and get over to the West Coast at some point, too. rùy'hen I made
the crossing to Cape Muzon I could hear the surf on the West Side. That sound always
makes my stomach queasy. I almost sprayed a poor, innocent deer today because I'm so
jumpy about bears. Time to relax and stop being such a big wimp although I have a
feeling I'm not going to sleep much tonight.
Day 2: Caught the flood right on today and put in 22 nautical miles. Also had the
wind at my back which made things a breeze, so to speak. Saw lots of fish jumping but
didn't catch anything. Too tired tonight to cook anything for supper so I just ate some
bread and peanut butter. The deer arejust like the Charlottes variety; totally fearless and
awfully adorable. Sometimes they sleep in the beach grass and you can literally step on
them if you're not careful. One tried nibbling my fleece which was Iying on a log on the
beach, but promptly went back to chomping bull kelp. I think I got too much sun today
and didn't drink enough water because I don't feel so well. Probably just tired. The wind
has totally died down and I can hear every little snap and crackle in the fire. Sleeping
on the beach next to my boat in case I meet Mr. Bear. This part of the world is
breathtaking! I definately have to come back here when I have more time and I'm not so
tired. Oh well. Goodnight.
Day 3: This is an incredible sunset. The luxurious hues of sunset rnauve and oyster
yellow make me think of the tropics, but the ruggedness of this area is unmatched. Saw
some fishboats way out today and tried to reach them on the VIIF, no go. Not tenibly
comforting if I really need to get a hold of somebody. This trip is turning out well so fa¡.
IV'eather has been excellent: no wind and sunny skies. Caught the flood this morning
and just howled up the coast and what a coast! Last night as things cooled down the fog
stafed to roll in and the mist snuck up the rocks. I was kind of scared yesterday for some
reason, especially as it got darker, more scared of bears than I am of Haida legends,
although it's not hard to see ghosts and things in the shadows of the forest. Had abizane
d¡eam about a bea¡-woman. She caught me and had my wrists in her claws and just
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squeezed hard enough so that I knew she could crush me without effort and then she left
me alone. I have been sleeping right on the beach as opposed to setting up in the forest
where the food is. It takes a while to set up the z-pully so I can rig the food, but it's a
pretty good system overall. Too tired to cook so I have tonnes of pasta and am going
through the pita, peanut butter and jam rather fast. I can't wait for morning.

You huve given me wings, tumble mist
which sits on stone, and hope for freedom from
demons on my mind. For I øm the only one out

here defending ,ny soul. I was looking for the sun
ønd found myself beneøth the størc, in ø lønd
stretchedforever, too far to see the end..so I'll turn
my light on brtghter.

4: Bucked a bit of a headwind all day and stayed pretty close to shore because it
was somewhat white out further. Saw two bears, both black, on the way up. I love them
so much at a distance and really am thrilled when I'm in the boat, but then the rninute I
m on shore I think about them a little too much maybe. I'm sleeping with the bearspray
and the flares right next to me on the sand, but the bears around here probably don't see
Day

too many humans and the probability of running into a conditioned individual is
extremely low. Still, I probably look like a burritto in my bivy bag, or is that a "bea¡-eato"? Listened to some fishermen on the radio this evening, sounds rough off-shore but
I'm fairly protected in here.
I'm finding a lot of comfort in the cooking fire, it seems like a basic instinct for
humans to equate fires with protection and safety, at least for me. Caught some cod
today but lost three of the four because I have a hard time prying the hook loose from
them. Hard woman goes squeamish with a little frshy. Oh well, all I needed was one
anyhow. Feeling incredibly isolated, especially in the evening, like now, also feeling a
lot tired. This coastline is wonderful, though, fairly high peaks around and truly
incredible rock formations. The eagles look like judges sitting up in the trees. I have
never se€n so many birds before! Murelets, auklets, eagles, cormorants, seagulls,
puffins, dowitchers, sandpipers, I should have brought the bird book. Finally talked to
some fishermen today. I gave my call sign as the "Solitary Seal". Speaking of seals they
are so curious as always, but today I almost wished they could speak to me, their faces
remind me so much of dogs. "Labrador retrievers of the sea".
Cørry me you raging sea, øs your tempests
roar. Tøke me where I've never been, to

surge and

dream upon ønother shore. Your saþt ønger
strikes in heørts the terror of ø sammer's gale, øs
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roclE shore you teør apart and sailars rush to take

in

søiL....

Day 5: Incredibly tired today. Covered some excellent mileage, but have some wicked
knots in my back. Ouch.

I cqme upon this shore, the
líke
mßty smíles, and dark wind
fell
blew the chilly fog, blew the clouds onto the isle.
The tempered. roør of bløtønt seø filtered pøst the
cffi and crøg, and joined the wind within the trees
to shake the wood and rock the snag- Nowhere I
The níght

størs they

knew but søndy ground would tear apart my nobl.e

crøft; the boulders shrieked without a sound ønd
sure I wøs the waves they laughed. But sudden
then my bow diìl touch that blessed, piece of sally
earth, I greeted sand and forest lush as shødows
gøve the morning birth. I, stranger, sat upon the
land and ate a lonely, símple meaL The seø hød
deøIt her dømndest hønd, herfury dark, her terror
real. Had I supposed my courses just? Had I
devised my purpose true? For all I knew was thøt
I must set øcross thøt devil's blue.

6: I'm only 7 nautical miles from Hydaburg so today I paddled for 2 hours and
then went on a beautiful hike over to the West Coast. Wow! Sometimes things out here
are so incredible that my brain can't quite register what my eyes are seeing. Today it
was like that. There are some huge sea caves in Sea Otter Bay! I mean gigantic! The
beach proper is like something out of the imagination! Big, broad crescent bay with dark
sand and a perpetual fog of salt spray from the surf. You could almost feel the surf
pound through your body just standing on shore. All kinds of debris in the little surge
gorges....lots of big fishing boat-type stuff, buoys, etc. Some huge rusted metal things
that look remotely like smelting vats but I have no idea what they a¡e. Lots of net
remnants and a half-decomposed deer. Yum. It was humbling to stand there on the
'West
Coast and look out (next stop the Aleutions) and not be able to hear yourself think
and then turn around to the spires and spikes ofblack, volcanic basalt and gargantuan
sea caves. This whole, incredible coast is like a magical playground for crazy adults!
It's such an indescribable feeling to know that you're roaming a¡eas that few people
see....definately need to come back here and explore a hell of a lot more! Didn't go into
the caves for two reasons: One, I would have had to do some climbing to get to them

Day
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since I didn't feel like waiting for low tide, and the second being that they are truly eerie
and I'm a big wimp with an over-active imagination.
Bushwacking is a lot easier than down south on the coast (no alder), and in
fact, a lot of the walking is through enchanted forest with big, open, glowing green
spaces of moss. Lots and lots of obvious deer and bear hollows and very well used. I'm
not jumping everytime a deer streaks by me (which is fairly often), and it's actually

along the big game trails that the walking is most pleasant One of the interesting
stretches today consisted of salal from hell, way, rway over my head but with game
"tunnels" running down low close to the ground. So neat! As I got closer to the coast I
had to watch out for sudden drop-offs (I couldn't see where I was going short of a few
feet) which sometime went down hundreds of feet. The route down to the beach was a
complex and inobvious but well used game trail down the rock. It's amazing what the
deer can get up and down! There were five deer munching on bull kelp when I got down
to the beach.

Do not presurne to thínk that all thíngs

will pøss away. For if you høve walked in the
Forest as the last motnents of day plunge into the
arms of darkness then you will smell the age in the
trees and your footsteps will make no sound for

wønt of your breathing and the essence, the very

being

of

øncient dreams,

will

become your

hearbeøí. Each song, each tear, each moment of
anger will not pass awøy. It is ín duslç in twilight

and in moonlight that the wínd in the forest
becomes alive with the whíspers and memories of
other souls. Do not presume to think that øll
things øre forgotten. For many times there wíll be
a silent breøth upon the fire a.s warmth and safeflt
ønd joy øre remembered. Far and alone in the
stíllness of the night there is a rage in the gentlc
noise of things which will not pøss away.
Go odnight my F orest friends.
Day

7:

I'm in Hydaburg after a short and very convoluted three hour paddle. Not much

here. My boat is up on the beach and I'm waiting for the otter to arrive. I have to go
back tommorrow to guide and I'm beat. It's only 9:30 am and the view is splendid here.
The sun is full on the mountains of Dall and the Goat Islands. Cool.

I

could weep

for

the beauty of this pløce.
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I

could mourn for íts lanliness,
harshness, I could laugh for its

I

could feør

irony.

for

ìfs

These skíes

tøinted wíth the døwníng sun øre the colours

of

dreøms and of farness. And you fickle whilzs of
Føte whích play in the high ønil Lofly crags on the
edge of the seø, you tiny souls of d.eer which roøm

the moss and you misty peaks which glimmer
toward the sublìme---I could ache for your
wildness.

I cøn neverforget thøtyou have been both
mother and teacher to me and how I høve feøred
ønd cursed you ønd fallen down upon my knees
before you. I wíll never forsake you for another
for all the nights you folded your arms around me
and bid. the stars gently tumble down upon me.
You høve been both cøptor ønd søviour to me and
jealous in your demands. But when the sunlight
shines upon those green, green hilltops and the
water echoes with the murrnur of stìllness, I can
forget what trinls I høve enduredfrom you ønd I
can lose myself ínyour splendour.

Postscript:
Solo paddling is something that should be done only when you are confident in
your physical strength, technical knowledge and, above all, humility. The sea, unlike
the mountains, is totally unforgiving and incredibly moody. Once you are out there you
are often committed to your course and conditions can go from good to hellish in as little
as 20 minutes. It is also something that you should undertake with appropriate gear and
arrangements. There is little room for "pushing limits" since if anything happens you
a¡e both victim and rescuer....an interesting and grim oxymoron. Solo paddling is also
one of the most intense and rewarding things you may ever do in your life, and I can
pretty much assure you that nothing I write here can even remotely approximate the
experience. Please stay safe.
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I spent about a month and a half working out of the Meager Creek Hot Springs
this summer. While most of the time I was hanging around in boring debris flow
channels, which I'm sure you don't want to hear about, I did get two trips in which are
worthy of mention in this prestigious publication.
The first one was a simple hike up the valley of the Lillooet River below the
spectacular Keyhole Falls. The waterfalls here are totally arnazing as the whole Lillooet
River is cutting its way down through a 2000 year old lava flow. The cliffs this made are
about 300 feet high and where the river comes through them there is a 100 foot notch
about six feet across and the river shoots out ofthis and drops the rest ofthe way down
the cliff in free fall. The amazing thing about this is that the Lillooet is really a big river
so this is not a pathetic trickle like Shannon Falls is in the summefime-this is REAL
\VATER! Anyways I had seen a photo of these falls in my GEOG 317 class and been
told that the only way in to them was by helicopter, yeah right I thought, having just
been handed a challenge I couldn't resist.
So we set off one morning from Meager and drove around to the Lillooet
mainline. From the Meager fork bridge it is about 8 to 10 km's (I think) to the place we
parked, which is the left end ofa deadflat terrace that is a regrowing clearcut i.e. 8 foot
high fireweed everywhere. From this clea¡cut you can drop down quite easily to the
Lillooet and reach the banks just before the river emerges from the canyon. Of course
we didn't know this at the time so we tried to get down to the river through the
oldgrowth fringe along the edge ofthe cut block and wasted an hour fucking around in
Devil's club, and me in my Alp sandals! (Ouch.) Anyways eventually we found the right
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way down to the river and hiked up the canyon for about 2 hours, checking out all the
smaller waterfalls that come in from the sides of the canyon and getting rad views across
to the north faces of Meager (climbed) and Plinth (unclimbed, 2000 m. but totally
useless rock- do it in the winter when there are apparently all sorts of ice gullies and
snow.) Eventually we arrived at the little known Keyhole hotsprings. These are a group
of springs that seep out of the rocks just above the riverbank. They are hotter than the
Meager pools (ouch) but most of them are too small to be any good for bathing, i.e about
the size of a daypack. The largest pool, hidden back in the trees, has been attempted to
be upgraded by some of the old style hippie types that used to hang out at Meager before
it was popular, but they haven't done much work and all there is a two foot deep pool
with a mud bottom and devil's club everywhere- not very pleasant! However the area is
quite scenic and the smaller pools have this rad psychedelic green and orange algae
blooms growing in the hot water that is really weird to see and worth the trip. Above
the hot spring the canyon basically becomes impassable, or at least bushy and foufh
class, so we headed back to the car and a day later got to the falls by bashing
downstream along the canyon 100 meters

or so from the new Job creek access
bridge (see my Meager area access article
for details). These are truly amazing falls
and at the top of the cliff, which is where
we got to, there were thousands of ripe
blueberry bushes to make the trip extra
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By Pat Hajek

Confined for 3 days and 2 nights viewing Americas finest from the interior of
I anived in Salt Lake City, Utah It was at that point I decided to buy
a map of Colorado and determine where the hell Aspen was. I at least knew that Aspen
is somewhere in Colorado and Utah was one (or so) state from it. After abruptly
changing my greyhound ticket destination from Denver(some place in Colorado) to
Grand Junction(also some place in Colorado, but apparently a hell-of-a-lot closer to
Aspen), I was set.
a greyhound bus,

But why do I what to go to Aspen? Well, in the previous month Dan, myself
and a bunch of other pilots were competing in the Canadian National Paragliding
Championships in Golden. With plenty of Guinness available and heinous thermals
pumping from the mountainside, we managed to finish the competition with an
impression of competence-- we certainly fooled them eh Dan? The organizer for the US
Nationals attended this competition and mistook blind luck for pilot ability and invited
both of us down south to the US Nationals. But then why am I the only one headed for
Aspen? Well Dan "jammed" out. For those of you who aren't familiar with the term
"Jammed," I am sure you can recognize the defining cha¡acteristics:
(a) Expresses total enthusiasm for a particular project, trip, or tick that both
had in mind of doing.
(b) Then at the last possible moment, this person "jams out" of said project.
After Dan Jammed out, I ended up being the sole Canadian representative in the US
Nationals--unlike the title suggests, the competition was open to all nationalities (to the
chagrin of few of the other competitors).
Immediately after arriving in Grand Junction, I was able to hitch a ride for the
next 60 miles to Aspen with some character heading to his morning shift operating
bulldozers. While declining his offer of homemade beef jerþ, he asked why I was
headed into that "fairy town." After explaining what the concept of paragliding was all
about, he responded "Why would anyone want to do a fool thing like that?" Seeing he
was at a different level of appreciation, I left it at that.

The Rantings of a Paragliding Pilot

Two Pilots landing next to each other.

Photo Credit: Pat Hajek
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Completely exhausted from taking proletariat transportation for 3 sleepless
nights, I managed to find the local coffee outlet, not that it was hard to find in
Aspen. Boy, Whistler is a poor mans resort compared to this place. Even the local
police were driving Saab 9000 turbos. Art galleries, nightclubs and restaurants are
located at every block- I could see why numerous ski magazines rated this place having
the best night scene in North America.
days and

While aimlessly wandering around this place, I bumped into Scott Amy whom
I just meet up in the Rockies a couple months ago. This guy had recently just retreated

from Vancouver after making waves with the Grouse Mountain flying team. As the
Airwave rep, he was invited to fly at Grouse and Whistler to demo his company's new
glider. His flight

at Grouse had the local community seeing

red. Apparently,

he hooked

a thermal and managed to soar 8000ft above the GVRD watershed. With plenty of
height, he flew over Stanley Pa¡k towa¡ds Downtown Vancouver while dodging the busy
air traffic. Feeling bored with that, Scott extended this flight by catching more thermals
over the ofhce towers and then la¡rded in Kits next to the planetarium. Aside from a
bitchin' flight, he managed to violate Air Traffic Controlled Space amongst other
airspace which prompted the Grouse Mountain Director for paragliding to lobby for the
removal of his instructors license. Scott mistook me for someone having a position of
influence in Vancouver and volunteered his services as my personal taxi. I graciously
accepted.

Now a bit about the flying in Aspen. Ammmmazzzing. Launch is at 10000ft
and soaring to 14000ft was typical. Add on to that a bunch of hung over, dehydrated
paragliding pilots dotting the ai¡waves. A nice recipe for altitude sickness. Some of the
more monetary endowed were able to purchase oxygen kits; this proved more feasible
than by using my "just wing it" method. I am not sure if it was the lack of oxygen, but
I swear that at 14000ft I could see the slight arc ofthe earth-- it was beautiful.

The Ranting of a Paragliding Pilot

Scott Amy at launch overlooking Aspen.

Photo credit Pat Hajek
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PARAGLIDING
By Eric Clemson

In the flying season of '93, many people in the VOC were able to get a lot of
paragliding in; ranging from Chris Gill's two intro flights at Badger Mtn., to Pat
Hajek's multi-week sojoums to Golden and Aspen. To most of us, however, paragliding
was a good way to get out for a day or a weekend ofpleasant, sunny flying. This year,
many of us tried out new and distant sites culminating in a weekend trip down to Pine
Butte in central oregon for a "Fly-In", a big meet attended by close to 100 pilots. The
following are some of the highlights, in my opinion, of a great flying summer.

In the late spring a few of us headed out to Mt. Woodside. John Crump, who
had never paraglided, came along to check it out, and maybe practice a few inflations.
After a flight down in my own glider, Pat lent me his Stella¡ for a flight while he was to
teach John how to inflate with my beginner glider. While I was enjoying my first-ever
great soaring flight, I saw John down at launch ready to practice taking off. Away he
went, running down the launch slope. Soon it became apparent that he had no intention
of stopping and took off into the air, with no real instructions on how to fly or land a
paraglider. Copying what I was doing in the air above him, John began to skif along
the sides of the mountain, trying to catch the lift that he was, in effect, nowhere near. I
flew over and yelled down to him to head directly to the landing area which he did. At
this point, I was freaking for him as I knew it would be close as to whether or not he
would make the landing field, or be strung up in some trees. In the end he crept into
landing, having to fly between a couple of trees in order to miss them. Despite this John
was hooked!!
On a long weekend in July, Alex Curylo and I went down Chelan Butte in
Central rùy'ashington for some thermal flying. Due to the direct road up the Butte, we
were able to get several flights in per day. Alex, however, caught the best cycle of the
weekend attaining about 2000 feet over launch, far above where any ofthe hang gliders
were able to get to. I had a tough time getting used to thermal flying, and would usually
end up flying out of the thermal and sinking out to either Lake Chelan to the north or,
on one occasion, to the Columbia River to the south. This resulted in a long jot and
sweaty hike along the railroad to where Alex was able to meet me in the truck.

Paragliding
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One afternoon in the summer saw a bunch of us at the Vedder Mtn. Launch in
very windy conditions with gusts up to 40 km/hr. After waiting a bit, Dan, then I, with
the lowest performance, yet highest speed gliders, took off and were able to soar easily
in the strong updrafts. It was the first time that I was able to actually get my old Wing
930 above launch. As the winds settled down a bit, Alex took off as well, yet Pat was

grounded due

to a higher

performance,

but slower glider. Those of us with

underpowered cars have an easier time when it snows! Dan and Alex landed at the
Cultis Lake Golf Course while I landed in a farm field below. \Ve drove home jabbing
Pat about his lack of a flight. (He's sensitive about this.)

Another great site that we discovered this summer was Blanchard Mtn., just
south of Bellingham on the Chuckanut Drive. Although not a high hill (-1300 ft.
vertical), Blancha¡d gets consistent sea breezes in the suÍrmer as it lies virtually along
the Chuckanut Bay. It is also probably the most scenic site I know of as the panorama
extends from the flatlands near Mt. Vernon to the South, through the entire San Juan
and Gulf Islands, the Olympic Peninsula, and Vancouver Island to the Strait of Georgia.
Although popular with local hang gliders, eagles and seabirds frequent the area as well.
For me, it's also a quick dash south on the I-5 after work. Blanchard is also a straightforwa¡d drive up as well as having a more direct and pleasant hiking trail up the front.
Launch and landing are also quite simple with lots of room for error.

In September, Lorne Hoover arranged a trip to the Black Tusk microwave
tower for a flight down to the Daisy Lake mudflats. This is probably one of the longest
distance flights I've taken as one crosses over several logged basins before flying over
Daisy Lake to the landing. Conditions were excellent at launch and all of us took of
without a hitch (except for Pat who needed only 2 tries!) on the first attempt. The wind
picked up dramatically in the valley over Daisy Lake and exceeded the forward speed of
a few exciting maneuvers in order to descend quicker and avoid being blown into
"trouble". I ended up closing half my wing several times on purpose, in order to quickly
drop out of the highest windflow. Once I was low enough, landing was comparatively
easy. AIex was the last of the seven of us to descend, and having a slightly higher
maximum speed, was able to slowly descend vertically on a selected landing spot near
the lakeshore. In all, a fun and thrilling flight.
Later that month, six of us d¡ove down to Bend for the Oregon Fly-In. John
new gliders and were psyched to try them out in the Oregon
Desert. We all got several flights in at Pine Butte east of Bend, and became known as
the Crazy Canadians due to our va¡ious antics. John, who had only two flights previous
to this weekend, flew like an experienced pro getting as good or better soaring flights
and

I had just acquired
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than some of the "hotshots" at the event. Apparently, attendees \¡/ere supposed to be
experienced pilots, yet John far outperformed people with many years of flying. Lorne
and I became known as the sinkers for our continuing trouble figuring out thermals.
Dan got a few curious looks when he took off with "Big Ears" and didn't notice it till

later. Some people wondered about me when I stalled at launch twice
day. "It's a new wing for me!" I explained as I hauled my rig back up for

several seconds

in the

same

another attempt. Pat soon developed a reputation for past reputations. "Oh, you're the
guy who kept sinking out down the gullies at Golden!", was one. His new reputation for
the weekend was that of the Edel rep's bootlicker as Pat somehow managed to convince
the guy that he was a skilled competition pilot. His effof's resulted in being able to buy
a used competition glider. Alex, surprisingly, blended into the crowd this weekend and
decided to just "shut up and fly", which he did rather well as I can recall. In all, a good
and hopefully annual event.

The last flying weekend of the year for me was on the "Leavenworth Weekend"

in early October. One day, after climbing in the morning we went over to Badger Mtn.
above Wenatchee where Chris Gill and John Ford got to try flying, and the rest of us

flights. The next day we drove up to Chelan for a couple of
soaring flights. Mike Holmes had his first flight that day as well. As the winds began
to pick up later in the afternoon, the fun began. Dan took offwithout incident in his new
C2, ahigh performance competition glider. I then waited for Pat to launch his Rainbow,
another competition glider, yet it seemed to be too much for Pat to handle in these
winds. On one launch attempt, Pat was picked up by the wing and was dragged
uncontrollably backwards over the back of the mountain, bouncing through the
sagebrush and rabbit weed, and raising a few curious glances from some on looking
hang gliders. Pat did this more than once, and after about four or five attempts, was
finally able to launch. While all this was going on, a cocky Dan Curylo hurled insults
as he flew by overhead. This seemed only to add to Pat's frustration as both he and his
new glider had taken quite a beating. I launched after Pat without incident, and the
three of us soa¡ed for a while in the lamina¡ wind flowing up from the Columbia River.
Eventually, we turned around and flew off towa¡ds Lake Chelan. I quickly lost height
on the lee side, and had to land on a sideslope between two hairpin bends on the road.
Pat and Dan, with their higher performance wings were able to fly at a much higher
elevation, avoiding the sinking air. As they disappeared over a ridge to land near the
lakeside landing area, I was picked up and rode down to meet then at landing. Aniving
there, what did I see but a very wet Dan holding a very wet ball of nylon standing beside
the road. Apparently Dan was trying to show off doing a few tricks like pulling "big
ears". As Jon and Isabelle witnessed, Dan was unable to get out of "big ears", and
sinking, and at a faster than normal rate, landed splash into the water right between two
perfectly large landing zones. Pat, of course, was thrilled as it was sweet revenge for
were able to snag a couple

Paragliding
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r chidding him from the air moments earlier. Dan took it in stride as Pat let the
lle campsite know when we a¡rived back in Leavenworth. I'm sure more fun and
res will follow in this year's paragliding season.

Fall Photograph by Mike Spagnut
Steve on Grimface Summit
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Asfi,tu, Asfr,[u, Vlñ.erefore

A* tfr.ou?

One beautiful morning in October, we headed down the road to find and climb Ashlu
Mountain, which, at 8500 ft., is the highest peak in the Squamish-Ashlu divide. We
made several obligatory detours, however, before we were safely headed up the Ashlu
Creek road. First we had to deliver Marylin's amazing cat Tnts to her brother in
Squamish (so in fact, Zeus would only be accompanying us up the mountain in spirit,
not body). Yes, the time had come for Zeus to exchange the enchanting if not hectic city
life for the quieter streets of Squamish. Marylin, however, detested this parting with her
wonderful, cute, tail-less cat, and, even today, she can be observed looking wistfully out
of the window whenever going through Squamish, calling out moumfully, "Zeus!" Our
next challenge was to find the Ashlu Creek Road; it was hit or miss with direction
finding, and we missed. About 20 k up the road Marilyn remarked that this didn't "look
right", so we asked a local child where we were. Upon finding out we were heading up
the wrong valley, we turned back and took the correct fork in the road (the left one), and
were finally on our way.

Andy's heroic driving in his 4 x 4 pickup took us to the end of the logging road. Some
of the water ba¡s were little mountain ranges in themselves, and Andy's repertoire of
off-road driving skills grew quickly. Meanwhile, Fern, as she peered out of the window
at the steep drop-off, was gripped by Andy's choice of music (some fast racey stuff) to
set the mood for this rollicking ride. Sometime after noon the four of us hauled
ourselves off the road into the forest, following the berry bushes and flagging tape along
Shortcut Creek. Marylin, having attempted to find Ashlu a number of times before, was
elated that we seemed to be on a well ma¡ked trail, and were actually approaching a
peak with the profile of Ashlu. Earlier that summer, while trying to climb Ashlu with
Rich and Mike (Sample), they had emerged from the forest onto a ridge which they had
thought led up to Ashlu, but found themselves staring increduously at the peak--which
was across the valley!
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Andy Brule: "King of the kitchen."
Photo credit: Fern Heitkamp

Ashlu, Ashlu, rùy'herefore Art Thou
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October is obviously the right time of year to be in this area--there \ryere lots of berries,
lots of gorgeous colours, no other people around, maybe a few bea¡s, and the weather
remained superb with blue sky and sun. We decided to avoid going up to Rugged Lake,
which Fairley's suggests, since the approach looked too rugged to make it worthwhile,
and traversed lower down instead. Denie, with his long legs and his nose for direction,
scouted the way ahead along the river, while us short-legged folk scurried behind, trying
to keep his bobbing head in sight. He didn't even stop for the headwall at the end of the
valley, but bounded straight up that too. The rest of us opted for a route off to the side,
which involved some inglorious scrambling over steep thin soil and loose rock. Near
the middle section of the headwall, before the glacier, there's a little swamp and piece
of grass, and a great view of Porterhouse Peak--we decided to call this home for the
night. After pitching the tents, there were several hours of light left, so we decided to
go exploring on upward, to find out where we should head the next day. Andy and Fern
headed off up one line, while Marilyn and Denie tried another. After a nice scramble,
we found ourselves looking down at the glacier--not much snow--and discovered that
Denie was nowhere in sight. He was already up the next section of rock, driven by that
undeniable urge to "see what's on the other side of the mountain."

Back at camp that night, Andy showed us his back-country chefs talents by cooking up
a storm. Meanwhile, Fern displayed yoga moves; Denie demonstrated how to dance a
jig; and Marilyn looked at the map, trying to discern where we were headed the next day
(she was determined to get to the top of Ashlu this time). After supper, some communal
star gazing was in order--we spotted enough shooting stars for each of us to make a
wish. Fern had brought along a book about the exciting adventures of Scott while he
was alone at the South Pole; it was so compelling in fact that she fell asleep while
reading it out loud for the group. Then everyone retreated to their respective tents--Fern
and Marilyn tried to sleep, while Andy and Denie yakked and yakked the night away.
Then Andy, obviously the night owl in the group, also finished reading Scott's book (to
regale us with stories from it the next day).

After a leisurely breakfast the next morning, Marilyn, Fern, and Denie scooted out of
camp, leaving Andy calmly drinking his tea and deciding about what to take in his pack
for the trip up the mountain. Perhaps it would have been better for the group to stick
together--the advance trio waited for quite a while for Andy to catch up. It was a shaken
looking Andy, with scratched arms and one pant leg torn away,that finally popped over
the ridge. It seems he had grabbed a moveable hold while on his way up a short face,
which had nearly moved him too as it obeyed the law of gravity. Sticking close together
now, vr'e scrambled through the debris and over the smooth rock carved by melting
water. Deciding not to rope up, we walked cautiously across a few hundred metres of
snow (thinly covering crevasses) before heading up the pyramid of stones that is Ashlu.
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Fern Heitkamp on the way up to Ashlu.

Despite Andy's ea¡lier close call with moveable granite, he skipped up these rocky slopes like a
mountain goat. After a short lunch, we turned our gaze to the frnal cone, which to Fern's eyes
seemed incredibly steep and unsafe. But Marilyn looked steadfastly onward, confident that this
time Ashlu would be hers. Of course, Denie was already half-way up the pyramid. So, the
fou¡-some happily picked their way through the rubble up to the top. And what a reward when
we got there! The vista stretches from Jervis Inlet to the Tusk, including miles of dazzling
glaciers and snow fields. For a fleeting moment we thought we could see the spirit of the
redoubtable white cat Zeus playing on the ridge of Porterhouse Peak. After taking countless
summit shots, we reluctantly headed back down to our swamp-camp to pack up for home. Once
more, Andy obliged us by entertaining us with his packing technique, which involves laying
everything out on the ground, and packing sequentially--a sound packing method (and "better than
watching T.V.!"), and we headed down into the valley in a happy mood.
and it was not until the
waitress looked at us in a funny way that we thought to take stock of ourselves. Andy with only

Still cheerful and energized, we rolled into the Vera Cruz in Ga¡ibaldi,

Ashlu, Ashlu, Wherefore Art Thou
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On Summit of Ashlu. From left to right: Andy Brule, Denie Robichøud,
Fem Heitkamp, Marylin Noort Photo cred.it: Denie Robichøud
one pant leg and va¡ious scratches over the surface of his body; Denie with his hair blowing
wildly about his head; Marilyn with a far-away look in her eyes, calling softly "Zeus!"; and Fern
with blood-shot eyes from not sleeping the night before due to guys yakking in their tent--we must
have looked like we just survived some incredible catastrophe. We thought of reassuring the
waitress that nothing was wrong--that we were just returning from another typical VOC weekend
in the mountains--but then decided that our explanations might only make things worse. So we
gratefully gulped down the plentiful Vera Cruz servings, left a nice tþ, and pointed Andy toward
Vancouver for the last leg home. So ended another excellent Coast Mountain adventure.
(We heard afterward that Andy was seriously considering the wisdom of doing trips with Marilyn
and Fem again-he always seems to come back injured, or too sore to work the next day. And yet,
when he goes out with Mike Buda, he comes back in fine shape. Marilyn and Fern can find no
explanation for this phenomenon, but are willing to take Andy out on a trip again, to see if we

can break the trend and get him back in one piece.)

Participants: Andy Brule, Marilyn Noort, Denie Robichaud, Fern Hietkamp, and Zeus
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Clayoquot Sound. Trip
october

L993

By Suzan Conner and Rebecca Johnson

The hike started out on a surprisingly wann and sunny day in the beautiful
temperate rainforests of Vancouver Island. The majestic trees of Clayoquot Sound awed
us with their power and grace. Their nostalgic aroma filled our nostrils as we swiftly
careened up the twisting wilderness footpath. W'e were a group of seventeen young
students; this would be a first trip with the VOC for all of us. Eager to please, we
followed our leader deeper and deeper into the dark, eery woods.
As ducks descended towards us we began to realize this was not your average

nature walk. Our leader wasted no time in revealing to us that we were all about to
emba¡k on a deadly war game in the rainforest. He reached into his back pack and
pulled out twenty sub-machine guns. He gave one to each of us, smeared our faces with
various hues of warpaint, and tied black bandanas around our foreheads. He said we had
five minutes to get lost before his friends showed up and the games would begin.
Needless to say we were scared shitless and ran like orangutangs from a flock of
aardvarks ( we ran fast ). One quick glance back told us he meant business. Fifty
Afghan Freedom Fighters were tearing down the trail after us!
The gunfire started and we knew we were sitting ducks against these antisoviet agitators. One by one the innocent members of the Outdoors Club were
dispatched from the world as we know it. Soon, all that was left were the two strongest
members of the UBC Varsity Outdoors Club, namely, Rebecca and Sue.
As we stood looking out across the vast teen-age wasteland the last straw
finally snapped. We knew the VOC executives had planned to put an end to us with
these anti- communist gorillas but they hadn't counted on the devious minds of two
women in distress. We did the only thing we knew to be right in a world that had gone
so wrong:

We coated them all with latex paint and Lady Speedstick, crammed their
nostrils full with Flinstone's Chewable Multiple Vitamins, and then left them for the
ducks.

Clayoquot Sound Trip

AU 17 pørticipantsofthe Clayoquot Soundhike, October 1993

So, you see, the VOC isn't all its made out to be
The members a¡e wierd
The execs are all nerdy
You go on a hike
You're gonna get dirty

To survive on

a

trip

You gotta be sturdy
You wanna join up

You gotta pay thirty
But hey, it beats sitting at home
Watching Jeopeordy!
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By Fem Heítkamp

On one lovely autumn weekend, the above mentioned headed out toward
Railroad Pass (on the Hurley River Road) to find the rumoured and lately-becomepopular Face Mountain (8100 ft.). O.K., I'll admit I'm a sucker for hikeable, nonsffenuous weekend trips, and this was one of them. For Mike, this was a trip to break
in his new hiking boots. For Brian, an ex-VOCer now living and working in Calgary,
this trip was a blast from the past--a chance to hike with his old buddies on the Coast.
After leaving Va¡couver at a decent hour, and having a leisurely coffee in Pemberton,
we continued down the road north and east to the group of gentle peaks in this a¡ea
(which look oh, so skiable, by the way). Finding trail is not super easy--we did it by first
getting to the high point of the road, and then heading back a kilometre or t\ryo the way
we came, till we got to a low point, from which we located Railroad Pass. Then, when
we pulled onto a gravelled area off the road, we happend to spot flagging tape almost
right away. The hike started off on the right foot when some of us executed some
admirable yoga moves, including hand-stands with a pack on (ust kidding . . .). We
also prepared ourselves for the trek by making sure we were wearing enough colour-even Fenris got a red sca¡f--to wa¡d off hunters, who seemed to be roaming the area in
sw¿Ifms.

A short three hour hike got us to just below the treeline, where we set up a cozy
camp. There was almost a crisis when Marilyn discovered that she had brought the
wrong poles for the tent, but Marilyn and her tent-mate Fern perservered and put the
poles in anyway. The result looked a little floppy, but--it was a roof over their heads,
and they weren't complaining. The tents set up, and the food hung from a tree (to
protect it from roving varmints), we set off boldly to face Face Mountain. We thought
we would attempt it from an easy looking ridge off to the west, over the arm of
Locomotive Peak. After what seemed like endless scrambling over bluffs and through
rock piles, we finally gained the ridge, and caught some excellent views of the Lillooet
River Valley, and of the peaks toward Braelorne. Then we realized that time was

Face Mountain - the approach

On the way up to Face Mountain

Photo credit: Fern Heitkamp
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Face Mountain - the approach
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Opposite pøge: Mike Sample on Face Mountain

Photo credit: Fern Heitkamp
Top: On the approach to Face Mountain
Photo credif: Fern Heítkamp

running out, darkness was imminent, and stomachs were growling. Reluctantly the
adventurers turned back and raced toward camp; they made a good attempt at it, but an
ascent of Face Mountain would have to wait for another day. Fenris beat us back to
camp, and was furiously snuffling away at some smelly deposit one of us had left ea¡lier.
That dog is a superb methane tracker.

Supper was a mixed affair; everyone's meal became a part of someone else's.
The successful communal supper was witness to the group's excellent survival skills.
Mike extracted his feet from his new hiking boots to give them first-aid blister
treatment. As the night wore on and the air became colder, other survival skills kicked
in, such as huddling together for warmth and singing silly songs loudly to keep from
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Looking up at Face Mountain.
Photo credit: Fern Heitkømp

Face Mountain - the approach

I0'7

Fern Heitkamp on shoulder of Incømotive Peak.

realizing how cold we were. The drop in temperature happened for a reason, as we
found out the next morning. Although we had gone to bed under a clear night sky,
clouds gathered to form a nice collection of snow on the ground the next morning.

Mike had to go back to work, so he packed up; Dave, Cynthia, and Fern
followed suit, lured on by the prospect of soaking at the Meagre Creek hotsprings for the
afternoon. On the way down, Mike deliberately walked through a stream sothat his new
boots would mould to suit his feet. The rest of us gazed at him in awe--our feet were
cold enough already! Marylin and Brian, meanwhile, decided to make another attempt
atFace Mountain, this time heading up from the west side. They managed to scramble
about half-way up before the freshly fallen snow got the better of them, and they slid
back down to camp, and then back down to Brian's 4x4. So Brian got his Coast Range
and VOC kick for the weekend, and returned back to Vancouver at a respectable,
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desperately late hour, "just Iike the good old days".

This is an excellent, little known, area for hiking or sküng--it doesn't take long
to get above the alpine. the slopes are gentle, the meadows are lovely, and the views
tremendous. Just be careful if you go there in hunting season; you wouldn't want to be
mistaken for a moose, would you?

Participants: Dave Holloway, Cynthia Monroe, Fern Hietkamp, Mike Sample, Marilyn
Noort, Brian Smith, and Fenris (the dog).
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LET THE

MOUNTAIN
MOVE YOU
WHREVER ON EARTH YOU STRIVE TO GO,
,I¡TOUNTA¡N EGIUIPTI'IENT CO-OP CAN SUPPLY
YOU W¡TH THE GEAR.
WHETHER lT'S CLIMBING, SKilNG, CAt/tPtNG,
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The Varsity Outdoors Club thanks you for your contribution
to the Nov. 6-7, 1993 Glacier School
held at Cerise Creek, on the Anniversary Glacier

Andrew Port
Brandon Konoval
Fern Hietkamp
Julie McCauley
Marilyn Noort
Markus Kellerhals
Mike Buda
Mike Holmes
Mike Sample
Mike Spagnut
Tony Webb
(On behalf of the 27 paficipants, who can now self-arrest and set up a
Zed pulley in their sleep.)
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Çføcier Scfr.oof - Matmíer 1993
By Mìke Buda

The 1993-94 version of VOC Glacier School was very unusual in that for once in recent
memory, a number of extraordinary events occured: it was sunny - nuff said; everyone
\¡/as on time on Saturday morning - a once-in-a-decade record; no one's tent blew away;
and finally, there were absolutely no epics - at least as far as the instructors were
concerned (those of you who's legs barely made it back to the cars on Sunday may
disagree with me on that point!). With these unusual conditions presiding over the
weekend, it is not surprising that it could be said that the school was a great success,
with every one learning a alot, but with no one suffering unduly in receiving that
learning. over 40 vocers made the hike up to the glacier in va¡ious forms, ranging
from students (the most important!) and instuctors, to the voC Alpine Paragliding
Team, to a few desperate hangers-on, including the likes of some Guy, and possibly also
a Denie and Co.
Glacier School, as it has been in past years, was held on the Anniversary
Glacier up in Cerise Creek on the Duffey Lake road. It is a perfect area for this sort of
thing, with relatively easy and short access to a "real" glacier and "real" mountains (as
opposed to the fake ones, I guess). The hike in on Saturday morning was paficularily
pleasant, as the new sufilmer trail from the end of the clear-cut completely avoids the
sub-alpine bogs at the bottom of the valley which have historically plagued VOC Glacier
School participants with waist deep muck.
Once everyone had finally struggled up the trail in one form or the other (along
the way learning about the joys of hiking in full-shank mountaineering boots), camp was
speedily set up (!!) by the lake, and we were off at a gallop towards the glacier. Along
the way, instructions were issued and received as to the proper ways to avoid spearing
your friend and yourself with an ice-axe. Once the glacier itself was reached, the six
groups carefully set out to rope up to each other, and in the process visually learned the
definition of "Gordian Knot". Never the less, all groups got up and running around on
the snow and ice in crampons and the whole works, and began to reahze that there
wasn't much this mountaineering business. The day ended with everyone being kids
again and sliding down the hill in various positions - the only difference here was that
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the goal was to figure out how to self-arest with an ice-axe (darn - that's no fun!).
Aerial entertainment on the walk back to camp at dusk was provided by a gracefully
soaring Pat H. on his paraglider, and an ungraceful example of how to botch a take-off
by "Erin" (not his real name - identity protected to avoid a goon award - just kidding
though "Erin", I can't even fly, so I shouldn't make fun).
Dinner and apres-climbing activities were gleefully explored on Saturday night
by all tired souls, and the Weather Gods were thanked profusely for the perfectly still
night. Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end, at that they did the next
morning at 5:45am. A full day of crevasse rescue practice was had by all groups, along
with experiments in ice climbing, and just general silliness on a big hunk of ice and
snow.
Soon it was time to go, and although everyone was suitably tired, it seemed as
we were all a little reluctant to leave this little alpine heaven. The pack-up and walk
out were at once an anti-climax, and also a happy realization by a whole bunch of new
mountaineers of the magic and challenge that can be found - and was found - in the
mountains. With new friendships formed, and new goals set, the VOC Glacier School
ended as a great success (and before dark, too !) See you in the mountains !
Before I finish off, I'd like to thank all of the instructors who Fern and managed
to drag out to help out on a weekend of perfect climbing weather. The VOC relies on
volunteers such as yourselves, so thanks to all: Mike's (Holmes, Sample, and Spagnut),

if

I forget anybody - I hope not, but if I did,
sorry) and especially to Fern who did most of the hard work organizing before, and just
let the rest of us have fun on the mountain.

Tony, Andrew, Marcus and Marilyn (did

Participants: Waayyyy to many to mention, but all memorable, I'm sure!
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Smíth Rocks - The Epic

Participants:

Vladimk "læroy" Avila
Jennifer Babiak
Laurie "Mandy" Cam¡thers
Jussi "The Keymaster" Jaakkola
Mavis "Men are pigs. Women too." Tan

Mavis had a car, but no driver's licence- Je¡rnifer had a drive¡'s licence, but no ca¡; so Jennifer bussed over to
Mavis's house at 6:00 AM and sat next to her as Mavis practiced her lane changes and left turns all the way back to
Jen's place for her gear. We picked up Jussi, who took over driving, then Laurie, and then got lost in Richmond
tying to find Vlad. Evenhrally we just d¡ove in ever shrinking circles ¡rntil we homed in on his place. The car cor¡ld
really only hold four people plus packs, but after some truly imaginative rearranging of gear, we fit everything in
and were officially on our way by nine o'clock. By nine thirty we were playing chess in an hour long border line-up
The rest of the joumey consisted of an array of travel nightrnare made endu¡able by the fact that five equally sick
and twisted minds were enduring the troubles with high spirits and demented humour. Laurie and Mavis quickly
bonded and were soon discussing boyfriends who pick their noses and flick the booger at the wall. We all pressed
our noses against the windows and pined for our came¡as while passing a spectacular train wreck on the I-5, along
with countless other rnorbidly fascinated motorists. A lightning bolt of consumer ftenzy struck the car while passing
through Portland, and we stopped for an hour to loot and pillage a local shopping mall, then got lost on the way out
and had to send our stalwart blonde Laurie in to ask two leering used car salesmen for di¡ections. They proved to
be very helpfirl, swearing on the souls and their grandmother's graves that they knew the best and fastest ìvay to get
to Bend, Oregon.
Never trust used car salesmen. The route they gave us added approximately two hours of driving time to our
tip, but we kept ourselves amused anyruay. Laurie, being ftom PEI, expressed an interest in seeing big animals'
such as bears and deer- Jennifer opened a discussion ofthe idea that if Superman ever masturbated, he'd impregnate
every woman in MeÍopolis since all forms of Kryptonian life (including Superman sperm) can fly and punch holes
through anything (except possibly Kryptonite chastity belts). Around this time someone realized that if we planned
on eating during the next feìv days, we'd better stop and buy groceries before the storcs closed. after sharnbling up
and down every aisle in the store twice, taking consensus after consensus on what each ofus would or would not eat,
and picking up and putting back enough food to feed a dozen h¡reractive preschoolers for a week, we finally got
our groceries back to the car. It was realized at this point that the only person in our group to have had a truly
brilliant idea yet was Vlad, who - back in Richmond - had suggested we put his luggage rack on the car to hold some
of the gear. If the rest of us nirnrods hadn't nixed the idea, we wouldn't have been carrying groceries on our laps for
the rest of the trip. Speaking of which, we actually passed tlrough a town called Nim¡od, Oregon about that time.
Appropriate, really. During the remainder ofthe trip, Jussi taught Mavis how to chew tobacco in ttre car by spitting
into ar empty bottle, and then graciously promised to æach both her and Lawie -at their request- how to "spit like
a man" (who says chivalry is dead, eh?).
Somewhere on the twisting backcountry roads our car salesmen had promised were faster than taking the
freeway, we came to a fork in the road, and stopped. We knew we werc supposed to take the fork on the right, but
the fork on the left had a sign that read "Next Gas, 50 miles", and ou¡ tank was almost ernpty. We held a quick
huddle and it was decided that we really had to go and get gas; we were aknost ouÎ. Imagine ourjoy when we pulled
into a little spit-on-the-map village called Sisters, Oregon, to fnd every gas station in town closed up for the night.
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There was another huddle, and we decided to try for the next town, Redmond, aad (if we got there) to pitch our tent
beside a gas station and wait for moming. Midnight found our little car coughing bravely onwards on its final firmes
as it dragged us into vr'hat seemed like the last open gas bar in the westem world. We ñlled up and loitered happily
in the convenience store for awhile, grinning like idiots and greeting the station attendants as if they were long lost
relatives. After 15 hows on the road (apparently that's a VOC record) we were quite pathetically glad to see them.
\ry'e got to the Smith Rocks camping area soon a.fter and took a wander around, trying to decide what we were
supposed to do now. Something moved in one of the flash-light beams, and Laurie -her d¡ea¡n of seeing "big"
wildlife realized- said, "Ooh! Is that an animal?" Four beams of light focused on the shadowy critter. "Well it does
seem to tte moving..." Somebody said. "Hello, what kind of animal are you?" Cooed Laurie, creeping forwa¡d so
not to scare it. Vlad also advanced, peering suspiciously at the beast. "Don't get too close; it might be dangerous."
Warned Jennifer, to whom the animal looked like a small wildcat. "Im going to take a closer look." Said Vtad, and
ma¡ched forward. He stopped suddenly. There was a moment of silence, and then he informed us in tones of
withering scom, "It's a fucking rock." Ah yes Vlad, we argued, but it's not just any old rock, it's a Smith rocþand
those can be dangerous when comered; so we made alot of noise setting up camp as to not stafle any more of the
wild rocks of O¡egon. Reflecting on our 1 5 hour drive later in the tent (while freezing our butts off and lisûening to
the incessant moo-ing of cows) we recalled how one of the more experienced members of the VOC had confidently
told us that the journey down to Smith was "about a seven hour drive", and toyed briefly with the idea of hunting
this person down ¿nd making him drink our bottleful of tobacco spit in the car. That cozy thought helped keep us
warm throughout the night.
We awoke the next morning, noted the frost on Jussi's sleeping bag, and put on every article of clothing we
owned. Then we went in search of fellow VOC-ers, and actually found some -although they seemed a bit disoriented
at having five happy faces suddenly peer into their tent at 7:00 AM and dearfr.rlly ask"Hi! Are you guys Canadian?
After an expensive encounter with the park ranger, we hiked up to see Monkeyface, hiked back down to ask
someone where we could set up a toprope without having to lead climb, hiked up to Redwall because someone said
that might be a good place to look, hiked back down because that peßon was \Eong, drove ûo Redpoint ctimbing
supplies to look for a guidebook, got lost on the way, drove in ever shrinking circles until we honed in on the place,
and asked one of the clerks if he knew of any good places to toprope. Hmm, not much of that sort of thing in Smitl\
he said, "where have you looked?
"Vy'ell, we went up to Monke)face this moming..." one of us started to say"You went to Monkeyface?," the guy choked, eyes popping out at us.
Good toproping there," the other clerk said drollily. "You need a LONG ¡ope, though." We cleared up the
misr¡nderslanding, got a few suggestions, and managed to find our way to
suitable crag without any further
misadventures. We were so pleased at this small victory that we already had our rope set up and werc ready to
rappel down when we remembered that Laurie had never climbed before in her life, couldnt put on her own hamess,
didn't know what rappelling was or how it was done, and that now might be a good time to give her a crash cor¡rse
in How Not To Get Killed Rock Climbing. After getting all of us safely to the ground (thank GOD for prussiks) we
each had time to climb the route once, and then had to tear it down and head back to camp because it was getting
dark. So much for our first day ofclimbing.
We huddled together in a shivering clump that night, drinking beer, heating our ravioli one can at a time and
doling it out carefully (seven raviollis per person per can), while we discussed what to do for the rest of the evening.
Freezing our butts offin the tent was not high on the list.
We decided to go out to a bar; an activity which Laurie was amply prepared for since, having forgotten to bring
such t¡ivialities as a toque, she had remembered the essential items like perfirme, make-up, party clothes, and a
shaving razor for her legs and 'pits. Jennifer, being the only one truly sober at this point, was designated to drive.
Jennife¡ however, had no idea where we were going, had not driven a car in over two years, and is prone to paranoia
at the best of times. She was not happy to be chauffeur, but obeyed all taffic regulations and speed limits, did not
get lost (well, not too lost) and got all of us to our destination safely -an admirable feat considering the one thing
she did forget to do was tum on the car's headlights. Oops. In the bar we compared belly buttons, hea¡d some
intriguing stories about Mavis's relatives, then hooked up with some other VOCers and went exploring a lava tube
called Skeleton's Cave with them. Laurie's cowboy boots were not well suited to the cave, the car's shocks were not
well suited to the Washboa¡d road we had to take to get there, and we did accidentally wake up some campers in
the cave when we discovered/shone our flashlights upon/ripped over them. Everyone enjoyed the underground trek
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howeve¡ and we succeeded in killing off the time between supper and bed in relatively warm surroundings, which
had been the plan all along. We went to sleep with the sound of cattle lowing all around us and the countless stars
of the desert sþ above us. The new day brought the scent of desert herbs, the sight of brillia¡t blue skies, and the
sound of Jussi muttering "Fucking cows," irritably to himself as he crawled out of bed. Laurie was aiso hea¡d to
mumble something that morning, but we're not sure what,as she was currently buried under tent- mates Mavis and
Jennifer, who had gotten cold during the night and decided to sha¡e her body heat. It was a wonder they didn't
suffocate the poor girl. We hiked up to a different area that day and snagged Guy Edwards to set up our anchors for
us, then shared ropes with some othe¡ VOCers of amateur-climber status. With the exceptions of a brief hailstorm,
a psycho flute player running around loose, and the fact that the ground we had to stand and belay on was more
dangerous than the routes themselves, it was a wonderfrf day of climbing and certainly made up for the previous,
lacklustre one.
That evening, we decided that if we weren't going to get any climbing done on Sunday, there was no point in
freezing our kiesters off in the tent for another night. Vy'e ate a¡ extremely messy communal ichiban dinne¡ got a
refund from the ranger, then packed up our gear and headed out, stopping only for junk food. In the store, Laurie
proved definitively that beautiful blondes can do whatever the hetl they please, by batting her eyelashes at the
gangly young clerk and saying "My vanilla milkshake hasn't got enough vanilla in it." The lad responded by
scrambling over to the shelves to fetch and and uncap a brand new bottle of vanilla exûact, and pour a bit on top of
Laurie's milkshake for he¡ free of charge.
We we¡e detemined to make our homeward joumey faste¡ tha¡r the outbor¡nd one, and were actually making
pretty good time until we and the ca¡ we had been tailgaiting for the last halfhour were flagged over by the Oregon
state police for doing 74 miles per hour in a 45 zone. The officer wanted to know how much Laurie had been
drinking that evening (she hadnt been) and wa¡ted her to be very clear on tlrc fact that she was this close" to being
ar¡ested for Reckless Endangerment. When he left us alone in the car for a moment, we discussed exactly how
necessary it was to pay speeding tickets obøined in the states, at which point Jennifer stated rather primly that one
should always pay one's tickets, a statement that almost got her ejected from the ca¡ and told to walk home until she
retracted the corrunent and apologized for being so priggish in the face of a situation so amusing. Laurie received a
$120 ticket for ¡eckless driving and a $3 10 ticket for speeding. She missed having the latter one bumped up to $500
by a margin of 2 MPH. When we got back on úe road and had finished laughing, Jussi asked if he could get
photocopies ofthe tickets as keepsakes, to which Laurie replied that he could keep the originals. She wasn't wor¡ied
about them since, her own d¡iver's licence being expired, she had given the officer her sister Mandy's licence. The
cop was having trouble equating postal codes and zip codes, and asked us ifPEI was part of BC, so she figured he
wasn't going to spot the difference. Laurie has no intention of either paying the tickets or telling her siste¡ that
should she happen to ever be driving in Oregon someday, it would probably be a really good idea to not get pulled
over by the police. Although Laurie complained about having to drive like a grandma until we crossed the
Washington state border, where she could start speeding again, the rest of he¡ shift was uneventful. She drove until
she was tired, ând then Faded off with Jussi who drove until he sta¡æd seeing Smurfs dancing along the sides of the
road -and thenjust kept on driving anyhow. Apparcntly, at one point he rvas doing 120 þh through a zero-visibility
patch of fog, and at another time, warp speed past a police car -alttrough by some miracle he didnt get caught
(perhaps the off,rcer was distracted by Smurfs). The rest of us slept like babies through all this until that lightening
bolt of consumer frenzy struck us again at t¡e Canadian border. The first store we stopped at refused to sell us beer
at four in the moming but then, while sitting in the car groggily figuring out our finances, a man walked out of the
place with a case under his arm. Jussi went back in and asked why the other guy had gotten beer, but the clerkjust
gasped "Sonuvabitch!" and went mnning out ofthe store afte¡ the thief. It didn't eveû occur to Jussi to also pick up
a case and walk out with it at that point, but give him credit; he was a tired boy. Fatigue slows your reflexes. We
ar¡ived in Vancouver with our cheap booze less than eight hours after leaving Smith, and agreed that despite the
fact that Glitch, the godlet of fuck-ups,smiled upon us the whole time, we had still had a great tip. We might have
lost our cool a multitude of times, but no one ever lost their æmper. When Mavis and Jennifer got back to Jen's
place at 6:00 AM, student driver or not, Mavis drove herself home. We presume she got there alive.
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KAMLOOPS "OLD COURTHOUSE" HOSTET

BRITISH COTUMBIA HOSTETS
/l n ør{ventnre lo, nll nßes
Hostel locotions include: Komloops, Penticton, Victorio, Voncouver, Whistler, ond twelve
others throughout B.C./Yukon. Rotes ronge from $8-$14 per night. Group rotes ovoiloble.
Focilities include guests kitchen, loundry focilities, security lockers, shored sleeping rooms,
ond friendly helpful stoff.
Qontdct:

HOSTETTING INTERNATIONAT CANADA
þrìtï s4. C o I nu,,úì n p,e6ì on
#402-134 Abbott St.
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2K4

(óo4)

684-7ttt

1-800-óól -0020
Toll free outside Greoter Voncouver

HOSTELLING

INtERw.cflOl.lA,t(9
Affilioted with the lnternotionol Youth Hostel Federolion
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By Drew Brayshøw

In October the seasons change from sun to rain. Geese fly south, leaves turn
I believe you understand my point here. Anyways, October is also the
season, more than any other, of the VOC climbing road trip. Perhaps it is the threat of
midterms which causes it, or the realization that soon it will be ski season, but some
red, etc. etc.

unknown force takes over VOC climbers in October, causing them to do strange things:
start riots, wear lycra, and get arrested in small hick towns like Incest, Oregon.

For me, and for many others, the majority of whom haven't been seen since,
Rocktober began with Longhike. After several weeks of preparations (selling tickets,
buying beer, checking out the "qualifications" of the new members, and re-reading Rob
Driscoll's old article on how to teach Pickup-er-I-mean-Rock School, everything was
ready. On Saturday morning I arose at some hour supposedly prohibited in the Geneva
Conventions and crammed my enonnous bag-o-gear into the trunk of John Ford's car,
taking care to ensure the bottles would remain unbroken. The ride up passed by as
quickly as did the other cars, and soon I found myself atop Burgers and Fries bluff,
fighting off unaffiliated gorbies who thought they were at Pixie Corner. Once they had
been driven away, the Rock [I instructors met to review strategy and ensure that all
could remember how to set up an equalized anchor.
Soon the students arrived and this year I was lucky enough to snag a group who
all had real harnesses, thus sparing me from the webbing harness tying tedium. I must
say I was very impressed as my supposedly novice students flashed many of the cliffs
5.10 routes such as Catch Me Quick and Peaches and Cream. I was even more
impressed by their ability to set up an equalized anchor without my assistance at the end
of the day. Once again my trick of flipping the rope ends under the feet of a rappelling
student ensured that I would have several free frosty ones that evening.
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Cam Cambell demonstrating how to belay.

Photo credit: Drew Brayshøw

V/ell, all too soon, or perhaps it was not soon enough, Rockschool ended and it
back
into the Fordmobile for the jaunt up to Whistler. Arriving at the splendid AMS
was
cabin in time to secure the refrigerator space necessary for my clinking cargo, I stowed
them away safely and then established my amazing tent in the middle of the burgeoning
Snowfield ghetto, the home of value-conscious MEC members the world over.
Eventually the futility of a dinner organized by Pat Hajek began, and I was one of the
lucky few who received sauce with their pasta.

At this point my memories of the evening become unclea¡. The last thing I can
remember with certainity is Dan Curylo introducing me to a good friend of his , who
seemed to have initials rather than a name. At some point after that I found myself
obliterating John Simms at Foozball, and later on I know I spent a few hours in the
sauna, for I can remember playing with Sylvia's navel-ring, and Phil explaining how his

John Ford showing off his biceps.
Photo credit: Drew Brayshøw
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l0awhile Pøt gazes on in awe.

Photo credit: Drew Brayshøw

I also managed
to demolish the contents of my private shelf in the fridge. Perhaps I dreamed the

name meant "Lover Of Horses". I'm sure that somewhere in this interval

vignette in which several people crowded into the back of Mike Surface's truck to help
him burn something-maybe it was his new lantern?? Eventually, the effects of my
debauched revelry overtook me and I crawled off to my tent, where I was momentarily
confused by the presence of a tentmate I could not remember giving space to, but this
was soon sorted out and I crashed into my pillow with all the aplomb of a wingless and
wheelless 747 landing on the roof of the Buchanan Tower.
The next day
when

I

felt rather uncertain about leaving my comfortable bed , and,

I finally dragged myself into the cabin for breakfast, the fiasco masquerading

as

such, once again the work of Pat H., nearly made me decide to return to my tent. But I
choked it down like the hardman-wannabee that I am, and soon a group of us set off for
the local sport crag of Nordic Rock. Here, since I felt quite weak for some reason, I
decided to take hero shots of the others rather than climb. As the day wore on m¿my
others blasted off hard routes, the most notable being John Simms' redpoint of Vicious
Puppy (12a). But all good things must come to an end and so as the sun sank into the
west we headed back to Vancouver with only one stopoff to check out a "potential" cliff
which turned out to be a lump of choss.

The weekend after Longhike was, strangely enough, the Thanksgiving
weekend. Thanksgiving in the VOC is synonymous with cheap beer and fake German
accents, so we headed down to Leavenworth, where both may be found in abundance.
For some reason this year I had volunteered to be the trip leader, but I was forhrnate
enough to have Dave Way around to do all the boring things, so I was able to have fun
on this trip as well. I left with John Ford, Pat and Dan from UBC in the late afternoon,
and the fun started almost immediately as we watched Dan prepare himseH for the

possible cavity search at the border crossing. It's a good thing they don't have
microphones trained on the cars parked in the border lineup! Soon we were on the I-5
where Pat and Dan taught John and I a fun way to play baseball. We stopped for dinner
in some hideous little dungheap on the Stevens Pass road and had the most disgusting
meal I have ever had in a restaurant, and a close runner-up to Longhike breakfast for the
all time honours. This shows that trying to avoid McRaunchies and Dennys on those
American road trips doesn't always guarantee you will eat well. But we survived and
made it into 8-Mile campground just in time to be given the traditional, one might
almost say complimentary, citation from the ranger that the VOC has come to expect
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from US park service employees.
The next day, Saturday that is, as trip leader I spent most ofthe day organizing
arcpeat of Rockschool at Bruce's Boulder for those who had only taken Rock I and as a
result needed supervision and someone to set up TR's for them. But eventually I was able
to transfer this responsibility over to Dave Way and took off with Lee Ingraham for
Domestic Dome, just up the road, where Lee got to learn how to second the leader as we
put together the pathetic multi-pitch combo of BS (5.6) and Underachiever (5.8+), the
latter one of the only Leavenworth climbs I have encountered where the route is easier
than it is graded, a refreshing change from the typical sandbag you find down there. BS
I can only describe as horrible, despite the star it was given in the guide, but
Underachiever is one of the modern climbs of Icicle Canyon - a low angle crack leading
to bolted face climbing over a bulge and up a steep, airy slab above on big jugs - well
worth doing. Then we returned to the road to check out the others progress and were
able to scare some youth camp program away from Barney's Rubble cliff, which we
promptly took over. After a few more climbs including a heinous 5.8 offwidth that
strangely swallowed Friends into its black nether regions while at the same time spitting
out Hexes, it was time to call it a day.

After meeting back at the campground for a change of clothes, most people
headed into town for that Leavenworth nightlife. The crowds at Gustav's were most
impressed with our authentic German drinking games and songs, as taught by Sabine,
Dagmar and Hildegard. After much revelry throughout the streets we returned to the
campsite where the ubiquitous Dave Way was found huddled over a pot of some
vomitous tofu and lentil concoction.
Another beautiful day dawned on Sunday. I awoke to discover John boiling a
pot of water and powerbars in an attempt to get them to thaw out. Most people headed
down to Homefires for a coffee and cinnamon bun fix. John, Cam, Matt and I decided
to hit Sam Hill, and soon found the pullout and struggled up the 20 minute approach to
this beautiful bluff high up near the mouth of the calyon. Here I attempted to lead the
brilliantly named Groping For Oprah's Navel (5.10b), another of the modern Icicle
sport climbs, only to be smacked back by the sustained quality of the edging above the
second bolt. I quickly passed the lead over to John who made short work of it with an
inspired flash, subduing the second crux with a skillful gaston followed by a two foot
deadpoint for the final jugs. (I learned how to write like this by reading a bunch of

Christian Griffiths competition reports in Rock & Ice.) Meanwhile Cam and Matt
attacked and subdued Sam n' Cam's (5.6, but several grades higher that weekend
because of a wasp nest tucked behind the crux undercling flake). I settled my score with
Groping...on a TR and Cam also had a go, then Cam and John went off to try the 10c
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around the corner, Updraft. It was apparently quite a bit harder than 10c with a devious
mantleshelf between a slab and a higher hanging slab, both quite polished. Meanwhile
Matt and I wended our way up to the righthand end of the same cliff where an intruiging
mix of slab, crack and arete caught my eye. Looking it up in the guidebook,
Contemplating Dog (5.10b), I decided to give it a shot and maybe redeem my retreat
from Groping... Matt agreed to belay and I shot up quickly to the crux arete move,
which I solved after a bit of work. Above, the bolts vanished and a fifteen foot 5.9 crack
led up to another bolt and a final mantle off a thin horizontal ledge. My first attempt,
involving a run out of the crack in order to quickly gain the next bolt and a rest on the
ledge, didn't quite work out that way as I suddenly lost bala¡rce by standing on the wrong
foot, resulting in a twenty foot screamer." Nice catch, Matt!" For the second attempt I
conscientiously sewed up the crack with four or five wires (maybe a bit excessive?) and
easily cranked the final moves to the belay. I lowered off, exhilarated with my first 10b
lead, and the rest gave it a go, confirming its diffrculty and making other little ego
boosting statements.

After this sensational exploit most of us were rather tired out so we decide to
head off in sea¡ch of some quality bouldering. A search of the guide showed a good
sounding pair of areas nearby, Rob's Corrall and Clamshell Cave, and soon we were in
the meadows above the Snow Lakes parking lot. Matt went to sleep like alizard on a
pleasant sunny rock he had found while Cam, John and I tried out various blocks and
boulders in the area. Eventually we headed back to the campground where we heard
about Dan's epic paraglider landing in Lake Chelan. Another night on the town, at the
local micro-brewery (a GOOD pub), continued into the morning back at the
campground as a horde of nearly forty VOC'ers gathered around the campfire to play the
usual campfire games, tell ghost stories and watch Eric Clemson imitate a dragon by
spitting mouthfuls of vodka onto the fire, causing a ferocious flare-up.
On Monday, our final day, the weather was somewhat lousy, with low clouds
signifying the end of the vacation. The crew of the Johnmobile headed into town for
breakfast at Kristall's, followed by various penny-pinching shenanigans. Then we
headed to Castle Rock, the old Leavenworth standby, for a half day's climbing. Pat & I
were both feeling the effects of the previous night so we loitered about and kibitzed
while Chris Gill, John Crump, John Ford, Eric and others went to work on a variety of
the fine sandbags Castle has to offer. Eventually we headed back to the car for a round
of hacky sack, on the way encountering some ex-VOCers (Ken Legg and Charles Evans)

getting in some cragging after a weekend on Prusik Peak. As we arrived at the car it
began to rain, causing the following epic back at the rocks: John F., who had led the
Peter Croft classic MF Overhang (5.10c), was persuaded by Dan to leave the gear in so
that Dan could pinkpoint it. Of course then it began to rain, so John was forced to climb
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some horrible 5.9 five inch offwidth, now soaking wet and with half of his gear stuck on
MF, back to the top of Jello Tower in order to rap down and retrieve his pieces. With an
epic like this the return to Vancouver as somewhat anticlimatic, although had it not
been for John's credit card we would have wound up stranded in Washington, as Pat,
Dan and I had all run out of money. One final point-on this trip, it was proven that a diet
of beer, powerbars and gatorade is GUARANTEED to cause excessive flatulence!!

The next two weekends were occupied with writing papers or trips to the Edge
due to the standard fall downpour, but the Hallowe'en weekend looked like a good time

to get away and the newly published Skaha guidebook made a trip to this Interior
cragging a¡ea much more feasible. About a dozen or so VOCers eventually decided to
make this trip. Cam, Dave Dexter and I took offFriday evening in Cam's most excellent
4WD and had an entertaining trip up with plenty of Sun Chips to give us carbo loading
for the weekend's climbs and Cam's stereo playing a good rousing mixture of our va¡ious
musical tastes (hardcore, grunge, punk, etc.). Arriving in Penticton about midnight we
followed the directions in the guidebook to the provincial campground at Okanagan
Falls only to discover that it was "closed for the season". But a little investigation
showed that although the gate was closed the padlock was merely wrapped around the
gate and not actually locked. Opening it, we drove into the deserted campground only
to discover a strange shape like a UFO, which turned out to be a picnic table with the fly
of Luc's tent draped over it, and Luc and Alistair burrowed in underneath. We set up a
more comfortable shelter (Dave's North Face dome) and settled in for the night.

In the morning Eric and Steve Boyd showed up having spent the night at
Steve's parents'place in Oliver. Dave put his ha¡ness on for a quick Tyrolean traverse
across the nearby BC rùy'ater Survey cable car tracks, then we all headed in to Penticton
for a hot water and toilets stop at the nearest Tim Horton's. Several doughnuts later (the
police training diet) we headed off to the crags and after a bit of aimless driving a¡ound
discovered the pay parking area. Soon we were at the conveniently located Hydro Hill
where the cold conditions and gusty winds made us all reluctant to climb at first.
Eventually Al nerved himself to lead Low Resistance (5.8) and this motivated Luc to
flash its neighbor, Iligh Vottage (5.10a). The rest of us shivered up on TRs and then we
decided to head off to find something else, preferably out of the wind. We sauntered
around the looming bulk of the Fortress to the imposing East Face, where we discovered
the rest of the party: J.P., Heather, Andy Port, Dave & Cindy. Here Luc zapped off the
rather strenuous Minor Skirmish (10c) whilst Cam decided to lead Et tu Brutus (5.9).
An interesting incident which occurred here pointed out rather strongly the difference
between Skaha and Squamish: as Cam was approaching the anchors on the first pitch
of Et Tu.., he grabbed a big jug which came off in his hand, dropping down and
smacking Luc, who had just completed his climb, on the shoulder and na¡rowly missing
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his head. Obviously a case of the belayer needing a helmet! I gave Minor Skirmish a go
but didn't really have much energy and, after taking an interesting 6 foot toprope fall on

Luc's super bouncy 8.8 mil rope, decided to leave this climb for another time.
Meanwhile Al followed Cam's lead and the two then discovered that recent new route
activity had landed them on the wrong belay. They tried to pendulum back onto Et Tu
but couldn't and so rapped off. (Actually, since I wrote this Al has informed me that the
rock fell off during the course of his first ever leader fall as he attempted to lead the
second pitch, but now it seems like too much work to go back and try and edit this
paragraph so I left it as is.)
Dave had been getting pretty tired of belaying and wanted to try to lead
something. I wasn't feeling up to leading myself, not wanting to take off my nice warm
pants, so I volunteered to let him use my rack. A look through the guidebook indicated
some potentially good introductory leads were to be found at the nearby Another
Butfress so we headed up there and discovered that this crag is the Skaha equivalent of
Burgers and Fries with large crowds hurling themselves at a variety of friendly sub-10
climbs. At this point I'd like to make a little aside about climber stereotypes. You know
what I mean: the bolt chopping trad; the 15 year old sport kid who's never been out of
the gym but flashes 5.13 on plastic; the bumbly who can't remember how to tie a figure
eight; the used to be hard man climbing with his kid; etc. Of all of these the one I hate
most, and somehow seem to meet more than any of the others, is the supposed hard
climber and his belay slave/girlfriend (the sex roles are pretty fixed). These are the ones
who call their girlfriends "Honey", as in "C'mon, honey, it's only 5.9, you can do it"
(yarding on rope, meanwhile girlfriend is way over her head and totally petrified). It's
my opinion that these jerks have seriously undersized genitals and as a result somehow
need to "prove" their "superiority" by putting their supposed Signifîcant Others in
situations way over their heads, so that they can "save" them. Of course, what we're
getting at here is that there was one of these assholes on the adjacent climb and I had to
listen to this drivel constantly while Dave was playing around with his first ever lead,
Be llappy (5.6). Sample: " Yeah, I did Hunting Humans (1lb) earlier today but then
'Janey' wanted to do something so we came over here"(pointing up at 5.4). It was only
with great difficulty that I refrained from pushing this dork off of the belay ledge into
the thorn thicket below. But eventually Dave managed to sew up Be Happy with one
Friend, one hex, one wire nut, one tri-cam and one Camalot (pretty good variety), and I
was able to escape by seconding and pretending to critique his placements, which was
hard to do because they were all so good. By now it was getting dark, daylight savings
time having ended during the night, so we headed back to the parking lot to meet the
others and arrange the dinner options. Most decided to grab apizza or two in town; JP
and Heather headed off in search of finer dining, only to run into a slight problem when
discovering that Slack Alice's, a recommended pub in the guidebook, is actually a strip
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bar! Eventually everyone managed to secure food and some of the Okanagan's world
renowned beverages and returned to camp, where we built a huge bonfue in the deserted
campground (this is Canada, no ranger citations) and discussed forming a Varsity LeafPile Jumping Club, or better still a Log-Stretching Club (even I can't remember why this
seemed so hila¡ious at the time, but trust me, it was).
The next day dawned sunny but with a threatening black wall of cloud to the
north (i.e. over the crags). Once again after eating some delicious Quaker instant
oatmeal we headed for "the Tim" to get cheap coffee and free heated washrooms. I knew
I had arrived in Nirvana when some old gold miner type hunched over his mug o' java
asked me totally out of the blue: "So, how's the mountain climbing going?"

Returning to the crags, Luc decided not to climb due to his still sore shoulder
Al was anxious to make it back to Vancouver in time to catch the l-enny
Kravitz show (yes, that's the one where Shannon Hoon pissed all over the crowd), so
they decide to head home. The rest of us trooped back up to the Fortress and the more
friendly adjacent White Slab. Cam, Dave and I ended up at the base of the super classic
Plum Line (10a). Ever gracious, I decide to let Cam lead it first and he was soon edging
his way up this vertical 40m face while Dave belayed in his MEC ninja costume (black
rad pants, turtleneck and balaclava). As Cam neared the top things seemed to improve
weatherwise with patches of blue sky becoming visible, and he topped out very pleased
with this ascent. Dave began seconding while I hung around trying to psych myself up
for my turn at this intimidating wall, knowing I should try to lead it in at least as good
a style as Cam had, i.e. no falls. However suddenly as Dave reached the halfway point a
blast of thunder signalled the beginning of a horrible torrential downpour. He finished
the climb on rapidly slipperifying (is that a word? it should be) rock while everyone who
wasn't climbing crowded in under the big overhang at the base. By the time Cam and
Dave had descended and the ropes were coiled it had become evident that there was no
way the rain was going to stop; already we could see snow mantling the higher hills. So
with regret we left Skaha and headed back along the Hope-Princeton, arriving back in
Vancouver just in time to go trick-or-treating. A fitting end to Rocktober and a good
memory to carry through the dreary gray days of Snowvember and Dismember!
whereas

Participants;
the many, the bold, the rad, the true believers, and a cast of thousands!

Opposite pøge right: Luc MaiIIux on High Resistance.

Photo credif: Drew Brayshøw
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tufore fumtings of Srnitfl
By Pat Hajek

Bend Oregon , 4th ltme this year--Boy, this place is getting a little too familiar.

Whether

it

climbing at Smith Rocks or Paragliding at Pine mountain during the

Paragliding Festival, this place seems to be a magnet for atfracting Vancouverites.
Cheap food in Bend certainly helps draw those who have been climbing all day.

After doing one thing or another that day, we went to an all you can eat feast at some
undisclosed restaurant in town. For 5 bucks you could devour a whole variety of fresh
fruits, vegetables and meat. I saw this plate of fresh kiwi fruits just calling out my name.
After snagging the plate and coming for thirds the staff felt for the safety of they stock
and their balance sheet and proceeded to hide the remaining smorgasbord from us.
Just a note to those of you who plan to seek the shelter of a motel room in
Bend--keep in mind that the good people in Bend do take exception to packing say... 10
people in a 2 bed motel room. Why would I state this? Well after a evening of exploring
the lava tubes (beer caving) with a group of my friends, we considered getting a room in
town-- room rates going at $30, it amounted to a couple bucks each. I would like to think
of it as a group discount. I a¡rive with Alex first out of our group in his Black Trooper
at some obscure Motel at the end of Bend The rest of our troupe trickling into the room
until early hours of the morning. The Motel manager, living in the adjacent room, felt
left out of the festivities and was bent on disrupting our gathering. Not one to test his
patience, we felt it wise to pack it in for the night-- especially since it appeared to be very
noisy for just "two" people. As I walk out to the Trooper the next morning, I noticed I
was under the watchful eye of Mr. manager. Heading back into the room, I informed
my cohorts that some discretion should be taken as we left the hotel. A few of us felt
that this paranoia was uncalled for and that I shouldn't worry about it. Being curious
about the managers reaction to the sight of 7 of us filing out that room in front of him,
I went along. lVe quickly dispersed out ofthe room and into the separate vehicles and
planed to meet for breakfast later on. While driving down the main drag of Bend, 3 cop
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cars pulled us over. Having done nothing wrong, we were totally bewildered at the
attention the local law enforcement were giving us. Apparently we were considered a
threat to the union for failing to declare all of the occupants in the hotel room we just
rented. I believed they referred to it as a "theft of service." Apparently feeling an
injustice had occurred, the manager notified the appropriate authorities to apprehend
the criminals-- the only descrþtion given was a black 93 Trooper with BC license plates
and a large mountain goat and paralpinism decals on each of the doors. rilith the
refined detective skills of the local police, the two of us in the trooper were apprehended
to feel the full force the Oregon legal system in action; certainly not to be toyed with.
Feeling conciliatory once again, we were given a 3 car escort back to the motel.
Outraged with our departure, the manager insisted on being compensated for our nondisclosure. rWe agreed on a "civil" solution and paid another 3 dolla¡s per person for last
night. Good to see the police getting their moneys worth.
Hah, I don't feel like continuing this a¡ticle talking about all the climbing at
Smith Rocks-- I am sure there will be tonnes of articles about that ...so I'll leave it a that.

Winter Photo By Mike Buda
Mike Spagnut getting lost on ML Rainier,
February 1993
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Christmas trips are an annual major decision: is a week of being trapped in a
hut with nine people with pungent apparel (not to mention personalities) wofh a huge
bill and two weeks of frantic phone calls, lengthy expeditions to the Metrotown Save-onFoods when you should be at work, menu stress, transportation stress and relationship
stress? Each year you say "never again!", but you go ahead and do it anyway.
Having introduced the concept , let me describe the 1993 VOC Fossil Christmas Trip
to the club's very own Harrison Hut, located about 80 km, as the Bell Jet-Ranger flies,
west of Pemberton on the edge of the Pemberton Icecap. From the plowed road, it is
reached by a 50 km unplowed road and a 3600' vertical thrash which present certain
logistical difficulties, shall we say, for an eight day trip. Instead of boring you with what
we planned to do, even upon arrival in Pemberton on that reasonably OK Boxing Day
morning, I'll just state what actually happened. Mike S. and I d¡ove Martina, Mike H.,
Chrystal, Fern, Rich and Marilyn as far as krrr 32, where the snow was too deep for
further navigation. They started the plod to the hotsprings while the drivers returned to
the snow-cat operator's dad's house to be driven back to km 30 in Mike's truck, which
was then driven back again. We met at the deserted Meager Creek hotsprings just after
5 PM, had a wonderful supper of potato and bean flakes which couldn't be beat, and then
spent a leisurely couple ofhours soaking in the hot tub. Rich confronted what looked
like a Ring-tailed Lemur which was making advances on our hanging food bags:
unarmed hand-to-paw combat left Rich as the victor: the loser was tossed into Jan's
sleeping bag. We then seffled in for the night only to be woken up periodically from 9
to midnight by some local yahoos who had snowmobiled in from Pemberton.
The party's slumbers were mercilessly intemrpted at 6:30 AM by the infamous Palaty
Wake-up Call, which cannot be repeated here. \Ve then conducted a little experiment:
does oatmeal taste better if you start with the frozen remains of last night's potato flakes?
But the cloudless blue skies, surprisingly warm temperatures and walrus-sized packs
beckoned invitingly, so we quickly tore ourselves from our breakfast banquet and
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scampered up the hillside towards the cabin. We followed the logging slash to 3800' on
the south side of Madhorse Creek, then hacked our way through steep forest up to 5200',
at which point we simply contoured around the hillside to the basin below the cabin.
The last hour or so was in the dark, but Ma¡kus, who had flown in ea¡lier that day with
Chris and our food, skied out from the cabin to help us find it. A warm cabin and hot
soup greeted us upon arrival. It was a pleasant evening in the cabin: I remember wine,
rotini with pesto sauce, Martina's homemade bread, Mike S.'s guitar and everyone's
good company. Outside, the full moon floodlit the peaks and glaciers, filling us with
anticipation of a great day of ski touring.
Nobody got much sleep last night owing to the fact that after going outside for a
tinkle it was necessary to close the door with a vigorous slam that shook the cabin to its
foundations. \ù/e decided to synchronize our nocturnal micturition activities for the rest
of our stay. The weather was very foggy and generally discouraged anyone from doing
anything active at an early hour, which was why Markus got up at 6:45 AM to get

breakfast started. Eventually, half the party left for Two-Doctor Peak where they
experienced great powder skiing in delightful subalpine terrain. The rest of the party
spent the day washing up and collecting firewood. Supper that evening was a potent
jambalaya containing hot chili peppers measured in by the cup, rather than by the
teaspoon. The party was moved to tears by this culinary experience, not to mention
uncontrollable thirst. Folks was sweatin' big time! Exhausted by this effort and
demoralized by the need to conserve our precious 8 L of remaining alcohol, the level of
activity declined rapidly so that by 7:30 everyone was buried in some terribly intellectual
book. Fossil trip indeed. Still, anything was better than further readings from
Chrystal's book on "Losing your Virginity through the Decades" .
The weather today was pretty much the same as yesterday: fog and low visibility.
Everyone slept well, thanks to pissynchronization and the open window. V/e had
another luxurious breakfast of pancakes and bacon, then split up into groups which
attacked Zygomaticus Major and Two-Doctor (again), where we spotted some rather
large and rather fresh bear tracks. There was a lot of high cloud around, but the
visibility \ryasn't too bad, so we had a fine day of skiing before meeting up at the cabin
in the late afternoon. We sat around the cabin while the conversation oscillated between
the themes of "Oh my God, there's still 8 crates of food left!", and "Careful, there's not
much [sugar, juice powder, Bailey's, etc.] Ieft". Drew Brayshaw stories were also
swapped, with all group members contributing. V/e played a feisty game of ltrea¡ts
where Fern, innocent and wide-eyed first-time player, beat everyone by a sound margin.
Supper was a phenomenal pasta in clam hollandaise sauce.
Random diary excerpts: "Marilyn has risen to become Trip Superwoman by her
reluctance to use climbing skins for anything under 60 degrees, jumps off 10 ft cornices
and highly conservative water-works. Chrystal suggests attaching a piece of bacon to
an inflated plastic bag and setting it afloat down the stream as a means of distracting the

Harrison Hut: a study in gluttony
hypothetical bear away from the cabin. 'when I die,

I want to be made into
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a sausage'

- Markus."
It snowed with quiet persistence

all night, continuing on for most of the morning.
we ate for all we were worth 'till mid-day, when it clea¡ed up somewhat and people
went ofÏ to yo-yo ski in various directions. There was a lot of shifting fog and cloud
which generally cleared as we were going up, and closed in whenever the skins came off
and it was time to enjoy the fruits of our labour. Mike S. discovered cracks in his Riva
bindings: combined with the fact that the screws holding them in place started coming
out yesterday, he was seriously annoyed. Marilyn admitted to liking 7-11 coffee.
Supper was a cauldron of soup followed by gado-gado. Chrystal offered to give
facials with the remaining sauce. Chris was chastised for actually spoiling people's
appetites. After supper, we had a feisty game of "spoons": to those who have never
heard of this pastime, it's a kind of musical chairs where spoons replace chairs. Several
hitherto meek and gentle members revealed themselves to be aggressive elbow-in-yourface players who would stop at nothing to grab that coveted last spoon from the hands
of thei¡ nearest and dearest.
The wind picked up substantially overnight, whistling like a pack of marmots
through our pennanently open loft window. The usual low cloud and leisurely breakfast
were followed by some brief signs of clearing, we decided an attempt on Frozen Boot Pk.
despite the increasing snowstorm outside. A half-hour's plodding up steep slopes
brought us to the ridge, where the screaming wind nearly carried off some of the smaller
skiers and persuaded the party of the futility of its quest. Some retreated to the cabin
while others, enchanted by the snow conditions lower down, spent the next couple of
hours carving turns in the awesome steep powder in the avalanche chutes. Falls were
especially spectacular as the falling snow and wind combined to produce a total
whiteout for the victim.
The next day, obviously, dawned clear, sunny and promising. V/e tidied up the
cabin, hoisted monstrously heavy packs weighed down by costly and exotic items such
as generic spaghetti, a¡rd stafed the ski out. Yesterday's heavy snowfall made for some
heinous trail-breaking (thanks Chris!) which made for slow progress. Getting lost
didn't help either: we ended up staying too high on the ridge rather than plunging down
into the steep and dense forest lower down. The result was that we only found the
logging road at dusk. Still, what more do you need when you have a logging road and
a headlamp, even if it is pitch-dark, all your clothes are soaked from the falling wet
snow and your pack weighs a ton? Would you believe me if I said it was enjoyable in a
twisted sort of way? No?
We did reach the hotsprings, eventually, cold, wet, hungry and miserable. The other
nine members of the party, however, were full of optimism and energy and promptly set
up tents and sta¡ted on the dinner. I was tempted just to toss everything into the tent,
crawl into my sleeping bag and make pitiful moaning noises, but I was persuaded to join
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the hot-tub crowd for a dip. Heaven!
Very wet snow was falling when we got up next morning. We hoisted those bloody
packs (did I mention that they were heavy?), put on sodden clothes and boots and began

the plod towa¡ds civilization. Little snow had fallen down here, so our original ftacks
were well preserved. Swish, swish, swish. Km 4. Let's see, that would be 11 km to go.
I feel awful. Wouldn't it be great if the snow-cat showed up now? That would be worth
any price. Swish, swish, swish. What's this? Footsteps? Somebody actually tried to
walk in to the hotsprings? Stupid jerk, you've totally ruined the ski tracks! I hope your
feet got cold and wet. Swish, swish, swish. H"y, what did Mike and Martina stop for?
Are those lights? It's the snow-cat! WE'RE SAVED!
So we all piled into the snow-cat, were brought to our vehicles and drove home in the
rain, vowing to return someday under more favourable weather conditions. This time,
we'll bring more alcohol. (MIKE H. V/AS RIGHT!).

Participants
Markus Kellerhals

Martina Metzler
Marilyn Noort
Mike Holmes
Chrystal Palaty

Chris Rolf

Mike Sample
Rich Lechleitner
Fern Hietkamp
Jan Palaty
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0ar Ertreme Trip To The Edge:
Fîrst Ascent meets the Bad Boq's Club
Thursdag, Februarg 10, 199ít
8g Aler and Dan Curglo

Point and Counterpoint by Alex and Dan Curylo

Point: Alex
Dan and I went off to the Edge the first night Vancouver got snow this winter. On the
way back through the reserve a pack of indians (we later found out they actually haye a
name, the "Bad Boy's Club") threw snowballs and rocks at the Extrememobile, and the
mother of all rocks went smashing through one of the windows. Now, I'm a very

tolerant and easy going fellow, but NOBODY does TIIAT to my truck, dammit. I
skidded around and headed on back, hopping out to tell them in great volume and detail
exactþ what a low opinion of them I was developing. They proceeded to pelt me with
more snowballs and rocks, and then some bright boy sicced a German Sheperd on me.
It ran up snarling and grabbed a mouthful of shofs. I wacked it off, ripping the shorts
up to the beltloop doing so, and it promptly got my hand in its teeth. Well, luckily I'd
had the foresight to grab a can of aerosol spray before jumping out, so Fido got a
massive jolt of spray in those sensitive dog eyes and nostrils. That made the pooch
immediately lose all interest in my hand (heh-heh-heh), which luckily wasn't that badly
chewed yet, so I took on the opportunity to shitkick Rover a few feet off. That done, I
turned my attention to where all the junk bruising me was coming from. Five or six had
come up following the dog (tough guys, obviously) and were positioned just about right
for a kizinti-style parley (that's "Scream And Leap", for the less lite¡ate amoung you).
So I did, wildly kicking, flailing with the left, and spraying with the right. One
collapsed on the ground (heh-heh-heh), the others scattered, as did the ones that hadn't
been brave enough to follow the dog. (The smart ones). By this time the frght-or-flight
syndrome had kicked into turbo mode, so I ran after them calling out calm entreaties for
reasonable discussion, along the lines of "-beep- LITTLE PANSIES YOU BETTER
-beep- RUN I'VE GOT YOU OUTNUMBERED ONE TO -beep- TV/ENTY YOU
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LITTLE WEINERS" oT something conciliatory like that. After tackling a couple and
shitkicking them into the ground they all managed to get away, so I stood for a while
pontificating to the world at large about my opponents' general worth to the human race
when some

of them returned, behind one studly fellow carrying

a

scythe. A SCYTT{E??

Hmmm, rocks ok, dog ok, but pole arms are a bit over the top. I looked around and
realized' I was a couple of hundred feet from the truck, and there was a whole pack of
people surrounding it, and I didn't have a clue were Dan was. Oops. So I ran back,
calmly negotiating a restraint of hostilities, along the lines of "TOUCH TIIAT TRUCK
AND DIE YOU SISSY-ASS MOTIIER -beep-" or something like that, but I got tripped
up by Fido, who'd reappeared from nowhere to attack my ankles, but this was Fido 2.0,
a much sma¡ter version. As soon as he saw that spray pointing towards him, he ran. By
the time I got up and got back the only two around were the one who had collapsed
during my first rush, still totally helpless (heh-heh-heh), and Dan. (Plus the by-nowusual snowballs and rocks arcing out of the da¡kness and bouncing off us). Since Dan
had been getting quite the worst of the fight to defend the truck while I was off touring
the neighborhood (he looked like he'd been swimming in red paint) we decided to
exercise the better part of valor and ignominiously retreat, a constant drumbeat of wellaimed missiles echoing off all the panels. But as the saying goes, he who fights and runs
away lives to come back and nuke the bastards. Or something like that.
Counterpoint: Dan
We went to the Edge. Alex's truck got a window smashed so he freaked and ran off
leaving me defenseless to guard the truck. I got bootftrcked. About six fucks with sticks
and bats laid a gash in my forehead so deep I touched my skull through it. Five stitches
on the forehead and three behind the ear and my eyes and face were puffed up so I
looked like an eggplant. Nice brother. The End.
fEd's note: normally I would have left this a¡ticle intact, however, due certain VOCer's
astonishment at some of the vulgarity in this a¡ticle, I had to edit this article slightly.
My apologies to the author.l
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And what an expedition it was. W'ow, what a lot of peopie. Cam drove up on Friday
night with Tracy, Dave, Jonus, and Ann-Ma¡ie, and they managed to find the wrong
campsite. Oh well; so they look like anti-socialists.
Saturday turned out to be pretty overcast (what happened to Vancouver's
gorgeous weather?). Hard core VOC'ers dragged each other up Fat Dog Mountain on
Three Brothers ridge - leaving at noon. Most of the group made it up the ridge to
observe the gorgeous view...until the storm moved in. The winds were pretty fast and
it became a regular white-out. Everyone made it down, some cranking a few turns and

catching a little/lot of air (Mike Buda).
Saturday night provided much entertainment with spastic, amoeba-monkey
games and excellent idiot (Mike Holmes!). A few hard core, deep-ass partyers made it
to the pub as well.
Sunday was gorgeous!! A group of 10 of us went up Mt. Frosty. The bottom
was really crusty shit, but the top was beautiful powder! The view was amazing.
Markus cranked some wicked, psychotic turns...all the way down the mountain
(including the ice on the bottom trail where everyone else walked). Round trip up
Frosty was26 km - a good day's skiing and everyone was hungry.
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fô Ha,r;qn Hol...

By Markus Kellerhaus

A motley crew of has-beens and never-weres gathered one night at my
place to discuss plans for the impending Christmas season.
"Life isn't quite over at xxxxxx(censored)," Fern bravely suggested.

The younger members of the group didn't quite agree with this radical
statement. Nevertheless the point was taken - we decided that a little physical activity
over the holidays would be the perfect antidote to seasonal hardening ofthe a¡teries.
Thus the plans to visit the Harrison Hut were born. Chrystal was volunteered

to organize the vast quantities of food required. Mike H., a man with years of
experience in mining camps, was the natural candidate to organize supplies of alcohol
and other recreational drugs. No doubt he would have performed admirably in this
capacity if he had been left to his own devices. Unfortunately Jan "The Pure One"
Palaty decided that Mike's carefully calculated alcohol quantities were excessive. Mike
was over-ruled and forced to return several bottles. (Apparently a recent selfexperiment on the physiological effects ofalcohol at high altitudes convinced Jan ofthe
benefits of moderation. )
On the 26th most of the group left to ski in to the cabin. Chris and I left the
following day to fly in with the food. When we arrived in Pemberton there was a solid
layer of cloud. The helicopter pilot assured us there would be a break in the clouds near
Meager Creek so we piled the food and gear into the chopper. As we flew up the valley
under the clouds I figured we \ryere on a $700/hour flight to nowhere. But sure enough
as we approached Meager Creek there was a break in the clouds. In no time we were
dropped off by the cabin with all our stuff.
Chris and I were rather surprised to find that the others had not yet a¡rived.
Since the day was flawless we skied up one of the smaller of the local summits. We were
rewa¡ded with incredible views of the Manatee group, the Clendenning and countless
other peaks.

On returning to the cabin there was still no sign of the others. Shortly after
dark we heard voices approaching; Chris got dinner going while I skied down to help
out Ìr/ith a pack. Soon all ten 'fossils' were reunited in the cozy cabin.
Now if the weather hadn't crapped out the very next day I could start to recount

The VOC Fossils go to Ha:rison Hut
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all our epic peakbagging adventures. Unfortunately the weather did crap out and never
really recovered for the duration of our stay.
A great deal of snow fell during our stay in the cabin. The slopes above the
cabin on both sides ofthe valley were in very good condition. So despite the generally
poor weather we amused ourselves yo-yo skiing the local slopes.
The 29th was actually reasonable Ìveather. Martina, Mike H. and I took
advantage of this and headed up Zygomaticus Peak. There was very little snow on the
glacier but we were able to weave a route through the crevasses. From the summit we
enjoyed great views of the Pemberton and Lillooet Icefields. The run back down to the
cabin offered a mix of powder snow as well as wind crust of every possible description.
Future parties visiting this area may attribute the crater-like depressions on the glacier
to Mike H.'s spectacular wipeouts.
One day we all headed up to attempt Frozen Boot Pk. which rises directly above
the cabin. As we ascended the ridge the wind continually increased in strength. Finally,
it appeared that it would be necessary to rope up simply to prevent the lighter members
of the group from blowing away. Instead, saner minds prevailed and we headed back
down to enjoy skiing in the fresh snow below.
All this descrþtion of skiing may leave the reader with the wrong impression.
Undoubtedly, the major activity on this trip was eating. The food was excellent but it
soon became clear that we had far more food than we could hope to eat. We made every
effort to consume as much food as possible since whatever was not eaten would have to
be carried out.
Observant ski-tourers may note a dent in the Coleman lantern at the cabin.
Scientists have gathered evidence that this dent matches exactly with a bump in
Marilyn's head. One line of reasoning holds that millions of years ago Marilyn's head
was joined with the lantern; over the years the two have slowly drifted apart by a process
known as 'cerebral drift'. Another hypothesis states that both bump and dent were

caused

by a catastrophic collision of head and lantern during a particularly

rambunctious card game.
All too soon it was time to leave. The ski out to the hot springs was slightly
epic. The tree skiing is quite challenging in spots and our packs were overloaded with
leftover food. We a:rived at the springs shortly after dark. A soak in the springs was
very welcome before falling into the tents. The following day we skied (in very heavy,
wet snow) out to the main Lillooet Rd. where we met the sno-cat.

Participants:
Fern Hietkamp, Mike Holmes, Markus Kellerhals, Rich
Lechleitner, Mafina Metzler, Marilyn Noort, Jan and Chrystal
Palaty, Chris Rolfe and Mike Sample
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Carrging Our S[¡¡r to Pslion llloun]ain

There is a stretch of mountains north of the Squamish-Whistler highway that shines
through the mist and snow, day and night, so that no one, no matter what vehicle they
are driving, or how fast they are going, can go by without shaking their heads at their
splendour--I mean the Tantalus Range. Apparently, the Tantalus Range got its name
from early climbers in the Garibaldi area, who were "tantalized" by the "sight of the
ice-crusted peaks of the range thrusting sþward across the Squamish river valley"
(Fairley).

On one of the best weekends in February, a group of ex- and current VOCers turned
their gaze and their feet toward one of these peaks--Pelion Mountain. At 7500 ft.,
Pelion is the eastern and higher of the two major summits in the northern Tantalus
Range. (The highest is Tantalus Peak itself, at 8540 ft.) While a conìmon access to the
Tantalus range is via Lake Lovelywater on the southern end, another access via Sigurd
Creek allows a quick ascent into the northern area ofthe range. It's even quicker now
that there's a new trail, put up by the BCMC this fall, that follows Sigurd Creek almost
from sea level. Turn off the Squamish River road onto the Ashlu Creek road, and take
the first cut-off to the left for a few hundred metres. The flagged trail starts off on the
south side of this road, following an even older logging road (now covered by alders)
toward Sigurd Creek, where the trail goes up. We encountered a lot of blow-down (from
last fall's big, storm winds--where were you that weekend?--I was in the Black Tusk
Meadows, and it hailed!) where the trail starts to climb, but sofed our way through it
without too much trouble.
The first part of the trail goes steeply up indeed--we enjoyed sweating up this section

with the handicap of skiis carried on packs. Little did we know that we would be
carrying those skiis up to about 2500 ft.. Even when we put them on, however, it was
just because "this is a ski trip, after all, dammit"; indeed, on the way back down the next
day, we simply ca¡ried them the whole way (from 3500 ft.). Well, it must be admitted
that the skiis did turn out to be handy for the ascent on Pelion the next day. Ski poles

Carrying Our Skiis to Pelion Mountain
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would have been handy for Fern too, except that she had left them back in Vancouver.
Markus and Mathias had craftily whipped up some replacement ski poles from alder,
which a number of the group tried out, just for the novelty (for which Fern was very
thankful, because she doesn't thìnk she would have made it if she had had to use alder
ski poles the whole way).
Once above the snow line, we followed Sigurd Creek as it courses through a river valley
before it tumbles down the mountain side. This passage afforded beautiful views-Pelion and Ossa to the south, and high cliffs featuring long ice-falls to the north. What
a ûeat to have an access with no logging in sight. Perhaps the chunky cliffs along
Sigurd Creek will prevent any logging roads being put up in this area.

Arriving at camp at about 3:30 left us with plenty of time to wander through the area.
We hiked fufher up the river to the lakes, where Dave took what must be incredible
photos, given the concentration he was using. The rest of us set up our own little Winter
Olympics course, skating and playing hockey on the exposed smoothly frozen ice.
Mathias climbed a big boulder to pose as the statue of the winter god. We didn't see
him for a long time after that, and thought he might have become one with the debris
flow, but were reassured when we saw him back at camp later on. A network of tracks
covered the snow--what looked like wolverine and a big cat. From the head of the valley
we gazed up at Mt. Jimmie Jimmie and Mt. Ossa, and calculated approaches for ascents
at another time.
Supper that night was a quiet affair, with everyone getting their fill of past and various
sauces. Fern thought she was preparing a tasty tomato sauce to go with Mathias' pasta,
but this fell through when it was discovered that the spice package was there, but that
the essential ingredient--the tomato sauce--\¡/as missing. Oh well, at least the pasta was
tasty. The deep question for the night came from Mathias--why do we name stars and
constellations? As we all gazed into the sky pondering this question, we found no
answers but counted ourselves quite lucky to see numerous falling stars. We don't know
what happened in the other tents, but jokes were flying about in one, as Mathias regaled

his tent-mates with his repetoire. Fern and Markus struggled to remember some joke,
any joke, but came up with poor offerings, no doubt leaving Mathias with the perception
that Canadians are a dry, serious lot. Fern redeemed herself somewhat the next day by
fetching a joke from the far recesses of her memory while on the way up Pelion. The
conclusion is that Canadians can be quite funny when in their element--struggling up
4000 ft. of snow slope, for instance. Meanwhile, after the jokes, other things were flying
in that tent too--farts and snores. The next trip with these guys will see ear plugs and
maybe some other kinds of plugs packed along in the fust aid kit.
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I mention that we skied up Pelion the next day? Pulling ourselves out of bed
and then out of a mist hanging above the camp, we clambered onto the northwest side
of the mountun to zig zag vp some crusty snow. By the time we got to the top, the
winds were quite strong and it had gotten just a little cold. Though the views were
excellent, we stayed just long enough to see over the other side of the mountain, and
then retreated. Dave, Steve and Markus got the closest to the summit (' just a few more
feet!"), but the rest ofus were content to gaze at it from a respectful distance of 30 ft.
Next, time to fly down the mountain and back into camp. With her well-planned sense
of timing, Fern pulled into camp last, just in time for soup and packing up. (Fem now
owns new skis, and will be a tele-goddess next season, and she will never forget her
ski-poles again either.)
Oh, did

Though we raced down the mountain, we couldn't beat darkness, and thrashed ourselves
trail. Numerous scrapes and bruises were
sustained by all members of the party, except Mathias, who somehow sailed unscathed
through it all, and was waiting at the car for us for an hour before we emerged from the
bushes. But of course, his feet were made light and swift by the thought of the supper
his girl-friend was cooking for him if he made it back to Vancouver in time. Needless
to say (for a VOC type trip), we did not, and ended up at the Vera Cruz, were the
waitress took pity on us, serving us

going over the last, steepest part of the

efficiently and cheerfully. Mathias
challenged us to join him in a beer,
and we all toasted to mountains with
snow on them and names like
"Pelion" (little did we know that in
the next week, record amounts of
snow would fall, creating extremely

dangerous avalanche conditions in
the back-country). Perhaps some of
us will be back with Markus, when he
leads an ACC trip to Ossa this spring.

Markus, Peter and Denise climbing
up the peak of Pelion.
Photo credit: Fern Heitkamp
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Qeøding Sveøk 1997 ond 1994
By Mike Budø

Part

1

The snow was like concrete in the Coast Mountains after a thaw and
subsequent deep freeze at the beginning of February. It seemed as though the skiing
would suck anywhere the freezing level had risen above, during the thaw period. Since
the freezing level had gone all the way to 3500 meters, most everything was ruled out
for good skiing. Fortunately, Mike the Spag thought of Mt. Rainier the day before the

break was to start, and suddenly our ski trip was saved: we would go and tele-shred
powder at 14 000 feet in the Washington Cascades!

We blasted down to the mountain early Thursday in Martina's spacious Geo
Sprint (the stretch model, I think) with the th¡ee of us, winter mountaineering gear plus
skis, and a strategically planned 5 days wonh of food and 2.5 days worth of fuel (found
out on the mountain, of course). By the time we suited up in the parking lot at Paradise
Camp on the mountain's south side, we were looking at a great alpine start just slightly
after 11:30 AM.

It was rotten conditions for an approach day that morning: there was perfect
blue sky, the summit was clear and windless (but two days away unfortunately), the
snow had the frozen in-situ remains of tracks that were obviously made when the surface
had a density slightly less thatn that of steel as it was under our skis, and there were
obvious signs of a HUGE approaching cold front which every forecaster from Nome to
San Francisco to Smith Rocks (unfortunately for Eric) had promised with the certainty
of a person who was going to be accurate at least this one time in his or her life. In
addition to that, I was attempting to keep pace with Spagnut who seemed as though he
was going for the summit perhaps later that afitemoon. Now don't get me wrong, I
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enjoyed this, my first experience on a big mountain, and was partaking in a photo orgy,
while simultaneously gasping out words of amazement to Mike, whenever he got close.
I particularly enjoyed the altered sense of scale a huge landform like Rainier enforces as
I confidently predicted to Mike that we would reach "that little rock up there" in an hour
and was told that that "little rock" was in fact a thousand foot high butress right above
Camp Muir (our destination) and was 5000 vertical feet above us which would take 6
hours to reach. Whew - talk about endless snowfield: we could see that friggin hut for
the entire six hours.

Well, besides the aforementioned new experiences, and the presence of a very
heavy pack, the ski up to Camp Muir at 10,000 ft. was relatively uneventful. At this

point, I should warn others against talking to Marilyn Noort before going to higher
altitude: she told me quite cheerfully and confidently that altitude bothers her once she
reaches 10,000 feet, at which point she says she throws up, and then has no problems
thereafter. Let me tell you that all I thought about during the last 1000 vertical feet was
when I would toss my bagels and cream cheese, and in fact, I think this stress of
anticipating this event actually induced nausea in me for the last hour. You've had your
warning. Although quite seriously, I did feel the 10 000 feet of elevation gain we had
made by car and skiing that day, and for the last hour (and only 1.5 km to go, perhaps)
I could barely manage 20 consecutive strides before having to gasp for breath: for the
first time, I comprehended the possibility of needing 20 breaths between each step as
described by those Himalayan high-altitude nuts. I also realized then that I am
alarmingly our of shape (although I rarely care after I return from a hard trip due to the
semi-paralysis that has been inflicted).
We reached Camp Muir at dusk as the front began to seriously pound us with
wind and cold, cold, cold temperatures. We peeked into the public shelter, and full of
snow and devoid of any creature comforts as it was, we opted for trying on the guides
hut for size. Mike carefully opened the door with three swift kicks from a tele boot, and
although the door was nailed shut and boa¡ded over, Mike still maintains that since the
padlock was unlocked, the hut was open to the public. I didn't quibble, as this hut was
luxuriously appointed with many foamies, nice plastic windows, and (wow) propane
lanterns. We settled in for the cold night as two more climbers came in after us, who
were also, coincidently, from Vancouver, but were without ski gear (they had just
walked up in their plastic's) so we were naturally a little wary of them coming from a
tele-freak point of view. I think they were a little alarmed by our behaviour, particularly
Mike's very vocal discussion style.

The next morning awoke to a full-on storm with temperatures nearing -30
degrees Celsius outside (and not much more inside), wind that was impossible to stand

Fun On Mt. Rainier

Mike Spagnut getting lost on Mt. Rainier, Feb. 1993
Photo credit: Mike Budø
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up in, and a whiteout so intense that I could see (or couldn't see - har, har) how it was
impossible to accidentally walk off of a thousand foot cliff and not even realise. This
sort of weather does not induce me to get out of my booties, particularly in order to
attempt to climb even HIGIIER into the storm. For the rest of the day, that night, and
into the next morning, the weather didn't let up enough even to allow Mike to go yoyoing, which is akin to preventing a dog from sniffing assholes and lampposts. I should
have realized the magnitude of the weather up that high when I first saw that the 30 foot
long hut that we were staying in was staked down using steel cable and bits of bedrock.

I realized. a couple of things: at an elevation of 10
it is -30 oC, one needs about twice as much fuel to melt snow (hence our
shortage of fuel); survival in a tent in such conditions would have been dubious at
During this stormy spell,

000 feet, when

worst, and totally crappy and finger-and-toe losing at best; having a downjacket is your

gift to your body core temperature staying in the 30's. I also realized that bringing
"Hea¡t of Darkness" as reading material can dangerously alter one's perception of right
and wrong in a small-group situation (but don't worry about leaving sharp knives or
spears ¿ìround me, heh, heh hehhh!).
On the third day, the weather broke in the sense that we could see fa¡ther than
10 feet, so we decided to make a go of it, even though the cloud level, now just below
the hut, was obviously moving in a fashion that left no doubt as to the anger and
uncertainty that the weather possessed at that time. Mike mentioned something about a
"sucker hole".

To make a long and depressing story short and depressing, about 6 minutes
after we left the hut in frozen-solid tele-boots, the weather closed in with more low
temperatures and more high winds - oh boy! I struggled on in front, partly because I
was feeling very strong, even at 11 000 feet, and partly because Mike had a cold and was
going slow, and that is something to savour. We vainly pushed on to just below the
Ingraham Flats at 11 500 feet where we turned around for lack of anything better or
safer to do. When we got back to the hut, all three of us had large, white patches of
frostbite on our faces, and one of my toes was really frozen badly (well, not black and
shrivelled, but bad enough).
Before finishing otr, I'll give a quick rundown of the route we were on, the
Camp Muir-Disappointment Cleaver Tourist Route, on the south side. The entire route
is supposedly a walk-up (no technical sections), and the way as far as the base of
Disappointment Cleaver at 11 500 feet is certainly devoid of even any serious crevasse
hazard (in the winter!). There is apparently an icefall problem adjacent to the south side
of the Cleaver higher up which could be avoided by dipping down to around the north
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side of the Cleaver on the Emmons Glacier. The main hazard to this route is
undoubtedly white-out - it is a mostþ featureless glacier and snowfield. The rangers
apparently give out a list of compass bearings for this route in case you can't read a map
or think for yourseH! Avalanche hazard will also obviously be a problem to some
crucial (unavoidable) sections, but should be limited to periods just following storm
cycles or in the spring warmth when the pack goes isothermal - at other times, I have a
feeling that the wind blows everything away, leaving it quite safe. Beckey's Cascade
Guide is great, with good, if old, aerial photos of the route. If you should attempt the
mountain in winter, be prepared for weather that is 10 times worse than around here do not underestimate the mountain in winter, even though your grandmother could
probably get up in the summer! If we had been tenting, without a hut, we might have
been in serious trouble.
Anyway, the ski down to the car through the horrendous white-out, and fourfoot sastrugi (wind- carved snow) really sucked, although was partly relieved when we
laughed at a whole bunch of idiots trudging up into weather that was obviously moving
from ridiculous to preposterous in qualþ. The long trip home equally sucked, and
going to school the next day sucked even more. It goes to show you that life in the
mountains, no matter what the conditions or circumstances, always beats out the best
day in the city!

Participants:
Mike Buda, Mike Spagnut, Martina Metzler, Ma¡tina's car.
Part

II

This attempt was planned for the same weekend one year later as vengeance for
me, and fun for the others. Unfortunately, this was the week it snowed 4 meters in 9
days, and it was obvious that only the biggest psycho would venture onto a mountain
with avalanche slopes 10 000 vertical feet high. As little consolation, Andrew and I
went up and had a lot of fun skiing at Whistler, and Guy and Anne-Marie went to Smith
Rocks. For some strange reason, Mike Holmes went to Ottawa - go figure! Anyway, I
have pledged myself to return to the slopes of Rainier yet again next year, and have
absolutely no fun skiing, but at least finishing what I started last year, just like my
mother always told me - even if it kills me.......(well, not really since my threshold for
paìn is pretty low!)

Non-participants:
Mike Buda, Mike Holmes, Andrew Port, Guy Edwards, Anne-Marie Conway,
and Cam and Ian.
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By Guy Edwards

Hey there, come closer and let me tell you a story. Back when I was a young
man, naive but eager, I had my heaf set on becoming a Winter Mountaineer. I wanted
to be a certifred tough guy - able to endure anything. lVell, the story I'm going to tell
you is of the mini epic that drove the dream from my mind.
There was this fellow- Mr. Spagnut- who wanted to go climbing- so we went.
First of all, we were trying to get into Urquart, where the logging roads went to within
3 km from the base of the wall. But the road had just recently been retired (i.e. ditched
where all the culverts had been). So we decided to go into Mt. Rideout again (I'm now
fed up with the place, but at that time it was only my 4th visit in a month).
The Mt. Rideout area is probably the best alpine climbing area that's within 3
hrs of Vancouver. The north walls of Mt. Payne, Rideout, Rideout's Pup, Silvertip, and
Forddred all offer wicked lines of up to 3000' in height (that's really good for just a 2 hr
ski in). The rock sucks, but the snow and ice lines are really sweet!
Okay - let's get back to business, seriously now. On Saturday morning,
Spagnut's alarm didn't wake him up, so I yelled at him and we got underway. The sþ
was blue and there wasn't much wind when we were approaching, so \rye were keen on
trying something hard. Our line was to be the gully system that joins the regular North
Face Route at2l3 height.
I like climbing steep snow, so with the rope in my pack I attacked the first bit.
It was na¡row, only three feet wide at the top, and looked pretty easy, so I plugged up.
But it kept getting steeper, and what's this hard stuff? The blooming stuff had turned to
ice! Oh well, I'd been training my ice technique on snags in the endowment lands lots
during Christmas exams - I felt competent- so I kept going up. I was dropping stuff on
Michael, but he had a helmet on, no worries. I sort of got scared when I was chimneying
against the rock - steel on rock doesn't have a high coefficient of friction. Anyways,
after the ice became sugar snow nea¡ the top, and the constant spindrift coming down
filled up my pants (I left the stupid side zips undone), I got over into some nice 45
degree snow and set up a belay. Spagnut came up on the rope in the spindrift too, and
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Guy Edwards on Subrideout. Photo credit: Mike Spøgnut
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we started up again.

After plugging up for some time, we veered left to hit some ice. Spag got the
lead, so I was forced to belay - off of one shitty pin and my tool bashed into some ice.
He stafed up the first bit, a weird corner / bulge with not much for the feet or for the
tools above. At least he got a screrv in before struggling - and then after that bit - there
was a really weird chimney. The last bit was tricky too - with some mixed! Well, Spag
got to a belay, and pulled me up to the base of what looked like the best ice yet - a lovely
blue grade 3 section!
As Spag had put in his belay right in the middle, I started up the left side.
Geez,l quickly noticed how brittle the ice was - "Harsh Mann." After 8 feet I put in an
all right screw and went up ten feet more. I was just trying to get established to put
another screw in when my right tool broke off a big dinner plate. But holy shit man, this
wasn't just a regular dinner plate, it was huge - a 4 gallon platter of ice! When it
fractured, it must have twisted, because it knocked out my crampons and my tools! I
was airborne! But I tell you, falling on ice is not good, especially when you're right
above your belayer like I was. When I sta¡ted to fall, my reflexes must've acted really
fast - I swung my right tool in - and it held!
So there I was, I'd only fallen about2 feet, but I was hanging by one a¡m. I was
so freaked - it'd been really close - that with the adrenaline I powered a screw in. I
clipped myself in, and then I started to shake. Spagnut hadn't even realized what
happened, he hadn't been watching, lucky for him. After resting for a bit, I decided to
continue on, I couldn't wimp out. The ice remained the same, but I became more
careful, and made it to the top only half freaked. The top was mushy and wet, and above
was to hard to put a screw in - until I heated it in my mouth. Spagnut came up,
complaining about the brittleness also, and then we took off up the snow.
The next challenging section was a mixed pitch that Michael got to lead, while
I was anchored to a wonderful safe pillar. Michael almost considered retreating because
there was no pro, but instead he ran it out. I received a half hearted belay to where he'd
stopped and then I suggested we untie and start soloing the rest. V/ell, he agreed
because he had to take a dump, so I continued dragging the rope behind me. After about
50 meters I arrived at the shoulder where we joined the main route. After getting a sip
of water, I started coiling the rope. It seemed a little dify at one point, so I took off my
glove and scraped most of the brown stuff off - before I smelled it. "Oh my gosh" - it
was shit! Michael Spagnut had shat on my rope! The bastard!
Anyway, when we got to the shoulder, it was 4:30 pm. It gets dark at 5:30, so
I thought we should descend the main couloir, but he suggested we race for the summit
(which was a much cooler place to be). So up we went, on easy ground, but it's hard
work going up hill, and I arrived at the summit just in time to see the last quarter of the
sun.

When Spagnut arrived 5 minutes later, I'd had enough of the wind, so
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mumbled that I was going down before it was futly dark. I took off (it was easy
postholing), following some tracks of people who'd come up that way the same day. I
didn't need my headlamp until the col, where it was super windy. It had been very easy,
so I kept on descending. overall it took me about l&ll2 hrs to descend, so when I
reached where we'd left our skis, I didn't mind waiting a bit.
But that bit soon stretched out - where was Michael? I shouldn't have left him
at the top, but it had been an easy descent. I really hoped that he wasn't hurt, I didn't
want to deal with that. Maybe he'd just lost his headlamp. Anyway, I started hiking
back up, and couldn't see any sign of him. I was yelling and thought I heard something,
but I didn't hear it again. With the wind building, I knew something was up
weatherwise. Small avvies started coming down from the col, so I got away from there.
Where the hell was Michael?
I decided that I'd have to bivy at the base, and search for him in the morning.
I went down to the trees and filled a little hollow with frr branches. I wore all my
clothing ( I had it on already), put my feet in my pack, and put those great plastic
hospital bags around my body. For dinner I had a frozen carrot and half a cup of water.
I don't think I slept longer than 15 minutes that night, but I did discover that
doing the pelvic thrust keeps you really warm. I had to wiggle my toes constantly to
keep them from freezing, and had to keep on stretching my legs to keep my calves from
cramping up.
The next morning was overcast, but still all right. I was just about to start off
when I saw a group of people approaching along the trail. After explaining the problem,
they agreed to help me look for Spagnut. Our plan was to split up at the main couloir in
2teatrrs to check both potential descent routes.
Right then - when we were about to split up - who should come walking out of

It was Michael Spagnut!
The basta¡d was all right! He'd forgotten his headlamp. And he'd tried to
descend the main couloir - but gotten stumped by an ice step. He'd bivied in the couloir,
digging into the snow, away from the constant sluffing. We were both pretty lucky
having pretty mild temperatures that night, and pretty lucky to have warm clothing.
Oh well, when we met, we were both super hungry, so we got the hell out of
there and went for dinner/breakfast/lunch in Hope.
It was my first ever enforced winter bivy - Waaatroooo!

the couloir -Blooming hell -
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By Lillian Alessø

******************
It was getting to be about that time. Neither of us had had the spare hours to
head off and do a weekend trip since the summer ended. Dave was beginning to get
ancy...monitoring the weather and snow reports with vicarious religion. I was getting
claustrophobic from being in the city for many months straight. Sure, we had gone out
for a few excellent day-trips, but they almost invariably proved to be too short. So now
we had spent the week working very hard soas to free up the weekend for a trip. Dave
and I picked our respective directions. "North!", he declared, eyes-a-gleam, drooling
slightly. "How about east?", I suggested, "Manning Park perhaps?". "Naw, I want to
go UP something, something big, something steep, something gut-wrenchingly hard".
That should have been my first hint that Dave was "on a roll". Nothing was going to
get in the way of him and his tele-skis. Forget it. Go with the flow or be swept along
anyhow. "North sounds good", I agreed. Then it came down to specif,rcs and we
decided on the mellow MetaldomeÆrandywine area (Dave's "big one" would have to
wait) so that if the weather got really rotten we would at least be familiar with the area.
Neither of us are particular fans of the "4:30 am alpine start" so we slept in
until 7 am and were on the road before 8 am. The drive up Highway 99 gave us insight
into just how low the snowline was and just
how dark the clouds were becoming. At that point, however, we were singular in our
purpose...we were going skiing. The thought of all those things (like avalanches,
inclement weather, etc) fled our rationale as we pulled off the highway and geared up.
The only vestiges from each of our respective training in avalanche safety were our
trusty shovels. In hindsight, I don't know what had possession of us; on this particular
weekend one Avalanche Bulletin rated the avalanche hazard "an 11 on a scale from I to
1o".....
The second indication that should have disuaged our venture was when Dave
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was talking to one of the fellows who helped run the snowmobile operation that has
recently opened up in the Brandywine area.
"Yeah, it's been snowing pretty good this past little while. We've been trying to keep the
(logging) road clear so the snowmobiles can get through, but up a little higher the
Cat(erpillar)'s having problems getting through the snow". Now I know a small lightbulb went on, but blew out before we could see what it was trying to illuminate in our
demented brains. Cat large machine built for moving large amounts of snow on
mountainsides....Humans: not. We told the guy we would be back on Sunday, bid him
a good weekend and we were off. It was snowing lightly and we quickly attained a good
pace up the road. Eventually we reached the terminus of the Cat's track and with a look
of determination, Dave took his first few steps into the powder. I watched as he sunk in
well above his knees and then followed. We were crossing an open slope at the degree
you see in those avalanche texts when they show you examples of places you shouldn't
be. The only thing I could think of was the 30 rule: more than 30 cm of snow had fallen
in less than 30 hours . Then, just as I was going deaf from the small voice in my head
which had been screaming incoherently for the past few hours, it got dark.
I called out to Dave in a voice that he will describe as "whimper-y", "D-Dave?
Uh....how much further do we have to go until we can get off this slope?," whimper,
whimper. He assured me that it was not much further and we both agreed that we would
try to make for some thick forest off to the close west as it was snowing quite heavily
and the wind was picking up. Finally and I do mean FINALLY, we dropped down into
some dense trees and selected a somewhat open space so that we wouldn't get "bombed"
by chunks of snow falling off the branches. Vy'e carved out a solid, deep platform well
into the slope and set up the tent with our skis on (which lends little grace to the
process). Any step in any direction other than the immediate stamped-out area meant
burial up to the hip (or waist in my case). After securing the tent as best we could with
ski poles, skis and shovels, we crawled into our sleeping bags, cold and somewhat tired.
Although neither of us was very hungry we cooked up some pasta just outside the tent
and forced down some hot drinks. Then came the "bombs". Each time the wind picked
up the nearby trees would dislodge some of the snow from their branches (some
weighing a few good kilograms) which would land with a resounding "whoomph!" and
occasionally send loud sprays of snow to whip our tent. Luckily, Dave is one of the most
mellow people I know and was comfortable in these conditions. I, on the other hand,
had pressed my "avalanche paranoia" button and would tense up each time I heard the
thuds and resulting lashing of snow on the nylon. Gradually, we fell asleep and woke
up the next morning in a well-buried tent. It had snowed a good 40 cm during the night
and it showed no signs of letting up. Fortunately, the wind had died down.
Since we had such a long day on Saturday \rye \ryere exceeding lazy and slept in
for many hours, relishing the fact that we were out in the backcountry, and very isolated.
In fact, it was past noon when we decided it was time to dig ourselves out and "go
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home"....ah! Blessed arrogance! Mother nature and her wintery white consort had
much different plans for us. It was one of those times when your reasoning somehow
takes an untimely vacation and you are left to the wiles of happenstance and inevitably
learn a ha¡d and swift lesson.
'We
discussed our route briefly and both decided that we should stick well into
the big trees since the avalanchehazatd above us could now be well described as "gory".

The visibility was fairly reduced but we knew our position fairly well...overall
routefinding would not be a problem; it soon turned out, however, that the forest
presented minor obstacles of her own: gullies. The other factor at this point was that I
had never skied steep terrain in thigh deep powder, the forces were alien and frightening
to me. Ten minutes after we started out, I fell over. The first thing to disappear into
"bottomless powder" was my arm which then immediately became immobilized. The
rest of me, however, was pulled in the opposite direction by the weight of my heavy pack
and I could feel ajolt ofpain sear my shoulder. Then I panicked and did exactly what
Dave told me not to do: struggle. I desperately wanted to swing around to untwist my
shoulder but all I did was sink deeper and deeper into the snow. This was not good. I
could hear Dave telling me to relax but I was raging against this stuff, my captor. Deep
snow takes on a personality when you fight it. It smiles and swallows you a little more
and reclines in amusement as you swear and battle it to no avail. Push it and it pushes

back....harder...and it invariably wins. Before I could totally work myself into the icy
cement. Dave had made his way back up and plucked me out. We dug out my skis and
poles and used the back of his skis as a platform to re-outfit. I vowed not to wipe out
again at any cost and though throbbing, my shoulder was fine. Dave went ahead
breaking trail and the going was slow and exceedingly arduous. The few times I
exchanged places with him to take the lead I cursed my lack of height and fought to
move my feet one by one. This was seriously slow and it became quickly obvious that
the car was a long, LONG way away. Vy'e spent the rest of the day breaking trail until
darkness fell once again with the ceaseless snow...and we had reached what appeared to
be a deep, unfriendly gully. We decided to head up toward the exposed slopes in an
attempt to find some relief in the severity of the gully's depth, but as soon as we cleared
the trees Dave hit snow that topped his waist and it took an enormous amount of
strength to go centimetres. This would not work. I was cold, exhausted, worried and
neryous about being very exposed in the pitch black and suggested that we once again
drop down deep into the trees and dig in for the night. Dave, who bore the brunt of the
work, quickly agreed. We found another site and dug in deep and by the time we had
secured everything and ate a bit of food it was almost midnight. The "bombs" continued
to make me jump and neither of us slept much that nighÍ both for listening to the snow
fall and the wind blow, and for wondering how to negotiate the gully that was our first
seeming impasse the next day. rùy'e got up early and packed everything up and measured
another 20 cm of snow which had fallen during the night. It was snowing steadily as
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we set out. At this point, we had not eaten near as much as we needed and were
definitely slightly dehydrated....but we were determined to find the logging road. We
proceeded to the edge of the obstacle and quickly decided on a route...Dave would go
first and I would wait until he was across and then proceed. Each step he took tested the
stability of the slope. Thankfully, everything held nicely until both of us were across.
We continued through the forest and things looked beautiful with the fresh snow, while
the silent descent of the individual crystallines lent an air of otherworldliness and
buoyed us up from our less-than-ideal situation. We passed by huge, soft slabs of snow
that had slid not long before from the ground up and were duly subdued by the enormity
ofthe snowpack. These, however, also created some interesting "snow crevasses" that
we nervously probed for before continuing through the area. As well, there 'were "holes"
where snow had covered young trees which bent under the weight and created
impressive air pockets which would reveal their depths if stabbed with a ski pole. I
think Dave had a lot more fun than I did on this leg of the journey as I was concentrating
on not falling over in the steep stretches. The thought of spending another night out
spurned us on and we stopped for nothing except to establish routes across a few more
gullies and avalanche debris zones. At one point my binding spontaneously released (I
ski on mountaineering gear..) on a n¿urow downhill stretch and it took some creative
maneuvers on both our parts to provide support while I fixed it and re-attached it to my
boot.
Then, in the afternoon. Dave turned around with a big grin on his face and
pointed his ski pole. The road! We were almost there! Dave will say I actually shed
tears of joy but it was just a hemlock needle in my eye. Soon we were ploughing through
the possessive snow straight down towa¡d the cat-track. Ah, the road! Free from my

overactive imagination of being stuck in deep freeze until spring. We stopped for
something to "eat" (we were so tired that it took too much effort to be hungry) and drink
and then flew down the incline with skins off. The clouds had not released their angry
gaze from the mountains and loomed dark as ever....good thing we weren't going to
hang around for more snow. I ¡emember rounding the last comer and almost getting
flattened by a maniacal snowmobiler but I was too tired to jump...and then the last 100
meters. Skis ofi poles in hand we walked down to the ca¡, entombed in snow, and
proceeded to dig it out. As we were piling our packs and gear into the car the fellow
who we had seen on Saturday pulled up in his truck. Hey! We were beginning to worry
about you guys, I was going to call Search & Rescue tonight...glad to see you back!".
Now, I can't tell you how much I detest the smell of snowmobile fumes and the noise
and sometimes the people who use them but for the concern of that one man I'll look
upon the next machine I see and judge it softly.
The car stafed without a glitch and with a good push we were soon on solid
pavement. Nice highway. Nice black asphalt. Nice yellow lines. Nice turn-off to
Squamish...nice restaurant with lots of food. "I'll have the menu to start please"...Then
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the phone-call to the worried parents..."Uh, hi Dad".." Yeah, we got stuck briefly...yeah,
we're okay, yeatr, you can tell Mom to get off the ceiling....". My mother had called the
Highway Patrol to see if our car was off on the side of road....she worries a lot when we
do trips and I can't imagine why......

Participants:
David "Shoulda brought a snorkel" Pfeiffer
Lilian "Whimper" Alessa

Since 1980
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Your Ocean Kayak Resource Centte
I668 DUR.ANLEAU ST., GRANVTLLE ISLAND
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with your ocean kayaking needs,
with a large selection of outdoor
clothins and accessories.
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Winter Longhike - Februory 1994
By Mike Buda
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Fern and I were gloating over how easily Glacier School went off, and so Fern
boldly suggested that the VOC V/inter Ionghike be reinstated. With her selfless
dedication, and I suspect just a few Biff Bars, Fern organized (with Marcus's help) a
neat little winter VOC getaway to Manning Park for about 30 of us. The plan for this
weekend was to be as a quick introduction for aspiring backcountry skiers, as well as a
plain old social gathering of a bunch of us who really like the winter and the mountains.
With this plan in mind, and paticularily its social and relaxing aspects, ìile
arranged to stay in one ofthe campgroundsjust offthe Pa¡ks road, and go on day trips
in various groups to the surrounding areas. The first day, Saturday, saw virtually the
entire group ski up Blackwall Creek towards Three Brothers Mtn.
The trail was fairly good, although some people's skjns were not up to it, unfortunately;
never the less, everyone made it to the alpine to enjoy the view of a glorious day (yet
another one for a VOC group mountain trip - pretty amazing!). The groups that had
made it higher up also got to enjoy extremely high winds and blowing snow, which was

novel for some, and just plain fun for everyone else (fun in that we knew we could
escape it by descending 800 ft.). The summit of Three Brothers was na:rowly missed,
but at least everyone made it down just before dark.
Saturday night featured much food and drink inside a picnic shelter which
some other fellows were attempting to burn down with a healthy sized bonfire. A rather
strange, but very amusing game involving animal imitation was initiated and played
with vigour until late into the night until it was realized that some people (me, in
particular) intended to wake everyone very early tommorow in order to get a good start.
Tents was found quickly, thereafter!!
The next day the group split up into groups according to varying level ambition
and pain threshold, and targets of equally varying effort were chosen. Suffice to say (as
I really can't remember where exactþ everyone went), that everyone thoroughly enjoyed
this perfect day, and managed to see the splendor of Manning Park before leaving for
Vancouver. Hopefully, Winter Longhike will be a tradition that will once again be
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taken up, as

it

seemed to be a well needed event for all that were on

it, with all having

fun in the process.

Participants:

see

Glacier School article under "Participants"

Mike Buda showing Winter Long-hike peaple how to packfor winter camping.
Photo credit: Fern Heitkamp
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O/¿ f,a fl¿ Arya.ü**k Þaa/12
Let me tell you a heroic tale
From the land of chicken strudel
Of a dog so resolute he could not fail
This is an ode to Pookie, my avalnnche poodle.

Now you've heard ofthe St. Bernard rescue dog
With a resonant bark and a caskfull of brandy
They'll come running when needed with a cupfuIl of grog
Having those big fella's can truIy be handy.

But there is another mountain rescue breed
Smaller and whiter than the great saint
Lighter and more portable so you have one whenever you need
Useful certainly, but a sled dog they ain't.

It was our third day attempting the Telhua

Pass

Twice already the mountain had beat us back
And hanging above us a corrtus- a huge frozen mass
AIas, we'd øIready lost one soul, poor old Jack.

A slope was aheadwhichwe løew we must cross

A steep nasty cirque it was
We løew its traverse could cause a terrible loss
And the banter we hød on who'd cross first caused quite a buzz
Thß was the time, here at hand
When my avalanche poodle had to do his deed
In his breeding it was to cross suchfroryn lønd.
Though not willing he was able to fuIfilI our need.
Tøking offmy right ski and grasping himfirmly by the coat
Ignoring hls yøpping andyelping all the while
I gave hirn a good punt across the icy moat
The wind was with him and went he nearþ a quarter-mile.

Angry was Pookie, having been tornfrom his slumber

t63
Snarling andfoarning and barking was he
Racing through the snow howling loud as thunder
Running back intent on tearing a strip from rne
But the laws

of

physics were against him

His barking too loud
The snow was soon running with a great din
Wrappíng our heroic poodle in its icy shroud.
We mourned deeply the loss of our brave lixle

friend

Who even though reluctant and scared
Came through in the end
When none of us dared.
So let no mønforget this paragon of his breed

A true mountain dog, steadfast and strong
Always prepared and ready when you're in need
The source of mnny a more rousing song.
So sing ye this ode to my avalønche poodle

He'll

When snuggled in your ice caves at night
from having snow come down on your noodle

save you

Don't dare you laugh or call him a ridiculous site!
By B.H.
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(Sung to the tune of "Yesterday" by the Beatles)
By Lillian Alessa
"Bad Belay.....

AII my høndholds seem

so

far away

Why you gave me slack I cannot Eay....
I guess it's just your bød belay.

Why

I had tofaII I don't know
They wouldn't say...

I screamed "Hold the rope!"
But instead you walked away.......
Bad belay.....
Now my shoulder's in atoumiquet
And all my hair has turned to grey
Just because ofyour bad belay.
Where ya leamed to climb I don't l<now
You wouldn't say..

You should go back there

And leam how to belay.."

MOUNTAINS
I am in the mountains again,
spirit being renewed.

High above the valleys and snow,
in among the peaks and clouds.
The spirit so¿rs ...
Soon, rejuvenated to descend and live

with mortal man.
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A backcountry user's
guide to bear fishing
By Blair Hammond

There is considerable confroversy over what to do if you encounter a bear while out in
the great outdoors. Some believe that the best way to avoid getting mauled is to camp
with people \4/ith bad knees. If a bear charges, you run as fast as you can, triggering the
bear' s chase reflex. Your less able compatriots will be taken one by one as they try to
hobble out of harm' s way. While this may save your skin, in the end it will result in a
paucity of people to camp with.

Another defense against an attacking bear is climbing a tree, which works fine if there
are any trees around and if they are close enough. Remember too, that if the bear is too
big to climb the tree your in, he can probably push it down. Other experts recommend
playing dead. You must remain absolutely still during the attack. This, the experts say,
will often result in a less severe mauling. If you think that you could stay still while a
1000 lb animal is chewing on your head this method may be for you. Alternatively, you
can take positive action against a bear attack. This option, one that I personally have
pioneered, is colloquially known as "bear fishing".
The best defense is a good offense. When charged by a bear instead of fleeing or playing
dead, take initiative. As the bear nears the completion of its charge, take one or two
resolute steps towards the charging behemoth. Next, when it rears up for the frnal
lunge, step directly in front of the bear and stand between his two forelegs. With as
much speed and strength as you can muster, insert the middle and index fingers of your
right hand into the bear's nostrils. With your left hand, reach between the canines of the
lower jaw and firmly grasp the tongue, and then pull it out as far as it will go. People
who are right handed should feel free to reverse hands in this procedure.

The nose of a bear is very sensitive and your nasal assault should immediately stop the
charge. The bear will be so flabbergasted by yourbellicosebehaviour towards his nose
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that he will be unable to strike with his fore paws. By holding his tongue out from his
mouth, he will also be unable to bite down or shake his head in order to dislodge your
nasal pinch. Unable to bite or paw you, he will struggle helplessly as you play him like
a

fish until he collapses from exhaustion.

A warning: do not release your grip

as soon as the bear collapses. Bears that have been

"fished" before may fake exhaustion and wait for you to release your grip. To avoid
failure at this crucial juncture, maintain your hold for 10- 15 minutes and brusquely pull
the tongue to ensure the collapse is real. After this time has elapsed, you should safely
be able to disengage and continue with your trip.
This technique is known to work and has been tested by university researchers. If it is
tried and fails, it is probably due to an improper application of the technique.
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Soru rouft. in flrr-. llolln
Oool¡r U¡rlloy

-Lofs of lDoforrfinl-

I've lived in the Bella Coola Valley nearly all my life, but never realized that I
was sitting in the center of a gold mine in terms of outdoor activities. I'm really quite
ashamed that there were no organizations available to let me rcalize the full potential of
this little valley tucked away amidst the towering peaks and meandering fjords of the
Central Coast Mountains. But my short-sighted knowledge of mountaineering was soon
to change, for I became a member of the Varsity Outdoor Club. I probably would have
never even sought out the club had it not been for my premature introduction into the
sport of rock climbing by a dear friend in Kamloops. It was one evening at Sheila's that
I was first exposed to the thrills of climbing. In her photo album she had pictures of her
va¡ious rock climbing trips. I had heard of rock climbing before, but I simply thought
it was some yuppy sport where you used ropes to pull yourself up an insignificant rock
face. Sheila quickly corrected my ignorant perception of the sport, and stated that the
ropes, as well as all the other hardware involved in climbing, is there for safety reasons
only, and that all ascents are self propelled. I had to try this out for myself, so one sunny
day in April we went to a local climbing crag, "The Bee Hive", were I roped up and tried

climbingforthefrrsttime. Wow! V/hatarush! Iwasinstantlyhooked. Unfortunately,
a summer of tree planting tired my ambitions of getting some more climbing in.

The fall of '93 saw me arriving back at UBC after a two year absence to try my
luck in the Department of Biochemistry. It was during club days that I found the VOC
to which I quickly joined. One trip to Longhike '93 saw my climbing skills improving
and honing. I also met a lot of new friends: people who were like me and shared my
same love nature. I know this is an a¡ticle about new routes in Bella Coola, so now I

will get to it.
Thanks to the government, I didn't receive my student loan until the end of
Ma¡ch. But strangely enough, this worked to my advantage. By not having any rnoney
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to spend, I was able to really save, and by the end of April I had enough money to by a
rack and a rope. I was set for a summer filled with climbing and first ascents, as I was
eyeing the big unclimbed walls of my home town. The only problem was that I didn't
have a partner. I hea¡d that a nurse had moved there recently, and he had been climbing
some smaller crags. This was the guy I had to get a hold of. Anyways, my first stop was
Willies Puddle (rWilliams Lake) to visit my mom for about a week. I know Williams
Lake is a boring place, so I thought "I'll just sit back and relax", and try to occupy
myself so that the time will pass quickly. I phoned up a friend (the boy friend of the girl
who first introduced the sport to me) to see about some local climbing. He said he
couldn't go, but a friend of his was looking for someone to climb with. I called him and
we left the next morning. The access was quite easy in that you could drive right up to
the crag, but diffrcult in that there were many turn-offs. In all, it takes about half an
hour to drive from downtown V/illiams Lake. You head out down the old Bella Coola
Highway, and turn right once your on top of the plateau. For better directions, go to
Reds and Shreds in down town Vy'illies for a guide book. If you are passing through
Williams Lake you should definitely try to stop here. The rock is really nice limestone,
and there are lots of single pitch routes (all heavily bolted).

Now on to Bella Coola. I love the drive to Bella Coola in the springtime,
especially since I haven't been home for a while. The drive is very scenic and quiet. It
is almost always sunny when I'm on the road which makes the drive that much more
enjoyable. The best part of the drive is coming down "The Hill" and smelling the sweet
smell of new Cotton Wood leaves as

I'm driving

through the lower regions of

Tweedsmuir Provincial Park. I see the tall crags and large boulders all around me, and
decide to make a quick stop at Big Rock picnic grounds to do some bouldering on this
rock. Pretty nice. Lots of dyno-type moves. Next stop, home.

I

lounged around for a while, trying to get a hold of the guy nurse who was
climb. I didn't have much success because he usually worked nights.
However, one day as I was driving into town, I passed two guys on the side of the road
climbing on what they called the "Bella Coola Bluff', but we locals call the "Bubble
Gum Rock". This small crag is located about I km east of downtown Bella Coola, and
now contains 5 routes. I forget their names, but they range from 5.6,5.7 on the left, to
two 5.9's in the middle, to a one move 5.11a on the far right. I think the 5.1la is very
neat, as it involves using a small sidepull and balancing on small ledges, and then
reaching up to a thin undercling. That undercling is now gone thanks to Ray for pulling
it off and cutting his toe in the process. You now have to reach about six inches higher.
Ray feels this increases the grade to a 5.1 lc, but I'm not sure. Anyway, I stopped and
introduced myself. The nurse was climbing the 5.1la at the time, and Ray was giving
him a belay. The nurse said he had received my messages, but wasn't really into
supposed to rock
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climbing that much this summer as he was building his house. He then said that Ray
Hawkes had just arrived from Nanaimo and was looking for a climbing partner. I
quickly accepted, and made plans to meet at this crag for warm ups the next day. I was
quite ecstatic at meeting someone with whom I could go climbing with at anytime.
V/e headed off around mid-morning. Ray told me that he was a certified
mountain guide out of Nanaimo, but he said it was getting to crowded for him. He made
the move to Bella Coola when his girlfriend showed him a video tape of the valley with
its pristine granite walls. Ray was seriously contemplating setting his guiding outfrt
here in Bella Coola, and was anxious to set some routes up on these big walls. I told
him I had just started climbing this year, but that I could TR low 10's with little
difhcuþ. We arrived at "Bubble Gum Rock', and proceeded to climb the 5.9's while
Ray climbed the 5.11a (solo). Yeah, he was a pretty good climber. After all, he'd been
doing it for a living for about 10 years. He told me his hardest climb was a 5.13
(something), but he doesn't like doing really hard climbs because it involves too much
work, pain, and suffering. He said he'd much rather climb enjoyably. After getting to
know each other a bit more, he invited me to help him on a new route up Snootli Pk.
This mountain consists mostly of exposed rock, and very positive granite (at the bottom
anyway).

One early spring morning, when the sun was just coming over the mountain
tops and the birds were chirping away, I was sitting on our porch drinking a nice hot
cup of coffee and thinking about the day that was to follow. I had never done multipitch climbing before, but I had always wanted to. Now I was geffing the chance, and I
Ìvas very exited. I picked Ray up at about 9:00 in the morning, and we drove to the local
skating rink parking lot at the foot of Snootli Pk. The hike up is ribboned in orange, and
follows a beautiful ascent up primeval old growth forests with thick, moss covered
slopes. We were making the trip in our Teva's, and except for the top bit, were having
no problems at all. The hike takes about 50 minutes, the first 40 being rather easy, but
ending with a disgusting grunt up a steep hillside to the staf of the enormous slab that

is Snootli Pk. Although the last part of the trail isn't very pleasant (lots of

undergrowth), it does have one neat twist. As you approach the rock face, you really
have no idea of its magnitude because you can't see anything. Then all of a sudden, you
break through the hordes of alpine hemlock and huckleberry brush, and before you lies
this immense expanse of uncovered, bare, clean GRANITE. The sun glistens off the
numerous water routes that were carved into the rock's surface. All hot and stuffy from
the hike youjust finished, you feel a cool breeze as the wind gently rolls over the trees
in the distance. We put our gear on, and took out the tools that would be used to drill
anchors for Ray had a cordless Hilti. Yes, we were gonna put lots of bolts in today.
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"Snootli Express" up Snootli Pk. in the BeIIa Cooln Valley.
Although this picture was taken inWinter, you can still see the vastness of this crøg
PhotoCredit : Mike Surlac e

Ray proceeded up what he had already done prior to my first visit pausing every
once about every 15 meters to place a bolt (so the first 5 pitches aren't runnouts!). The
first 5 pitches zig-zag up the mountain, and end at a tree island (which at the very top
becomes slightly mossy in sections). After a horible scramble through this island we
were at the next section of rock. It was much larger. This is were the actual work would
start as Ray hadn't gone farther than the first island. I'll make a note about water now.
You see, although we had brought water this time there was plenty about, as spring
runnoff was still occurring. However, don't rely on such observations when planning
future excursions to the area as ìve were about to find out one week later! Anyway,the
climbing went well, consisting of all friction at about 5.9. Ray would ascend in 50 meter
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The "big wall's" acrossfromthe airport ønd "Snootli Express".
Photo Credit: Mike Surføce
pitches, while I belayed against a potential 100 meter fall! But the fall never came, and
we managed to increase the route by 8 pitches that day. Interesting enough, almost all
ofthe belay stations occur on large ledges; enough for several to bivy.
We got back at a reasonable time, and had vegetarian spaghetti with herbal tea.
Really good. We decided to get back to our route the next week because Ray had some
business things to take ca¡e of. Its unfortunate that when new people move into a small
town like Bella Coola, they have to put up with peoples ignorance that a $20,000 grant
from the government (to assist Ray in setting up and outdoor recreation club for the
youth of Bella Coola) had to be tumed away, because the local Superintendent didn't
think it was something the young people of Bella Coola would enjoy. What would he
know anyway? He must be at least 50 himself. Anyway, we returned to Snootli Pk. one
week later (without water this time).
'We made the trek up in no time at all, and quickly climbed the 13 pitches
(climbing around the first island this time to avoid the hideous bushwack through it) to
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where we sta¡ted work again. This time, all the water had ceased to flow, and all that
was left over were pools of stagnant, larvae filled water. But we were very thirsty, and
at first we simpley used the water to wipe the sweat off our faces. Then we used it to wet
our shirts, then to suck the water out of our shirts, and then to use our shirts as filters.
Nothing really major happened to us as a result; I just got the runs for a night. Anyway,
the next fewpitches were quite interesting including the hardest ofthem all. The hard
pitch is rated at about 5.11 friction with face technique thrown in for good measure. It
gets real steep, and the nice positive rock below gave way to patches of glacier polish

mixed

in with

semi-positive

rock. You

have to pick your way through here very

carefully, so as to not pick a line that goes nowhere. Ray had to back off once and pick
a different line, but eventually found a successful approach. I followed, using a Vshaped crack to gastone my way up for a few meters, and then used thin edges that
marked the boundary of glacier polish to semi-positive rock. Once at the top, it was an
easy 3 pitches of 5.5 to the top where Ray was seen bouldering on a sloping flake. We
paused for pictures as the view was incredible. To the west, you could see the tiny
townsite of Bella Coola and North Bentick Arm as it meandered off into the distance.
To the East went the rest of the Bella Coola Valley with the Nusatsum Valley heading
south a shof distance away. We could also see the full scale of the wall across from the
airport (we were eyeing it for future climbs). But by now it was getting late, and we
were very thirsty so we made a quick retreat to the bottom. Ten hours were spent on
Snootli Pk. finishing our route named "Snootli Express" - 18 pitches ranging from 5.5
to 5.11 - FA Ray Hawkes and Mike Surface, May 1993.

There are so many potential lines on this slab of rock alone, that it would
probably take an entire summer just to make a dent in them. Most of the nofh facing
slope is friction climbing. According to Ray, who unlike me, has had the opportunity to
do more scouting in this area, there are some long cracks and steeper face climbing on
the north-east facing slope. Additionally, the opposite side of the valley contains many
"Squamish Chief' style routes, with much steeper routes and many overhanging slabs
to navigate a¡ound or over if your so inclined.
There are also several bouldering areas in and around the valley. The one most
familiar to me is the one I discovered at the 1,3 km sign located, you guessed it, 13 km
up the West Nusatsum forest service road. This area contains some very large boulders.
I prefer to call them mini-mountains. The types of problems range from overhanging
cracks and ledges (which aren't too difficult but very pumpy), to extremely difficult face

it - actually, I couldn't even get off the ground, but
anyhow), to a really nice dihedral crack that turns into a flake. I tried working on this,
but was really too high to consider bouldering (it's about l5m-20m). However, I would
rate it at 5.9 - 5.10a/b.
climbing (I couldn't quite do
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There is so much potential in the Bella Coola Valley, that the only reason
it in popularity is the fact that as far as I know, there are only
two climbers that live there. There is also mountaineering potential there as well. Just
pick up any Alpine Journal, and look in "Reports from the Coast Mountains". So I
invite each and every one of you reading this to come and see the valley fust hand. You
will most likely get some first ascents in, and you can stay for free my dad and I. If
you're in the valley, give me a call (my numbers in the phone book). Happy climbing.
Squamish has surpassed

[*ln*Discover The Greqt Nqturql Beers
of Brirish Columbio
Okonogon Spring Brewery pure mohed groins, hops, yeost, ond the sporkling
the Okonogo ore blended with old-world skills inlo noturol unpcsteurized beers
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Premium Loger-Extro Speciol Pole Ale
Spring Pilsner-Old Munich Wheot
St. Polrick Srour-Old English Porter

your choice, on lop or by the boftle qt mony of B.C.¡ besf licenced estoblishments.

Heod Office, Vernon, B.C. (ó04) 542-2337
Voncouver (ó04) 433-OO88
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By Carolíne Benjømin

Straight off the plane and into a job - "working for UBC great....but you'll never get to
the campus as you work 5 miles away and don't get a lunch break". So where to live?
Where to eat (ah... Safeway - they seem to be everywhere).
see

2 months later, discovered the UBC campus and the VOC - no-one about on a Saturday,
seems there were lots of trips happening. This longhike is popular, but full...what a
shame. All other trips say, "Come on a Wednesday lunchtime," but I can't go..have to

be at work.

3 months later, discovered the VOC phone line. Great, this gives names and phone
numbers of trip leaders. Eventually due to longing for the hills, I decide to take the
plunge and phone up about a telemark clinic. I asked around at work as to what exactly
telemark skiing was. They said, "Wel,l it's just like cross country; groomed trails, etc."
Could you believe anyone being so naive as me? The organizer (can't remember who)
was really helpful and did not start laughing at my ignorance. The day arrived and was
happily spent at Cyprus trying to maintain a¡y sort of control of these strange boards
strapped to my feet by tiny bits of wire. I came home full of a sense of achievement and
the inability to walk up the stairs for 2 days!
Next a trip to Diamond Head - it said all levels welcome...so I took the VOC at their
word and experienced the pleasure of hiking with ski's up and up only to have great
difficulty getting down again (hey..isn't this meant to be the fun pan?) I remember
watching as demigods and goddesses carved perfect turns in the snow..if only.. It was
now getting dark, my snow plough was failing, my thighs burning, how far to the car
park..? I must express my thanks to the VOCer who was acting sweep that day for his
continued support and encouragement.

Into spring and the loss of the white stuff and into spring hiking. Trips continued to
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Goat mountain and Brunzen lake. Then into summer - where did all the people go? I'm
still here working away, lets try Wednesday evening BBQ's...it said they were on the
first Wednesday of the month. So off I go down to the beach. Could this be them? Four
people were trying desperately to inflate a paraglider, hey..er..are you with the VOC? I
said in my best British accent. They explained that they were practicing for a flight next
weekend. I stood on the sidelines watching this strange new sport wondering why it
never got off the ground! The evening continued and someone did produce a BBQ, and
lobster was had by all if I remember correctly! Then out of the darkness...a strange
figure loomed..the beer cans were quickly hidden. A friendty voice said, "Hello," and
asks if we were with the VOC... "Yes," I said with some sort of confidence now. It was
Tony an ex Brit, (young VOCer) inviting people to a summer VOC reunion.

Year Two
Hunay! I'm now working on campus - I can get to some of the Wednesday slide shows
and the clubroom at lunchtimes. Again missed longhike - trip was already full when I
saw the notice...must get to the notice board more often. You snooze you loose! Rock
climbing next week - well I've never been very keen on rock climbing - don't like heights
you see.....much prefer the water.

Oh Kayak sessions at the pool, now that's something I can do. Everyone seemed to
enjoy these a lot and I saw people progress from unstable sweeps to graceful rolls.

Now, my conf,rdence growing in this new country, how about trying something
completely new - Glacier Travel. Oh no the trip is already full! Lets be persistent, ask
a¡ound, mention the car, free cookies, go to the dry school. Yes I can go! (it's really like
getting picked for the netball team at school) It was at the dry school that I realized that
this was serious stuff. It was really helpful to have Fern and Mike go through the
equipment. It meant that when I went to get my ice axe, crampons and boots at least I
knew something about what I was doing. I think that this trip will remain one of the
highlights of my experiences in Canada (even higher than trying to call a toilet a
washroom and negotiating the Canadian tax system!) It was beautiful weather the
group was large and friendly. The rented plastic boots were an experience (especially
on the ice covered rocks), but I got by. When we reached the bottom of the glacier I was
ready for a nice rest (maybe a cup of tea). Oh no...only 30 minuets to pitch camp and
then offup the glacier - but it's only 12.00 o'clock. Up I went, remembering the tie in
procedures, the helmet and the ice axe. Tony (of the beach fame), Julie and Marilyn
were great as our instructors, even though I was becoming excellent in macramé with
my prussic ropes.
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The light was failing when out of the sky came a paraglider - the sunlight just catching
the canopy as it set down right next to camp. An envious thought passed through my
mind - how easy, now I have to spend 30 minutes hiking down. It was dark by the time
I reached camp and all I wanted was a hot meal. Two guys came over to ask me and my
tent mate Katherine if they could borrow our stove as somehow they had forgotten there
own (I will not mention names at this point). It seemed a good deal as we only had one
pot and they offered to lend us their's. Alas..due to technical difficulties our stove could
not be persuaded to function. Now four cold hungry people, lots of pots but no stove. It
was like a soup kitchen, the VOCers handing out their unwanted food to poor starving
waifs. Anyway, hot (well warmish) food was gratefully accepted. W'e were then off to
bed...too bloody cold to stand a¡ound chatting. I managed to sleep with all my clothes
on inside my 3 season bag until someone stafed shouting. I thought, "But its dark, it's
only 5 o'clock - why do I have to get up?"
Sunday was spent practicing ice axe aJTests - something I've wanted to know how to do
I saw climbers carrying them in the Austrian aþs. I'm just glad I wasn't in the

since

group who went hurtling down the glacier with their instructor pulling them like a
string of cans behind a wedding car! It was very funny to watch though. Back to camp
and the hike out; very tired, boots hurting - why am I always the last person?
The winter has continued with me now having the confidence to sign up for trips and
the experience to know at least what I'm letting myself in for. Without the support of
the VOC I don't think that I would have been able to experience so much of the natural
beauty of Canada.

Thank you. Here are some tips for the newcomer to the club:
1. Be persistent - Don't let "oh the trips full" line put you off. Offer things like car, cozy
tent, cookies (even ifyou have to beg, borrow or steal these for the weekend).

2. Be prepared - As a ne\Mcomer to this cold winter stuff, make sure you ask lots of
questions and bring the correct equipment. It's not always that easy to pop back to the
car for something you've forgotten.
3. Be grateful - Many of the instructors on

tips

have given their own time to be there to

initiate newcomers in skills and thrills never known before...(I was talking about the
trips guy's!)
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Many of us within the Universþ climbing and outdoor communþ have little
to no money even before we buy our beer. Granted, even at this point some give up and
stay in the pub but many ofus at least give a concerned effort to try and drag our sorry
asses into the bush. Whether you're climbing ice smears on Salay ^lhagar or just buying
gear to pick up chicks, it's bloody expensive. I have no intentions of giving in to silly
climbing ethics and corporate fat cats like Patagucci. These are expensive options, and
I stress the word options.
Through the years I've learned a good deal of things, some of them were taught
and others were accumulated the hard way. Trial and error.
This is not a guide to cheap gear. Cheap gear only comes from working in a
hardware store, knowing someone who works in a hardwa¡e store or giving sexual
favours to someone who works in a hardware store (this however involves extraordinary
creativity and remarkable flexibility). Ask Lorne or Lil.

The costs aside from the gear and beer can often appear endless.
Transportation, gas, food and other unseen costs just seem to mount. It begins to get to
the point where you can begin to justify the actions of people who walk into post offices
and fast food restau¡ants and promptly go about thinning the herd with automatic
weapons.

All you v/ant to do is spend a little time in the hills. It sounds easy enough but
getting there in comfort and style isn't as cheap as we'd like it to be. I hope some of
these points give you some good ideas.

1.
First off I would like to address all those silly people who climb because they
think climbing's a sure fire girl trap. It isn't. It's a well known fact within the climbing
community that the skiers get the girls (sad but true). So go and buy yourself a board or
some cheap planks, get the attitude and hang out in the village. Huppy hunting.
2.
While sitting out storms on the north face of Assiniboine, Paul and I suffered
through the most agonizing pain by having to watch a Slovak and a Brit drink
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themselves through the storm. I promised myself that never again would I climb at low
altitude in the summer without taking some beer. I would not be an Alpine have-not.

The obvious dilemma is weight. What moron would pack extra weight?
Answer: your climbing buddy of course. If you're sneaky enough slip the beer into his
pack and he won't notice till he's at base camp. He might be a little mad but they always
seem to get over it.

Culinary problems? Unfofunately I'm no chef and am not picky as to what I
eat. My advice would be to tell you to find a climbing buddy who cooks. It's a bonus if
he actually does it well.
Some might say "you'd be bloody well dreaming

climbing buddy who cooks, let alone

if

you think you can find a

well. "Well, not really. One of mine is a

professional cook so keep looking and practice your dishwashing.
My only other advice is that you can survive for a long time on power bars.

4.

In the Whistler arca? Forgot your utensils? You have no pepper and

Pete's Underground on the Village Stroll is a great place to

salt are all right there in the lobby and rarely is there an employee
heard Pete complain about those who borrow.

5.

salt?

go. The utensils, pepper and

in sight. I've never

Going up to Tantalus? Planning to use the hydro trolley to cross the river? If
you are, change them because the trolley is locked up tighter than a nun on Sunday.
Don't have a canoe or can't cajole one from a friend? It looks like you might have to
Tyrol across the cable. Oooooooh! This ain't fun but it's CIIEAP. The tyrolean saves
money and time. I do however stress that if you can get your hands on water transport
before hand, do so. If not then let me give you a couple of hints.
I've done the tyrolean traverse across the Tantalus cable more times than I care
to remember and it is only now that I have mastered a comfortable, cheap and efficient
method. It takes about an hour to cross but has a negligible "gonna shit myself" factor.
If you have a full body harness or a chest harness use it, otherwise you are
likely to flip upside down and take the cold ride into Howe Sound. If you are using a sit
harness attach one end of a quickdraw (or the like) to the top thin cable and the other
end to your pack. Gea¡ needed is one cheap pulley (Stubai farm tools sells one for under
$10), several slings and two biners. Attach your pulley about 4 inches from your
harness and clip it onto the top cable (the bottom main cable is too thick. No commercial
climbing pulley is large enough). Attach the second sling to your harness with a biner
about l-2 inches from the hamess. Let this one dangle free (the quickdraw must also be
in place once you're under away). Empty your bladder, say your hail Mary's and cast
off (an extra loose sling and biner may be attached as a backup to the pulley failing, I
though find it superfluous).

16 Cheap Tips For Bastards
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The dilemma with the top cable is that it has four orange plane beacons strung
The real fun is getting around these four beacons (especially in the summer
when at least one of them is home to a hornets nest). Once at the first beacon flip the
quickdraw attached to your pack off the cable and clip it back onto the other side of the

from

it.

beacon. This is actually quite a struggle but you'll figure it out. Wrap your dangling
legs around the cable and press your pelvis straight up to the cable in order to release
the pressure off of the pulley. V/hile holding yourself up to the cable with your legs and
one arm quickly clip in the short I-2 inch biner. rüy'hile hanging f¡om the small sling
the pressure will be off the longer one with the pulley. Unclip your pulley and flip it
over to the other side ofthe beacon. I strongly advise you not to drop anything. Redo
the pelvis press to the cable and unclip the short sling. You're now clear until the next
one.

Many people have designed intricate pulley systems for use on the main cable
but these systems are expensive and prone to breaking. My only other advice is to go to
a little cattle farm at mile I7 .6 in the Squamish river valley (you are at mile t here) and
ask for Dietrich Jordan. He is a crazy Austrian who has a pulley he's willing to lend out.
Watch out though, Dietrich is a little scrambled upstairs.

6.
This winter my good friend from Powder magazine sent me a couple of these
downhilV backcountry rags. Flipping through the December'93 issue I found an article
slamming all those who bothered to liftmunch (for those who aren't aware a liftmuncher
is someone who skies without paying).
I know from experience what a pain in the ass Whistler and Blackcomb
employees are to people who skin up the main runs. Who the hell wants to pay $42 to
ski? That's an awful lot of beer. Plus, an opportunity to screw the glam crowd is an
opportunity taken with glee.
If you are looking for a cheap day on Whistler with the confrontation then skin
up from the creek at around 11 am. Just remember that you can outrun the patrollers
going uphill. It's really very funny watching them trying to catch up to you
sidestepping.
If you just want the cheap day go the north side of the mountain. Drive (you'll
need a 4x4) ot ski up to the Fitzsimmons parking lot. This is the trail head for Singing
Pass and Russet lake. Proceed up Fitzsimmons creek trail till you hit the branch to

Singing Pass. Instead of turning left continue straight, heading up slope. You'll hit
utility roads running perpendicular to the path. Take a right turn here and the
road will bank up to Sidewinder. Ski down Sidewinder to the Green Chair and you can
enjoy a day of free skiing above midstation. Total time from the parking lot is about I
hour (in the summer this is an awesome bike trail).
As far as Blackcomb is considered you'll just have to start at around 5 am to
avoid the hassling. However, if you're at the crystal chair at 7am when it kicks up you
some old
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might just be able to nip a ride. Some guys just like keeners and cheap bastards.
Just remember how much beer you're saving.

7.

Have you ever had one ofthose nasty burns/lacerations from a bad fall on ice?
you
Do
find that conventional painkillers just don't work? Tequila does.

8.

\Vhere do you get cheap beer?
\ühistler: Monday night at the Boot Pub ($2.05 a pint)
Banfft 1lpm-lam, happy hour at the Rose and Crown ($2.2S for
a pint of Big Rock Trad). Wanna dance? Silver City.

Canmore: Ditto, hit the Rose and Crown
Don't waste your time in this hole.

Jasper:

9.
Often enough finding a place to sleep on the road or prior to or afrter an ascent
can be a bitch. Hotels are for people with money and hostels are for hippies. I've always
found that sleeping in cars can be quite a cheap yet pleasurable experience (pleasure
levels can also vary depending on climbing partners).
Vans are good, especially VW's and Dodges. Short box Rovers and Cruisers
suck, as do Alfa Romeos and Hondamatics. Toyota Corrolla's are probably the best bed
I've ever had in a car. I sleep like a log in these. Volvos are so-so unless you got a wagon
(my brother assures me a double mattress fits in the back. I see some possibilities there).
Pickup trucks with canopies are sure fire slumber machines. By the way, if you've ever
slept in a sidecar I'd love to hear about it.
Pitching a tent is good if you're going to be a¡ound awhile but other than that
just
there
a pain in the ass. Usually I crash in my bivy bag anywhere and everywhere
(ditches, roads, under vehicles, roofs etc...). All too often I have been awakened by the
boot of a BanffForest warden finding me in a mossy ditch on the side of the road. These
Wardens are really very nice, waking you in good time to get a good start on the day.
If you're in Banff for a while (such as waiting out the perennial summer storms)
don't camp in a campground (ie: Thnnel Mtn). They're milking you for $13 a night!
That's an awful lot of beer. There are many side roads north of Banff with level grassy
areas that never see the Wardens. Camp here. It's free. Have a couple of pints.
In the Mount Robson arca? On the opposite side of the highway (from the
designated campground) and about 3km south is the Robson Ranch. Tell them kindly
that you are poor climbers just off of Robson (why else would you be in the Godforsaken
area) and they'll let you pitch a tent and have a shower for free. Don't overextend you're
welcome (I or 2 nights, 3 max unless you're really charming).

10.

Never buy cheap ice tools. Ya git whatcha pay fer. I know all too well.

16 Cheap Tips For Bastards
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1 1.
Don't buy camping fuel. That's $3 a litre. I find that Chevron Supreme works
very well in both Peak l's and MSR's. And it's only $0.65 a litre. Mind you, my stove
and I have been kicked out of several huts. I guess some people have an aversion to
others cooking with six foot flames (over pressurizing it after lighting it should get rid
of the big flames. Dont't worrJ¡, it won't explode).

12. I promised myself never to recommend hitchhiking to anyone, especially
women. It is an awfully cheap way to travel, though. Despite what Lil says about it, it
ain't that bad.

13. Placing protection in rock during the chilly months can be a cold thing for
those iddy biddy digits. Are you frustrated with glove and mitt combinations?
Expensive? A cheap, effective solution is thin polypro gloves with dishwashing gloves
fit snuggly over. This is drier than those maxies with wings. Fitting goretex mitts with
liners over the gloves will give you extra warmth while on ice or snow.
74. Looking for cheap alternatives to climbing in shitty weather. In the Pemberton
area? Go to Meager Creek. If you don't know where this is ask someone who does. It's
well worth the trouble.
15.

Hey, you want to catch all the STD's? Go to Banff for a couple of months.

16. The last point I'd like to make is in regards to my snide remark about "climbing
ethics" (as I know it may upset the hyper sensitive). This controversy has been blown
way out of proportion in recent months. Reüo bolting is not "littering". Leaving your
oxygen bottle at 26,000 feet is. Slamming pitons into alpine rock is not "vandalism" (I
like to drive home one extra every pitch just so I can brag to the fanatics). And flying
into basecamp doesn't rob one of that warm and f:uzzy "I'm one with nature now
mommy" experience.
My only advice is that you do what you're comfortable with but don't be
righteous about it. Life is not cheap (ust like beer) so do what you must to drag your
sorry asses back in one piece.
I have piles of other nifty bits of advice but I wouldn't want to give away all my
if one were to frnd me and say "hey Simon, I hear you become
talkative when people buy you beer?" I would slowly turn around and say "yesss" with
a hint of inebrious anticipation in my voice. If one then actually did buy me beer I might
then actually talk some more. More beer means more cheap tips for bastards.

secrets. Of course
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On the first day of the fall term, after my classes, I went over to the VOC club
room and joined the VOC. Two weeks later I spent my Saturday night frolicking naked
in the most intense bioluminescence I have ever seen. I and several other of the
VOC'ers on the Lil's kayaking trip took advantage of this wonderful biological curiosity,
disregarding the water temperature and the curious flashlight wielders on the shore. So
right from my first VOC trÞ, things were off to a good start.
The kayaking trip, even though it was just an overnight up Indian Arm, and
Lil's contagious enthusiasm for kayaking, started a whole new passion in me. Where
else can you move with such little effort, through such awesome scenery and ocean
wildlife, or carry such delicious and enormous meals as we did that weekend? As it
turns out, this was simply the first of many passions that I now have because of the VOC
and some of it's members. What follows is a list of firsts for me, things that started out
small but have developed into perhaps lifelong occupations.

My first summit, a humble but breathtaking 2010 meters, was Needle Peak, on
a trip led by Chris and Drew Brayshaw. Standing with nothing above me but the sky,
listening to Drew name every peak in sight and the routes up Yak Peak, I could hardly
feel the blisters on my heels from my new boots breaking me in. Right then climbing
mountains became something I had to do, and would do for the rest of my life.

My mountaineering aspirations took the back burner for a while, as the
rumblings of Longhike, a party in the unmistakeable VOC style, stirred in the following
week, and I, a fledging rock climber of less than half ayear, who felt too inexperienced
to take Rock 3, found myself teaching others Rock 1. I pondered the coincidence of this
as I sat in the sun at Sugarloaf supervising my group, remembering climbing there when
I took Rock 2 from FMCBC in the summer. The party following was great, and many
of the people I met there have become my partners in climb, so to speak.

The Birth of a Rock Freak
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The end of October brought with it a trip to Skaha. I'd never thought that I
would have led a climb so soon. But thanks to some climber types who hung out in the
club room at lunch, and Drew for his belay, I led my first climb,a 5.6. The climber
types, such as Dave Vocadlo, John Simms, etc., during some lunch hour conversations,
who all seemed like masters to me, convinced me to try it. They were right, I did love
it, and still do. Then later, when I did Banana Peel on the Apron, and experienced the
excitement of multipitch climbing, my fate was sealed. Vy'ith four days of climbing
down at Smith Rocks to end this little spree, I was developing more confidence in
myself, and climbing became even more fun. At Smith I did a lot of lead climbing on
bolted routes, and watched many others (like Guy Edwards, Anne Marie, Eric Clemson
etc.) crank the moves.
The final trip before my activities kind of died down for the winter was a ski
trip in the Black Tusk area with a bunch of people that I had hung out with at Smith.
This was my first time on Tele skis, and yet again I was introduced to a new outdoor
activity. I say that my activities died down during the winter because, as a skier, I'm not
so good, and the costs and hassles of having to rent gear really add up. I did go to the
Telemark clinic in January, and learned the basics from Fern, who was helpfuI and
patient, but it turned out to be an exercise in snowplough turning. I suppose that
someday I'll get the hang of it, although I don't know when, and I can't wait.
Aside from many hours at the Edge, and some urban bouldering, I haven't done
much this winter except Winter Longhike, which was fun, even without using ski poles
(someone, who will remain nameless, used them to pitch his tent). Unfortunately, the
weather doesn't seem to want me to try ice climbing this winter, as everything has been

fairly liquid.
I realize that not many new VOC members are really active in the club, and so
I hope can learn as
much, and have as much fun as I did in my first year. My fear of entering the club room,
which is sometimes an epic in itself, was the first thing that changed in me the first day
of the fall term, when I plunked down on the couch and began listening to the stories,
true or otherwise, of the strange people sitting around. What lrealize now is that it was
talking with these VOC'ers that helped me decide to try everything that c¿Ìme my way.
I have to thank the people that shared their experience and enthusiasm, I hope that I can
do the same for others.

I'm dedicating this article to the new members of next year, who
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I love your stately evergreens
With gentle green and vibrant moss
And sofi andwispy angel hair
That høngs like mouldy dental floss
And dawn belaw your rivers flow
For paddlers to runwith glee
Methinks these people musta had
A

full, pre-front

lob otomy.

I travel trails upon my bike
Made out of fusion cro-mo steel
I think these trails were made to hike
But so muchfaster on two wheels
Besides to rneet those guys with packs
As yer screaming down a hill
It's just like "Fido meets a Mac"
A test of two moronic wills.
And then ascend above your trees
Where ice and snow will øIways be
And look across your mountain rønge...
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aÐ/t4tÐ4r{
This whole story starts a couple of years ago. On my first ever to the inspiring
Coquihalla Pass area. I was amazed at the amount of exposed alpine granite which is
to be found in that locale. Examination of Fairley's Guide showed that lots of these
peaks had unclimbed potential lines on them. However, appearances can be deceiving,
and the truth is that Coquihalla rock is totally schiz-o; some of it is the nicest cleanest
stuff you will ever find, and some of it is rotten junk like a foot of sugar glued onto the
rock. Climbing the former is one of the best things you will ever do, but climbing the
latter is like swimming up a crusty sand pile, ie., a sphincter squeezing puke inducer! !!
So anyways, having seen these gleaming domes bulging up into the sky like
that Monty Python cartoon with the weird little creature bouncing a¡ound on the huge
mountainous breasts (I'm sure you know what I mean here), I decided that I would
return to this wonderful area as much as possible in hopes of coming to know it well,
and possibly learn to distinguish the good from the bad. And perhaps, in some not too
distant future, I would find myself soaring up some beautiful untouched route, and end
up creating a masterpiece like one of those ancient geniuses you learn about in high
school was supposed to have, etc.

And, well, what would you know, but that on my next trip into the "Coke
Haulet'', I spied a big honkin' bullet shaped buttress seemingly 100 % out of place on
an otherwise uninteresting nameless nubbin of a peaklet. I instantly knew that this
buttress would be my soulmate for all eternity, and that together we would accomplish
great things, and ...etc., you get my drift. Of course appear¿mces can be deceiving, and
nothing ever works out the way you think its going to; it ended up that I did not get a
chance to return to this area for a year. In the meantime, I dreamed and schemed, and
looked up every puerile mention I could find of this mysterious area until, at long last,
I began to dream about it.
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Eventually, the planets aligned and the stars moved into their appointed
positions. I looked up my horoscope and it said GO FOR IT! So with my friend Andy
Cairns, matters were ¿uranged, and we set some ridiculously early start time. Upon
waking up the next morning, we discovered that the pale blush of dawn was missing,
and a big mass of black cloud was drawn across the sky. Well we reasoned that we could
go anyways, since everyone knows that the further you go away from the sea, the less
rain there is. Of course this is so much fresh manure from male cattle, and wouldn't you

know it, when we arrived in Hope the rain had already began, and by the time we
reached the highways pullout at Coke Pass, we had horizontal rain and two feet of
visibility.
Being some sort of masochists, or perhaps we had some antiquated martyr
complex, anyways, rather than doing the sane thing and retreating, we decided to hang
a¡ound for an hour in case the rain stopped. One hour later, we decided that since we
were there, we could accomplish something and "scout a¡ound and find the approach".
This entailed lots of third class, moss covered slabs with full-on runoff (take GEOG 205
and you'll know what I mean). Eventually, we ended up on a 10 ft. ledge somewhere in
the middle of the clouds, with a 5.8 move to go up, a 5.6 move to go down, and a huge
pile of bear shit in the middle of the ledge with no bear in sight...this meant TIME TO
RETREAT! So we stumbled back to the car.
Normally when you kick a dog it gets the message, cringes and doesn't do it
again...one month later we decided to head back for more. For some mysterious reason
this meant missing Leavenwofh '92. So of course I took the opportunity to catch a
Friday midnight movie at the Film Fest and arrived home at 2:30 with a planned 5:00
AM departure time. Wouldn't you know it, slept right through the alarm, and woke up
at 8:00 AM. I called Andy, and he said he had tried to wake me up through MENTAL
TELEPATIIY. Anyways, we set the new start time for the next day, which was, you
guessed it, pouring down in buckets. Once more we set out, reached Coke Pass in
pissing cats and dogs, 2 feet visibility, the whole business. At this point, Andy began to
become dugious about the existence of the route, so we decided to hike up the Needle
trail and maybe the clouds would part, revealing our objective briefly against a rushing
gray backdrop or whatever. But things were jingus, and all we did was test out the
Extreme WET engineering of our Gore Tex.
So you may see that throughout the winter of '92-'93, gentle reader, that spirits
were low and the thought of going back for another shot was sort of queasy, y'now, like

thinking of something gray-green-yellow, oily, and rolling around perhaps in
mucous or salad dressing - it makes your STOMACH SQUINCH!

some

The Hard Target
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Previoas page: At the base ofTheltardTarget.
Photocredit : Drew Bray shøw
Bottom: The Thimble Butress. Hard Target takes a line from the lowest slabs to the
top of the obvious white pillar at 2/3 height.
Photocredit: Drew Brøyshøw

The Hard Target
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But as '93 turned into summer, spring and fall, not really in that order of
course, our hopes, like the maple tree, proud symbol of Canada, began to bud, sending
out new green shoots which would ultimately become red and yellow. Eventually, I

found a TAROT CARD lying in the street which was # XIV, ruSTICE - a goal long
sought will be attained. In addition, I got a fortune cookie after dinner, and it said, "You
will succeed tomorro\¡r'." So it was time to try and prove that old maxim Third Time
Lucky. Once again \Me set out at some ungodly hour, and drove along the Trans Can
towa¡ds Hope with a dying moon yet visible in the sky because of Earthlight. Andy
asked me about the new Van Damme movie, and we agreed that our route was definitely
"The Ha¡d Tatget", but perhaps we should have paid more attention to the sub title on
the poster - DON'T HUNT \VHAT YOU CAN'T KILL.

Arriving at the usual parking lot (same as for Needle), we were so hyped to do
this new route that we nearly climbed Yak instead, since its big south face was basking
in the morning sun. But eventually we set out into the bush. At this point, we
encountered the first objective hazatd, totally drenched blueberry bushes. After an hour
of grazing our way to the lake below Needle's North Face (unclimbed and you can see
why, too - it looks gross from miles away), we were so soaked from the dew (having
brought only scanty rain-gear) that we could go no further without becoming
hypothermic.
Being resourceful and experienced climbers, we decided to build a huge bonfire
and dry out. Since everything was wet, our kindling was fairly inventive (at one point
Andy considered setting a five dollar bill alight), but eventually we did numage to get a
good fire started, without the use of Boy Scout techniques like adding a can of white gas,
and spent about two hours drying out and wasting time. Meanwhile, the sun was
creeping around and the buttress began to shine with that particularly pear-gold colour
of granite in the alpine sun, but this case there were also some large, rude, green patches
which resembled mold, but were in fact those stunted little alpine trees which you find
everywhere in your way. In the sunlight we could also see patches of hail (from the
previous day's mega storm) plastered knee deep on all the good belay ledges.

Eventually the bush dried out so we put on our not dry, but at least warm
clothes and bushwacked up the hillside towards the buttress. The transition to technical
climbing \üas very gradual as we weaved left and right between sudden slabs and jungle
gullies which suddenly left us with no third class way up. So out came the rope and
gear, and we began to run out 50m pitches, each consisting of 2m of 5.7 and 48m of easy
slab, cracks, and hundreds of Fred Beckey - Neanderthal man bush pull-ups (after all,
the Coquihalla IS part of the Cascades!). Now all this was rather time consuming, and
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Andy had somehow left his headlamp in the car, just where it would be most useful, so
we were in some sort of race against time to avoid yet another COQIJIIIALLA EPIC.
Eventually we climbed to a rather spacious, sloping ledge covered with rock sugar,
which marked the end of the worst bush. Andy led off into the now prominent corner
system which gradually widened into a hideous, lryet, and loose OFF WIDTH. At this
point, he began to wonder exactly why he was here and decided to come down. I quickly
realized that if Andy couldn't climb it, my chances of doing so were probably not so
good (about the same chance as Hell freezing over!), so it was decided to retreat for the
day.

This was accomplished by 6 quick raps down some gorgeous, bush free, no pro
slabs and walls just right of our route, followed by arace against light back to the car,
which we almost lost. Luckily, I had my headlamp (after an experience at Mt. Grainger,
I am NEVER without it in the mountains), so this wasn't totally serious. We ended up
returning to the fleshpots of Hope for a feast of disgusting Dairy Queen food and a few
long distance phone calls to our respectively worried families. Once again we had been
defeated, but at least this time we had gotten somewhere, so we decided to name what
we had done and leave the rest for another year.

THE HARD TARGET. This route ascends the lower portion of the west
buttress of "The Thimble", the bump immediately NE of Needle Peak, to alarge obvious
ledge, about 213 of the way up 6 pitches, Grade II, about 5.7. A chainsaw may help in
route improvement.

FA: Andy Cairns, Drew Brayshaw, Oct. 1993.
(Many other potential routes on this broad buttress are both unclimbed and much more
bush free.)
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¿Aeeess u$otes fou f[Ae¡geu
c'Aveø
By Drew Brayshaw

As a result of having spent far too much time there this summer, I became well
acquainted with the system of logging roads around Meager Creek. In the process, I
discovered that the stuff described in Fairley's guide is totally outdated and useless, since
it's now about l0 years old. Anyways certain people have begged me to write an article
describing access to this a¡ea so they can plan their trips there. Here goes:

Firstly there are basically two sides to this: south side of Meager, including
Meager Creek Hotsprings, Harrison Hut, etc.; and the north side, which is accessed from
Lillooet River. The two access points diverge at the Meager Creek mainline bridge some
60 km's northwest of Pemberton. Figure on an hour from Pemberton in a 4WD or high
clearance, or a tortured hour and a half in your low slung 2WD, which you must hate if
you bring it on these roads (of course, this is how all the gorbies and rednecks get to
Meager Hotsprings; granolas come in Volkswagen busses of course!). While we're on
the subject stay away from the hotsprings on the weekends in summer as every goon and
asshole in hundreds of miles comes out here to get away from it all. During the week the
scene is much quieter and you can basically do your own thing as fa¡ as camping or
hotspringing are concerned. Nearest beer, gas etc. are in Pemberton. For coffee, try the
Pony Espresso, also in Pemberton, and is far too funky a hang to be found in such a
redneck loggin' town.

Getting back on subject, and stafing with the south side: the main line goes
from the bridge, past the hotsprings, and continues up the valley of the south fork of
Meager where active logging is in process. Eventually I think the plan is to connect this
road to the upper Elaho valley. Here a¡e the impofant side roads for the mountaineer:
- the first turnoff past the bridge (about I km). This usually gated road
switchbacks up to the ridge crest East of Mt. Meager. From a bivy at the top of this road
Meager could be done in a day, easily, although you would be on the other side of the
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mountain from the standard SW route.
- the Devastator creek -Meager north-fork road. This leaves at a fork about 2km
before the Hotsprings and lkmbefore the abandoned logging camp. Usually gated when
fire hazard is high or on weekends to keep the bumblies out, but the gate is not always

locked. There are several spur roads to the right, the most important being the one
which leaves from a point across Meager Creek from Madhorse Creek (this is the road
in the first significant patch of unlogged forest). This road climbs to over 6000 feet (a
few hundred meters from tree line) on the south side of Pylon Peak, making it easily
doable in a day.
Continuing along the road from this turnoff brings you to the parking lot and washed
out road at "Nogood Creek." The reason this creek is named in such a way is because it
has debris flows twice a year which totally destroy any bridges built across it. If you're
reading this, and think you can get across in your 4WD, think again-there is a 50m deep
gorge to get across. From this point you can follow the old road through the clearcuts
across Boundary Creek to Devastator Creek and the access for the Manatee and Lillooet

areas. Figure on about an hour from Nogood to the bank of Devastator. Crossing
Devastator can be tricky but it is not the fearsome task Fairley makes it out to be. There
are good logs below where the road comes out (towards Meager Ck.), and an hour or so
of boulder scrambling upstream brings you to the other good crossing at a narrow point
where the gorge of Devastator begins where there are big broad rocks to jump across on.
(Note: these described conditions are for early August, not for June when the big
snowmelt occurs. It's a lot harder to get across in June, but can (I've been told) be done.
Probably on the logs is the way to go then.)

It is also possible to climb Devastator Peak itself directly from the Nogood
parking lot. Cross the creek and head straight up the ridge. You may find a few flagging
tapes from the Geological Survey of Canada.
The third major branch of interest to mountaineers is the fork immediately past
Madhorse Creek. From the hotsprings, cross the bridge over Hotsprings Creek (if the
gate isn't locked) and continue until you cross Madhorse, then take the next turnoff to
the left. This road switchbacks up the ridge for quite a distance; from its end it is
possible to access both Ha¡rison Hut (contour south), or the impressive Meager Obelisk
(continue up the ridge crest into the north facing cirque).This is the best way to get to
Ha¡rison Hut since there are no major creek crossings and bush is minimal.(sub alpine;
not quite, but anyway!).

For all of the south side routes, if the road you want is gated, hunt up the
ca¡etaker at the hot springs. He works (volunteer) for Ministry of Forests and can get
you the keys. But beware, he is a rynical and grumpy old bastard and must be

Access Notes For Meager Area
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approached nicely.

The other road of interest is the north side road. Instead of taking the turnoff
across Meager Creek, continue up the Lillooet River road, across Pebble Creek and up
under the looming south side of Mt. Athelstan. A couple of creek crossings on this road
are 4WD only; also, look out for logging trucks on the narrow switchbacks! When you
get to Salal Creek, forks on the right (north) will take you almost above treeline near the
Salal avalanche fans on the west flank of Athelstan.
Eventually you should reach a point where the road is completely made out of
pumice. At this point there is a fork, with a choice of straight ahead or sharply back left.
Ignore the straight ahead fork (it runs down to a bea¡-infested meadow on the Lillooet),
and take the left fork. This runs down to the Lillooet only a few hundred meters above
Keyhole Falls, and crosses it on a new bridge above the canyon. From this bridge a
rough (4WD the whole way) road runs along the south bank across some avalanche
gullies to a parking lot above the washed out BC Hydro bridge mentioned in Fairley. If
you are traveling this road in early suÍrmer (before mid-July) you'll need a shovel to dig
through the remnant snow cones in the avalanche chutes, which completely block the
road. From the parking lot here, drop down the steep slope through thick bush (follow
game trail) to the floodplain and cross the stream on fallen logs to pick up the old Hydro
road. This road has alders everywhere but they are manageable (no chainsaw needed).
The ¡oad runs for about 30 mins until it is obscured by a recent debris flow fan (hard to
miss- it's the sudden moonscape of sand). It can be hard to find the road on the other
side of this, so look for the largest clump of dead trees and head towards that (slightly
left of straight ahead.) Once on the road again, another half hour brings you to Job
Creek (you'll know its Job by the rotten egg stink of sulfur). The road mns up the creek

in very poor condition all the way to the glacier below the north side of Job and
Capricorn. Figure on about 2 Il2 to 3 hours parking lot to glacier. If you really want,
you can also follow the boulders down Job Creek to where "Affliction" Creek joins it,
then go up Affliction and down the other fork of Affliction to get into Mosaic Creek.
Crossings are not too bad and you can usually find someplace to cross without getting
your feet wet, although a fairly large leap is required in most cases (not possible with a
2 week expedition pack on).It will take up to 5-6 hours to get to Mosaic, but this is
mainly mentioned for people leaving the Manatee area by this route so they can avoid
the hideola bushwhack along the bank of the Lillooet. By the way, if you're going into
this a¡ea (Job Creek) take along bear spray and bear bangers, or be prepared to yodel
CONSTANTLY, because this area is major black bear hangout and you will probably
see at least one in a day's travel.

I could also mention the controversy about Job and Affliction creeks here. The
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Waterfall in Keyhole Canyon.
Photocredit: Drew Bray shøw

real names from left (west) to right (east) of the three creeks are Mosaic, Affliction, Job.
However, the topo map for this a¡ea doesn't have Affliction named at all, and it calls the
real Affliction creek Job Creek, while the real Job Creek is unnamed. Confused yet? The
map names are the ones used in Fairley and most other places, so I've chosen also to use
them in this article for ease of reference. If you've got the Geologic Survey map of the
Meager group, you'll find they use the "real" names and some parts of this article may
look a bit confused to you. (By the way, the GSC map is also up to date on all the names
of the sub peaks and pinnacles in the Meager area and is a good reference- plus it has
all the hot, warm and cold springs marked on it!)
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NATURE
Immersing oneself in Nature
be it mild and beautiful ... or ha¡sh and wonderful,
is akin to living in art, constantly changing, never ceasing.
Learning to see and understand the beauty that abounds
is the requisite for this ... greatest of art.
The timeless change can be perceived as ... ever still.
Tranquillity, calmness .. peace of mind .. permeate the connoisseur.
The eyes range far and wide, the mind open and clear.
For balance, harmony, has become the result of this union with art.

Thoughts and memories may ebb and flow,
feelings may rise and fall.
For other processes continue also - these sometimes felt,
but never thought about on the level conscious plane.
These are the fine-tunings of the soul with nature.
The more atpeace one becomes with oneself, through nature,
the more one becomes ... with oneself.
And this of course leads to a better . . .
People visit, come and go. Strangers become friends,
friends become family - family become friends.
For this is the realm ofthe great equalizer where,
"To learn to see" is very important, and to communicate what one sees
is of [even] higher impofance -- the end result
being lasting friendship and greater understanding.
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Ol¿to

tñ.e

Hut of tñe t{ítß

Just a material structure,

It creates a bond,

But of what special importance.

... of fellowship.

Perched up high
in its realms

Turning friends
into family.
And family into friends.

of windswept,
glacier-swept rock.

With the muted roar
of the creek below

in finer seasons.
It is (is it?)
just an empty, lonely
obscurrence on the skyline
to the a¡ea's
full-time residents.

Until...
It draws the companionship
of fellows-kind.
Not mankind,
for it lurks far below.
But fellow-kind that breed of man and woman
who (usually) try to live,
however temporarily,
in the hut, in tune, in touch,
with the hut's surroundings.
Then that empty hut
is transformed.

It is now a full
living shelter.
Supplying warmth, joy,
dreams, and personhood
with it's occupants.

It aids, among other things,
in filling the stomachs.
Which as we know,
is a prime source
of contentment.
As in,
contentment of the
soul.

For alone the hut is a hut.
But, as a part
of the whole it reflects the whole.
Something man
is constantly in sea¡ch of under different names
and religions.
But for those lucky few,
whojourney here
to experience the 'hut'

time after time,
not knowing exactly why the hut will let you

know...
long as you are a
part of it.
But, upon leaving,
no longer a pan of it you will wonder ...
exactly what it is
about the hut
you return.
makes
that
as
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Over tbe last two years I've spent a lot of time climbing in Penticton (Skaha).
Like you'll read in the Aug '93 issue of Rock and Ice, the atmosphere is everytlung. Il's
a semi-wilderness, with many wild animals observable - mountain goats, deer,
nighthawks, red tailed hawks, black bears, and my best sighting: the western tanager.
The access is an issue - but hopefully it's resolvable.
Since the guidebook, by Kevin Mclane, came out in early sunìmer'93, almost
75 new routes have been put up. The focus has been on farther back crags, mostly
around the Morning Glory area. Of the 15 or so new routes that I did, 2 gave me the
most satisfaction, or pain. These were High Country (5.12a) and P.G.Q. 6.12+).
High Country is down in the "Grand Canyon" on the fa¡ right of the "Tottering
Pilla¡s" wall. The line is a discontinuous overhanging crack for 12 m which then shoots
trough a 3 m roof and continues more easily up to the top. The wonderful thing about
this route is that it is completely natural. No bolts/slings/anchors, just crack pro and a
tree. I'm really proud about the methods I used to establish this route - leading from the
ground up - placing pro as I went - not knowing if I could get any more in up higher.
P.G.Q. has caused me a lot of tense moments, and still leaves me in doubt as to
whether I can claim a F.A. at this time. It is now, or will be, the hardest route in
Penticton. It's situated on one of the best walls around - Doctor's Wall, between PHS
and Dr Megatrip. The line sta¡ts off vertical, gradually getting steeper and steeper,
going through one roof and one technical bulge. As the line takes no natural protection,
I had to litter the wall with 10 bolts. But regretting this, I spread the bolts apart quite a
bit, paficularly at the cruxes. This always gets me scared!
After top-roping the route and multiple redpoint attempts, my best result is a
questionable claim to completion. On my last try I climbed the route cleanly until the
little slab at the top. Then, because my rappel rope was right there; because I was
getting tired; because the anchor is just 2 m to high for a 50 m rope; and because the last
bolt was quite a ways below: I grabbed the rope. Did I cheat? Well, my answer is: not
if I lower the top station to where I grabbed the rope. This will allow a climber to rappel
down with only one 50 m rope - convenience, eh. But you can't even climb to the top
from the station, and I'd only be eliminating a slab that often seeps on the climb. I'm
actually unsure of what the right decision should be. Anyways, P.G.Q. is a good route.
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All in all - I learned a lot last summer doing new routes. They're often more
pain than gain, and not worth the stress that I feel to complete them. Also, I did a lot of
on-sighting of new routes last summer, cleaning and trundling as I climbed. I wouldn't
recommend trying them unless you're keen for simila¡ circumstances - which is fun!
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The Wølløce Islønd PøddlelSøiling
Expedition
By Mike Surface
This is the absolute last article that will be submitted in this years journal. The
deadline for submission is tomorrow, and I don't have time to reafiange the Table of
Contents so this a¡ticle could be placed in the Winter section. Anyway, I felt that this
trip deserved some mention in this years plethora of articles. I probably shouldn't have
gone, as I hadn't finished the Journal yet, and the deadline was fast approaching. Talk
about taking things to the limit. I frnally decided to go because I really want to to
explore the thrills and spills of sea kayaking. Even though I found our leader attractive,
it was this compulsion I have for the ocean, and the wanting to explore all the exotic
places it contains that compelled me to take Kate's offer for a sea kayaking soujourn to

Members of the Wallace Island Paddle/Sailing expedition. From left to right: Kate
Hennesy (our leader), Allysa, Mike (editor), Denie, and Tasha.
Photo credít: Fern Heitkamp
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Wallace Island.

But this was no ordinary paddle, because we had a 46' Catamaran support
vessel along for the ride which would eventually take us to Wallace Island where camp
would be situated. This is the first time I had ever been on a catamaran, let alone
sailing. Many thanks should be directed to Tom, Kate's dad, for volunteering his boat
and his time to sail us to Wallace Island. Thanks to BC Ferries, we a¡rived at Galiano
Island a little late, but we were all in good spirits and looking forward to some nice
paddling. It took us about 2-3 hours to sail down wind to Vy'allace Island at which point
we dislodged our boats and went for a leisure paddle a¡ound Wallace Island. That is,
all of us except for one, whom, because of her first time in a sea kayak, decided to stay
in the sheltered harbor to practice her paddling. The paddle around was very serene and
peaceful, and enjoyed by all. But things started to get awry when we got back to
Conover Cove and found that the lone paddler practicing her skills, had decided to
ptactice them somewhere else. Well the search began for our innocent wanderer as dusk
was rapidly approaching. Denie and Kate went first, followed by myself with an air
horn supplied by Tom to notify him of trouble. A dastardly grunt, led me back to the
end of Wallace Island AGAIN, where I found Kate, Denie, and Bree, who seemed to be
enjoying her first paddling adventure. Your see, Bree hadn't realized that both the wind
and the current were taking her fa¡ther and farther away from camp, but we all made it
back to camp with a quite enjoyable paddle in the dark.
That night brought some incredible entertainment as Kate played her mandolin, and the
rest of us (well, most of us) sang along.
The very next day saw gale force winds all a¡ound the island: we were sûanded. After
exploring the islands many trails, some of us decided to paddle the swells that were entering a
na¡row harbor parallel to the wind. This proved to be quite fun, and yet scary because you had to
constantly fight the wind to keep your bow facing it or else... And that else happened to me!
While struggling to keep control of my vessel, and struggling to hear Allysa talk me into going
insane and paddling around the point, the wind caught my starboard side, and before I knew it I
was looking at the green of the water instead of the grey of the sþ. I quickly pulled out of my
cocþit, struggling more only a second to frnd the rip cord. Bobbing up and down in the 5 foot
swells, I turned my boat over. Allysa told me she'd get my boat and instructed me to swim to
shore (about 20m away). I eventually managed to get to shore after Denie helped me back into
my boat. After stripping naked in front of Steph and Miranda (whom which were holding my dry
clothes), I had a couple of spiked drinks to warm my self up. Then came the sail home. Gale
force winds and large swells. I was on the edge of my seat (and a very wet one) the whole way
back. The catamara.n was going so fast that when we tried to anchor, it merely skipped across the
ground and we ended up beached. But not to worry, we all arived back at the Hennesey's for hot
rums ard tea.
Well, I'm running out of space so I would like to thank Kate for organizing this trip, and
her father, Tom, for donating his sail boat and time. I really appreciated it. I hope things go well
for you guys this summer.
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Rock Climbing

Illustration By Mike Spagnut

Ice CLimbing

Illustration By Mike Spøgnut
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EIDGE
ClÍrnbing Centre
Over 6000 square feet of North America's
most exciting climbing architecture!

Open Noon to LL:ü) p.m. daily
#2-1485 Welch St., North Vancouver, B.C.
984-9080

Mike and Marylin working on the door of Brew Hut
Photo credit: Fern Heitkømp
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Brew Hut--the Søga Continues
by Fern Hietkamp

Brew Hut was built twelve ye¿ìrs ago (1982) on a little lake (at about 1620 m) just
below the peak of Brew Mountain, which is across from Brandywine Provincial
Park. The hut was to serve as a destination for beginning backcountry skiers (the
area featuring rolling bowls with mellow slopes), as well as an access for tourers
covering traverses such as Tricouni, Cypress, and the Powder Cap. Overthe past
few years, it has received a mythological nature, with VOCers holding annual
"Find Brew Hut" trips (the hardiest sea¡cher being Eric Nodwell, who initiates
new club members to this search every year).
The fate of this elusive little hut needs to be decided soon since it has fallen into
disrepair. This year's executive (93-94) has set aside a provisional $1500 to
repair or remove the hut. This is a "more-or-less" figure--it could cost less if only
temporary repairs are done; it could cost more if it's decided to actually take the
hut down (via a few helicopter trips).

A few parties have been up this past summer and fall to examine the state of the
hut and to estimate repairs. A group of six, including one of the original builders
of Brew, Tony Webb, hiked to Brew at September Longhike to clean up around
the hut (putting the fallen tiles into a pile, gathering and piling up the roof sheeting

which was flung far and wide around the cabin). They also improvised with
available material to make a bombproof door for the winter (the old one had fallen
off). They couldn't do much about the north-facing end wall, however, which is
being pushed in by snow creep. Later, Denie Robichaud hitchhiked up and
assessed the building with his car¡renter's eye, hoping to be back later to make
repairs. Blair Hammond, as this year's Special Projects co-ordinator, has also
taken a look at the cabin this fall, and has been scheming to fit in a repair trip
when his work load isn't so heavy (he's planning on taking a holiday this summer
just to go up and work on Brew!).
Just to give you A Brief History of Brew, here's the chronology of events, as
recounted recently by Tony V/ebb in a pub on St. Patrick's day (while drinking
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green beer):

1) 1981-82--License of occupation applied for and received; cabin committee
chooses design and contracts a Richmond construction company to prefab the
cabin.
2)

1982 (September)--Cabin parts and people flown up by Okanagan Helicopters
to the site; it's put up in two weekends, under adverse weather conditions (snow,

wind, etc.).

3)

1982-83--Cabin gets buried by snow (buried to above the apex); snow creep
it. A working party goes up to dig it out.

almost demolishes

4)

1983 (fall)-The VOC decides to move the cabin to a less threatening site, just
above the lake. Attempt to hire a Sþcrane helicopter to just lift the thing in one
move, and in anticipation of this event, cut off one-fifth of the cabin so that it will
meet the weight limit requirement of the hetcopter. However, the Skycrane plan
does not work out (but to this day, Brew Hut looks a little short--isn't it cute?). A
working party goes up and collapses the cabin in order to prevent it from being

destroyed completely that winter.

5)

1984 (fan)--A smaller helicopter is used to move the lumber up to new site and

the cabin gets half built;

full construction is impossible due to a sudden snow-

storm.

6)

1985 (fall)--Building of cabin on new site is completed, and Brew's new life

begins.

(for complete and colourful descriptions of this process, see VOC journals 1981198s).

And now the saga continues. What will happen to Brew Hut? VOCers don't
actually seem to stay here anyÍìore, preferring their tents for winter
mountaineering and ski touring trips. However, the hut appears to be a popular
destination for hikers--it's obviously more findable when there's no snow around!
In any case, it's there waiting for us (actually the outhouse still seems pretty
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Previous page: Work crew assesing damage to Brew Hut.
Bottom: Attending some repairs on Brew Hut.
Both photos by Fern Heitknmp

sturdy; maybe that could stay), whatever we decide.

\ryith Mike Buda having just been elected Special Projects Coordinator for 199495, with a whole host of seasoned, as well as new, VOCers around, and with
money in the coffers, something is bound to happen with Brew this sunrner.
Whether it goes down, or stays put and is repaired, there's lots of work to be done,
so start thinking, dreaming, planning, now about spending some time up there this

Tony worl<s on the door.

Photo credit: Fern Heítkamp
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Above: Guy Edwørds on

Sheile.

Bel.ow: Rob shreds

Both photos by Mike Spøgnut
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Oute r Limit s, Yo semite.
Photo credit: Mike Spagnat
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Pøge 214: Høddo Peak. Page 216, Top: Lizzie Ck. Cabbin.
Page 216, Bottom: Sophie, Andrew, Martinø - Frozen Boot - Zygo CoI.
Botton: Chris prussiking out of a crevasse while Mik¿ Buda belays.
Photos by Míke Spagnut

Top: Andy, Denie, Mike H., Mike B. getting ready for Glqcier School.
Bottom: Negotiating crevasses at Glacier School '94.
Top phot by Fern Heitkamp, Bottom photo by Mike Buda
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Rubble CreekTrail
Photo credit: Mike Spøgnut
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